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Ariola/Arista format revealed
THE GERMAN Benelsmann report to the NBRC board.
throughout the world."
company has finally announced its
The new set-up will result in
Eventually, it is planned to house
plans for the future of the UK Ariola several redundancies, including all the divisions in one building.
and Arista operations following its Arista marketing director Denis Meanwhile, Pryor's marketing
takeover of Arista last year.
Knowles and head of press, Howard division (yet to be given a title) will
In effect, the Arista and Ariola Harding.
be run from both Upper Brook
companies are reduced to A&R
Pryor's marketing division will be Street and Maddox Street. Ariola
production and label companies responsible for marketing, sales and will continue to be run from
while their marketing functions are promotion of records from both Maddox Street and Arista from
to be handled by a separate division Ariola and Arista and their Upper Brook Street. Press
and finance and administration by associated labels which remain departments and production
another.
unchanged.
departments will ^operate from
All four become part of a new
Blanchflower and Levison will be Maddox Street.
organisation, the New Bertelsmann responsible for UK talent acquisition
Both Ariola and Arista continue
Record Company (NBRC), chaired and exploitation of their recordings with their separate distribution setby Monti Leuftner, president of the in foreign territories,
ups — Ariola with Pye, Arista with
Ariola Records group.
A statement, issued from Ariola's PolyGram Record Services — and
Robin Blanchflower and Charles London office, said; "The new keep their separate sales forces —
Levison remain as managing organisation is a unique structure Ariola's own team and Arista via
directors of Ariola and Arista creating an efficient and streamlined Tandem with Chrysalis.
respectively, while Ariola senior marketing force capable of
The joint press office will be
director Andrew Pryor is appointed providing a complete range of headed by Bernadette Kilmartin who
managing director of the marketing services to a number of different joined Ariola less than a month ago.
division. All three are on the board creative sources. The artistic
Pryor told Music Week that he
of NBRC.
independence of the respective labels had yet to finalise his marketing
The finance and administration will be preserved, while a profitable team. But MW understands that
division will be headed by Liam base will be created in the UK for the Ariola's Frank Pritchard (head of
Dexter as controller and he will development of artists' careers regional operations) and Richard
Evans (promotion manager) are
leaving the company.
Regarding his new position,
PPL 'cartel' accusation
Pryor said: "Naturally it's very
PHONOGRAPHIC "extract" money from commercial exciting for me, especially when you
PERFORMANCE Ltd operates as a radio and do little constructive with consider the range and depth of the
artists we'll be handling."
"cartel", aided and abetted by the it.
Denis Knowles told MW:
Musicians Union. This was the
And questioned about the
accusation put to MU general accumulated funds in Special "When I joined Arista, it was on the
secretary John Morion at the PRS Account number two, Morion understanding that I would take
tribunal in London last week.
strongly denied the implication that over as managing director within
Morton was being questioned by after funding some promotions and two or three years, which suited
A. J. Bateson QC, counsel for the grants, the money received by the Charles Lcvison's programme.
"The recent takeover has removed
Association of Independent Radio union was not used for the benefit of
Contractors, which is challenging musicians — or, in fact, anyone that prospect. Rather than continue
what I have been doing for the past
the level of ncedletimc payment apart from the union itself.
made to PPL, currently set on a
Bateson said that PPL's payment ten years, or even less, I have
sliding scale up to seven per cent of to the MU in 1980 would approach decided to free myself from my
income. In the marathon dispute £500,000, and predicted that amount immediate commitments and
between AIRC and PPL, which is would be greater than the union's therefore increase my opportunities
expected to last until May, the MU income from membership fees. to make a move that will make full
has been presenting its case an at Bateson also referred to Capital use of my experience. I will make an
interested party.
Radio's spending on live music, announcement of future plans
Attacked for his attitude to 1LR, £98,000 in 1977, £200,000 in 1978 within a week or two."
Charles Levison added:
Morton rejected a suggestion from and £510,000 in 1979 — with the
Bateson that he was completely implication that commercial radio "Denis's departure is a cause of
hostile to ILR, wishing to see it does more for live music than the great regret. He has performed
superbly throughout his time at
abandoned or else remain happy to union.
Arista, being instrumental in
breaking Manilow and taking
Manilow and Showaddywaddy to
Gottlieb new Musak VP
half-million album sales status in the
FORMER POLYGRAM Leisure (UK) chairman Stephen Gottlieb has been UK. And he has played a major part
appointed to the new position of senior vidc-president, international in constructing the solid base from
which the new Arista and Ariola
operations, by the American Muzak company.
Gottlieb is currently seeking premises for a London office where he will be organisation can go forward. We
based and will be developing new European business for Muzak as well as wish him every success in his future
career."
serving its existing franchises.
fisM mSnt
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at Decca demise
THE DECCA Record Division passed quickly and quietly into
the hands of PolyGram at an extraordinary general meeting
held at Winchester House in the City on Monday.
The predicted protests by Decca
shareholders gives the company £14
employees fizzled out as the
million in cash, of which £2.5
takeover decision was reached
million would be attributable to the
unanimously in just ten minutes.
sale of the Record Division's
business in the US.
About 20 banner-wielding pickets
greeted shareholders as they arrived
This sum is provisional on
at the meeting, in protest against
catalogue earnings for the next three
proposed redundancy terms. The
years, and could be increased or
protest was peaceful and as soon as
decreased accordingly. While
the news that the PolyGram sale
PolyGram has acquired the greater
resolution had been passed reached
part of the record and music
the pickets, they left. A poignant
publishing assets in the UK and
reminder left on the pavement
overseas, shareholders were told that
outside the building was a Decca certain other assets will be
album with a sleeve bearing the
redeployed in other pans of Decca.
message: 'You made a million from
Also excluded from the PolyGram
this — you offer us the dole.'
deal were Decca's shareholdings in
Scenes inside the building were Glarus, Switzerland, and Vodax,
just as calm and the meeting began Liechtenstein, which in a separate
with a minute's silence in memory of vote were sold to Mrs Sara
Sir Edward Lewis, the late chairman Dimenstein, daughter of the late
of Decca. The deal accepted by the Maurice Rosenganen, a director of
Decca for many years, and also wife
of current director, Jack
Dimenstein.
Video supplement
It is acknowledged that because of
the PolyGram takeover, many
AS THE video market expands.
redundancies within the company
Music Week looks at the effect it
are
inevitable,
but
is having on the industry now.
shareholders were told that
From in-slore video to the pre"With the aid of retraining
recorded software market, we
programmes it is intended to
examine the relationships video
redeploy as many employees as
companies are making with the
possible within other divisions of
music industry and how they see
Decca where there are presently a
its place in the future.
,
considerable number of vacancies."
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Budget
RCA's three
bopping
from MfP
THE FIRST big promotion of
the Eighties from budget record
company Music for Pleasure
centres on the release of eight
vintage rock and roll albums and
the theme, Rock On With MfP.
The campaign includes a
consumer competition offering
three juke boxes as prizes.
Titles to be released include
Jack Good's Original Oh Boy!
TV Show, Rock On With Gene
Vincent, Rock On With Alvin
Stardust, Let The Good Times
Roll (comprising recordings
from the Liberty United
catalogue), Rockin' (MCA
(racks). Rock On With Cliff
Richard. Rock On With The
Shadows and Rock On Through
The Sixties. Catalogue numbers
arc MFP 50462-69, with the
albums retailing at £1.99 and
cassettes at £2.25.
Consumers buying a record or
tape will be given an entry form
for the win-a-jukc-box
competition. Press advertising
will include the Daily Mirror,
Daily Record, Sunday Mirror,
Sunday Mail, TV Times, the
NME, Melody Maker and
Sounds. Dealers will also be
provided wilh streamers.
The 16-lrack Cliff Richard
album features no less than 12 of
his earliest rock and roll hits,
while Rock On Through The
Sixties is a compilation of hits by
Johnny Kidd and The Pirates,
Shane Fenton, the Hollies,
Manfred Mann, and Cliff
Bennett and The Rebel Rousers.

point sales plan
FOLLOWING ITS six-monthly each dealer will receive a five per
sales meeting, RCA has come up cent discount, and on 40 units, a 10
wilh a three-point plan to boost sales per cent discount.
On the classical side, RCA is re— the introduction of a new midprice label, a back catalogue launching its Retailers' Classical
campaign and a retailers' "classical Action scheme to boost sales and
give dealers bigger profit margins.
action" scheme.
March sees the first release of Dealers who become "RCA
product on the new International Classical Stockists" will benefit
mid-price label which "has been set from the following levels of
up to provide a vehicle for all the discount: 15 percent on 150 titles; 10
best currently available back per cent on 100 titles or 5 per cent on
catalogue on RCA at a retail price of 50 lilies.
An RCA spokesman comments;
£2.99". The choice in March ranges
from Presley and Nilsson to Mario "The scheme will be fully
automated.
Once the individual
Lanza and Floyd Cramer.
The release programme will be dealer has chosen his package and
overseen by Lee Simmons, formerly registered, all discounts will be
with the RCA sales force, and he automatically applied by computer
intends to cover as broad a musical wilh no need for any paper work or
range as possible. Forthcoming form filling. In addition, they will
product includes releases from Sam benefit from special display and
Cookc, Willie Nelson, Tommy point-of-salc material, equivalent
Dorscy, Glen Miller and Waylon cassette discounts and free
advertising in Gramophone."
Jennings.
Each of the International re-issues • Full details from RCA salesmen
will, wherever possible, be packaged or Sales Dcpt, London (01-499
in its original sleeve. They will be 4100).
available simultaneously on cassette.
Marketing plans include browser
cards for dealers and full media Piccadilly
advertising. During the launch
period, dealers will be offered
special discounts on a sliding scale of revival
PYE IS re-introducing the old
units ordered.
RCA's Worth A Mention Piccadilly label with a Max Bygraves
campaign is a scheme offering single released this week. Piccadilly
discount on a selected list of back was originally launched in 1961 and
catalogue. The campaign will extend featured such names as Joe Brown,
to licensed label product, including The Rocking Berries and Emilc
five of the Nazareth catalogue Ford, but has been defunct for
albums. On orders of over 25 units. several years now.
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Seger campaign
BOB SEGER'S new album, Against
The Wind, is being rush-released by
Capitol this week. Marketing plans
include ads in the music press,
Sunday Times and Observer, flyposting in London, Manchester and
Birmingham, together with a
nationwide in-store window display
campaign.
Capitol is also planning a big push
for But Little Girls Understand, and
the second album from The Knack,
released in March.

TO CELEBRATE Girl's entry into
the MW album charts with the debut
album. Sheer Greed, Jet Records
presented the heavy metal band with
framed Music Week album charts.
Having recently played support on
the UFO tour, Girl are to coheadline on the upcoming Pat
Trovers lour and will headline their
own tour in April. Pictured at the
presentation are (I to r): Simon
Laffy, Dave Gay nor, Gerry Laffy,
Ronnie Fowler (Jet managing
director), Philip Lewis, Chris
Tsangarides (producer) and Phil
Collen.

£250,000 deal for Conifer
A DEAL involving pre-recorded cassettes worth about £250,000 retail
has just been completed between a small UK record company and the
world's richest government — that of the United Arab Emirates.
The UAE Government has paid Conifer Records £100,000 for (he
first Arab/English recording of the entire Koran. None of these first
edition cassettes however will be sold — all arc to be given by
(lie UAE to Moslems whose mother tongue is not Arabic.
A later edition of the recording may, says John Deacon, go on sale,
and would have a very big potential market among Pakistanis, who
are the biggest non-Arabic-speaking group of Moslems in the world.
The RRP then would be around £150 — which only works out to
about £3 per cassette, discounting the cost of the book included in the
boxed set.
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MEMBERS OF Spyro Gyra took lime out from (heir current UK lour to visit
the telephone sales staff at the CBS Barlby Road depot and autograph copies
of their recently released album. Catching The Sun. Pictured (L to R) are: Jim
Kurzdorfer, John Porter (MCA national sales manager), Warwick Coulson
(seated. CBS telephone sales manager). Jay Beckenstein, Chet Cotallo and Kay
Evans (CBS telephone sales supervisor).

News in brief...
CHARISMA IS releasing the first
single from Genesis for two years.
Titled Turn It On (CB 356) the
single is released on March 3, and
heralds the group's 44 date tour
which starts at Aylesbury Friars on
March 22, The track is taken from a
forthcoming album, the title and
release details of which are to be
announced shortly.
The single has a special centre
label and will be backed up by full
page ads in trade and consumer
press.
HEAVY METAL band Magnum
have a new double single released on
Jet on March 7, entitled Magnum
Live. The tracks were recorded at
the London Marquee and produced
'by Leo Lyons. It is packaged in
a double gatefold sleeve and retails
at the normal single price. Magnum
take on a British tour to support the
release. Meanwhile, the group
appear on a Jet heavy metal album
entitled Metallurgy released on the
same date. Bands included arc
Quartz, Widow maker and Bernie
Torme and retails at £2.99.
D1NDISC IS pulling advertising
support behind Martha and The
Muffins' Echo Beach and Red Fame
White Light by Orchestral
Manoeuvres following their airplay
successes. It includes full and half
pages in the trade and consumer
music press, in-store displays and
badges and stickers for dealers.
Meanwhile Orchestral Manoeuvres
are on tour and Martha and The

INCREASED SALES due to in-store video
promotion have been monitored by Record
Merchandisers in association with Realmheath
which both serve Woolworths' record departments.
And the survey claims that sales with the aid of in-store
video arc up by 29.5 per cent — a figure that represents
64,000 albums. As a result, it now looks as if Woolworths
will increase the number of video stores, with Realmheath
stepping up its point of sale material next month.
Realmheath also intends to start a tape specifically for
singles which will come out fortnightly. Because the video
machines arc supplied by the company, the service will be
offered at no extra cost to record companies.
"We are now on our fifth film and the support from
the record industry has been tremendous," said
Realmheath director Brian Whitman.
"That number of albums represents a terrific increase
in sales. But the most important thing is that at last
there is a promotional method that is quantifiable.
"I think they are the most significant factors, especially
considering that the survey covered the busiest time of the
year for sales. Discussions are in progress for increasing
the number of shops because the sales have been so
strong."
The survey look in a total of 100 Woolworths stores —

claim

50 with in-store video promotion and 50 without. Average
sales for the non-video stores were lower anyway, so the
figure was increased by that amount (1.85 times more)
before a comparison was made for the records specifically
featured.
Also included in the total figures are sales from
Warwick and Ronco as they are not supplied by Record
Merchandisers.
However, the survey did not take into account the fact
that the consumer might have bought his featured record
at the expense of something else. But Whitman said that
was not relevant to a company showing a film and the
stores arc directly comparable.
Point of sale material will include dumper racks,
programme listings with discounts offered and window
displays to attract customers to come in and watch the
shows. In August, Realmheath will introduce automatic
play/rewind VHS machines to give further guarantees on
exposure times.
The cost to record companies is £1,161 for a total of
54,000 showings which has been calculated on 18
showings of one 30-second clip a day in 120 stores shown
over an average of 25 shopping days a month.
In a separate survey it is also claimed that 70 per cent of
viewers remembered all the artists included on the tape.

Muffins fly in from Canada for
three London dates.
THE DEBUT album by Slaughter
(formerly Slaughter & The Dogs) is
released by DJM on March 14, while
a single East Side Of Town comes
out this week. Entitled Bite Back,
the album will be backed up with
music press ads, badges and a poster
campaign as well as a 15-daie tour.
The first 5,000 copies will retail at
£3.99.
BOOKER T and The MGs have a
new single released on Atlantic
Records on March 7, following the
chart success of Green Onions. It is
Hip Hug-Her backed with Slim
Jenkins' Place, both from the rereleased Green Onions album from
1968.
POLYDOR WILL back the release
of Random Hold's debut album
with a campaign that includes
consumer music press ads along with
posters and badges. The album, The
View From Here, is released to
coincide with the band's tour
supporting Peter Gabriel.
BLUES STARS including Little
Brother Montgomery, Big Joe
Williams and Billy Boy Arnold, who
were featured on BBC's The Devil's
Music television series, will appear
on albums released by the Norfolk
blues and R&B label, Red Lightning,
in May. Meanwhile, a compilation
by Screamin' Jay Hawkins entitled
Screamin' The Blues is released this
week.

Lee & Mann
INDEPENDENT PROMOTION
men Winston Lee and Gary Mann,
marketing manager for Hohner
Musical Instruments, have teamed
up to start their own management
company, tentatively called
Schoolgirl Management. The new
venture will be autonomous of their
other professional activities.
The first two acts to be managed
by Lee and Mann are South London
band The Escalators whose first
single, Carscape, is released by
Rocket Records on March 21 (the
track was featured on the recent
Rocket new wave compilation
album, 499 2139), and American
blues harmonica player Johnny
Mars who is currently playing a
series of gigs in the London area.
Prior to going independent, Lee
had worked on TV and radio
promotion for Bell/Arista, Private
Stock, and RCA where he was head
of promotion. Mann has been
involved with marketing for Decca,
Phonogram and Pye, and has been
marketing manager at Hohner for
the last two years.
FORMER HEAD of RCA's
telephone sales department George
Jones has been promoted to national
accounts manager reporting to Dave
Harmer, while Bill Lamb takes over
telephone sales based at West
Bromwich . . . Charisma head of
A&R David Hitchcock has left the
company and can be contacted on
01-937 5294, while Sue Sinclair is

Pye to license Red Records
PYE RECORDS has signed a
JET RECORDS has signed a deal
licensing deal with West London
with the winner of the annual Battle
record company Red Records,
Of The Bands competition organised
owned by Terry O'Neil and Julian
Music g
by Liverpool's Radio City. The
Spear, The label is run on the basis
winning band, Stonchenge. are
Austrian and came over from
of a co-operative by the artists who
Vienna especially for the contest. Jet
are signed to it.
Deals
First single under the new deal is
MD Ronnie Fowler has also offered
released next Friday (7) and is called
a deal to the runners up, Thin End
Of The Wedge.
White Man Reggae (REDS 001) by
Real To Real. Future releases
DISCOVERY RECORDS, the
include Talk To Me by The
importers has begun
new agreement will be Up & Up by Wiltshire-based
Heartbeats on March 21 and also a
distribution of French RCA product
Tom Paxton (EVLP 2).
single by Wild Bunch in April. An
not released in this country. Apart
album by Real To Real is scheduled
from artists such as Presley, Ennlo
for release shortly. Musical policy
DAVE SWARBR1CK has re-signed Morricone and Lucio Batlisti, the
for Red Records is wide-ranging.
with Transatlantic Records after two main items available will be the
Label manager for the company at
albums for Sonet Records. He plans complete Black & White jazz
Pye is Bryan Justice.
to go into the studios later this year catalogue and also the Jazz Masters
to make a solo album, his first since scries. Discovery has also begun
the demise of Fairport Convention, handling the Galaxy label,
RCA HAS signed a pressing and
and which is scheduled for release in previously available via EMI
distribution deal with Evolution
Imports.
September.
Records. The first release under the

head Schoolgirl venture
with Carlin Music for a year dealing
with royalty accounting, is leaving
^Musical
shortly and looking for a position in
computer analysis . . . Lexi Godfrey,
David Mallelt and Russell Mulcahy
iff PL Chairs
have left Jon Roseman Productions
to form their own company, A name
has not been registered yet, but they
can be contacted on 01 388 5826 . . .
Dave Roberts to Pinnacle to assist
general manager Tony Berry in
leaving the company's marketing and promotion. Robin
accounts/personnel department to Wells promoted to national sales
join Chrysalis. Bob Barnes, former manager of the Pinnacle sales force.
Charisma promotion manager in Nigel Blight to Pinnacle as sales
London but more recently in charge representative covering North
of the company's US operation in London and East Anglia . . . Janice
New York, has also left . . . Nick Moir and Geoff Deane have teamed
Sands, former promotion man with up to form a new publicity company
United Artists and CBS, to head of which will be known as Jan & Deane
promotion at Voyage International Publicity. Their first account is
Records, reporting to Reg McLean Pye's new Blueprint label. From
and assisted by Alison Blake . . . March 1, Jan & Deane can be
Roy Paterson, former manager of reached at 38, Mount Pleasant,
jazz rock band Swift, who has been London WC1. 01-837 9769.

TOM PETTYfa?
HEARTBREAKERS
NEW SINGLE
REFUGEE
c/w IT'S RAININ'AGAIN
(previously unreteased track) MCA 559
taken from the album
DAMN THE TORPEDOES
MCF3044
The Concerts
Mon March 3rd - Manchester Apollo
Toes March 4th- Birmingham Odeon
Thurs March 6th-Hammersmith Odeon
Fri March 7th- Hammersmith Odeon
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Ampex accepts
News in brief...
DEALERS WILL now only pay successful Leiber/Sloller songs of
their 85p carriage fee to Pinnacle the last three decades have been
Distribution on orders below £10 Hound Dog, Jailhousc Rock, On
MTA Awards
instead of the previous £25, as the Broadway and Spanish Harlem.
ENTRIES FOR I he 1979 MTA
Historical Classical: Music of company prepares to expand this
FURTHER TO last week's
Record Awards equalled ihe Delius Vol 2, Sir Thomas Bcecham; year.
announcement on Chas Chandler s
previous year's exceptionally high World Records. Popular Classical:
At the same lime, Pinnacle staff new label Six Of The Best, Chandler
number, but while there were fewer Hits of the 30's; World Records. have moved to new separate offices has signed a promotion deal with
records submitted by big companies Operetta: Joint Ist, Benatzky, White in Orpington and arc planning to Alan James' Rime Enterprises. Six
there were more from smaller ones. Horse Inn, Willy Mattes, Munich move into a new London office from
Of The Best will feature 6-irack 12"
There were also a number of first Radio Orchestra; HMV. Gilbert and their present Dean Street premises.
45s at a retail price of £1.49. First
time entries, and the Jazz category Sullivan, Yeoman of the Guard, The telephone numbers for
release will feature new signing En
— appearing on the list for the first Royston Nash, D'Oyly Carte Orpington are now 0689 25741 and
Route.
time — attracted a particularly good Company and Royal Philharmonic; 0689 73146 for the sales desk.
TO
TIE in with a scries of concerts
group of submissions.
Dccca.
The latest release on the
in London, Ihe Searchers' Sire
The winners arc: Top LPs for
MOR Vocal: Peter Skellcrn, company's own label is lOOW*
album
is being re-launched on
1979 — Parallel Lines, Blondie; Astairc; Phonogram. MOR non- Approx from the Birmingham-based
March 7. It is being repackaged, and
Chrysalis Ist. Abba Greatest Hits vocal: Music by Candlelight, band Dansettc while they release relitlcd
The Searchers, with three
Vol 2; Epic 2nd. Top Singles — Gheorghe Zamfir; Philips. Spoken Too Late and the album For
newly-recorded songs added to the
Bright Eyes, Art Garfunkel, CBS Word: The Life and Times of Lord Everyone by Gregory Isaacs on the
track
listing
— Love's Melody, the
Ist; Heart Of Glass, Blondie, Mountbatien; Pye. Comedy: Fawlty Success label.
Ducks Deluxe number; John Hiall's
Chrysalis 2nd.
Towers; BBC.
A NEW musical based on the songs Back To The War and David Paul's
Symphony; Schubert, Complete
Early Instrumental: C.P.E. Bach,
Jerry Leiber and Mike SloIIer Silver. The LP loses Coining From
Symphonies, von Karajan, Berlin Eight Symphonies, Academy of of
opens in London this spring. Only In The Heart. Sire is also releasing a
Philharmonic, HMV. Concerto: Ancient Music; L'Oiseau-Lyre.
devised by Ned C'lerrin, second single from Ihe LP — It's
Jazz: Ronnie Scott's 20th America,
Bartok, Piano Concertos 1 and 2,
who will also direct the production, Too Late, a remix of Ihe version
Maurizio Pollini with Chicago Anniversary LP; Pye. Bargain Price:
opens at the Roundhouse on April 9 which is on the LP.
Larry Adler plays works for
Symphony: DG.
for a three-week run before TV ADVERTISING for EMI's
Complete Opera: Berg, Lulu, harmonica and orchestra; RCA.
to the West End. It is Heartbreakers (20 Golden Greats)
The MTA Awards dinner will be transferring
various artists and Pierre Boulez
being presented by Carlin Music and (EM
TV23) starts in the ATV,
with Paris Opera Orchestra; DG, held at the Piccadilly Hotel on Chrysalis
Records in association Granada
and Trident areas on
Orchestra Concert: Debussy, Images March 4, with Sir Harold Wilson as with H M
Tennent and The March 3, not
March 13 as reported
for Orchestra and Prelude (L'Apres guest of honour.
Roundhouse. Among the most in last week's MW.
Midi d'un Faunc), Andre Previn,
LSO; HMV. Chamber Music:
CATALOGUE NUMBER for Ihe
Haydn, The piano Trios, Beaux Arts
Ian Matthews LP, Discreet Repeal,
Mercia
names
presenters
Trio; Philips.
reviewed in last week's issue is
Solo Vocal: Favourite Neopolitan
MERCIA SOUND, the ILR station to serve Coventry and the
ROCD 109.
Songs, Luciano Pavarotti; Dccca.
surrounding area, has appointed its six main on-air presenters who
A NEW company. Thoroughbred
Solo Instrumental: Joint 1st,
will launch the station in early summer.
Record Productions, makes its
Mussorgsky, Pictures at an
The
line-up
is:
Gordon
Aslley,
Ihe
co-presenter
of
the
ITV
series,
debut this Friday (29) with a single
Exhibition and Preludes Op 34.
Cheggers
Plays
Pop;
Tony
Gillham,
who
currently
has
a
daily
showentitled Dream Boy sung by a girl
Lazar Berman; DG. Nyiregyhazi
on Radio Orwell; Stuart Linneil, currently sports editor at Radio
solo singer called Kitten and
plays Liszt; CBS. Choral:
Hallam;
Andy
Lloyd
from
BBC
Radio
Oxford;
Dave
Jamicson,
driveproduced by Steve Walters. The
Beethoven, Missa Solemnis,
lime
presenter
with
Radio
Clyde
and
John
Warwick
from
Beacon
record is being released through
Leonard Bernstein, ConcertRadio.
Hammer on the Poplar label.
gebouworkest; DG.
Blondie scoops

STOP PRESS
AT LAST "CHILD" AVAILABLE
FOR NEW RECORDING DEAL
We are now seeking a new recording deal for "CHILD." Getting one is not a
problem. Finding the right label with the marketing know-how might be.
"CHSLD"

Signal offer
From IRA MAYER
NEW YORK: The Ampex
Corporation has accepted a takeover
bid from the Signal group of
companies involving at least S40I
million (approximately £200 million)
in Signal slock and possibly as much
as $512 million, depending on the
value of the stock at Ihe lime ihe
deal is consummated.
Signal is offering 0.79 shares of its
slock for each share of Ampex,
whose net earnings during the first
nine months of its current fiscal year
climbed 50 per cent to $28 million.
Ampex is active in Ihe
manufacture and marketing of
blank tape, broadcast and videotape
recorders and editing equipment,
and was briefly engaged in the prerecorded tape market. Signal is
involved in oil, oil products, aircraft
engines and Mac trucks.
Oldies from
Atlantic
THE ATLANTIC soul catalogue
enters the revival stakes next week
with a series of reissues from the
early-mid Sixties. These Atlantic
Masters EPs have an RRP of £1.60.
The 40 titles include million sellers
from Otis Redding, Wilson Pickett,
Sam & Dave, Aretha Franklin,
Solomon Burke, Rufus Thomas, Joe
Tex, King Curtis, Percy Sledge and
Booker T and the MGs. Most of the
titles have been unavailable in the
UK for many years, and several were
originally released on the Stax label,
once distributed by Atlantic. The
scries launch will be supported by
press, and some radio, advertising.

FACT:
U O Li isC
In the midst of punk, new-wave and every conceivable 'fad' the group with the least chance of
success was always going to be teen-dream. The only group to do so in significant numbers
was "CHILD" with a % million selling silver-disc single, silver album, and over half a million
singles units. That was then. Teen-dream will soon be 'huge' again. Who's going to 'sell?'
WE HAVE THE ACT. ARE YOU THE LABEL WITH THE KNOW-HOW?
Contact Mike Devere on LEEDS 666370 or write to Michael Devere (Management and
Marketing) 148 Main Street, Shadwell, Leeds LS17 8JB.
*
FACT:
o
Ronnie Gurr of 'Record Mirror' (not teen-dream and definitely not one of "CHILD'S" biggest
fans) admitted in print after witnessing the riot of a teen-dream sell-out concert last year in
Birmingham that CHILD 'may be bubble-gum, but they are a total experience' and went on,
shrewdly, to suggest they may well be 'the opiate of the kids.'
WE HAVE THE ACT. ARE YOU THE LABEL WITH THE KNOW-HOW?
Contact Mike Devere on LEEDS 666370 or write to Michael Devere (Management and
Marketing) 148 Main Street, Shadwell, Leeds LS17 8JB.
FACT:
y
Parlophone (with The Beatles) and Bell (the Bay City Rollers) both 'broke' teen-dream groups
yes, the Beatles were originally teen-dream — against a back-drop of unmitigated criticism,
and turned them into the biggest selling recording artists of their eras.
THEY HAD THE KNOW-HOW THEN WE HAVE THE ACT NOW. "CHILD".
Contact Mike Devere on LEEDS 666370 or write to Michael Devere (Management and
Marketing) 148 Main Street, Shadwell, Leeds LS17 8JB.

y
-f

FACT:
U 6 fit
The largest active mailing list of any comparable group in this country belongs to "CHILD".
That's over 31,000 active fan-club members. Utilised intelligently, they virtually ensure a top 75
spot on every single.
WE HAVE THE ACT. ARE YOU THE LABEL WITH THE KNOW-HOW?
Contact Mike Devere on LEEDS 666370 or write to Michael Devere (Management and
Marketing) 148 Main Street, Shadwell, Leeds LS17 8JB.
FACT:
^ 0
Jackie, Pink, Mates, Oh Boy, My Guy, Blue Jeans, Patches and FAB 208 are girls mags that
feature "CHILD' more heavily week in week out than any comparable group. Both editorially
and with double-page star-pics and front covers, they regularly use "CHILD" as a main lever to
reach an estimated total readership of between 2/3 million girls weekly. Thoy can't be wrong,
but nobody in the business is making or marketing teen-dream to these girls, surely one of the
largest markets but who NO LONGER BUY RECORDS because they simply don't like what's
being made. They need teen-idols.
WE HAVE THE ACT. ARE YOU THE LABEL WITH THE KNOW-HOW?
Contact Mike Devere on LEEDS 666370 or write to Michael Devoro (Management and
Marketing) 148 Mam Street, Shadwell, Leeds LS17 8JB

Before we sign any new deal, we have to be
sure you know we're on the market.

FACT:

_ _ _ ^
,

°^n0

Contact Mike Devere on LEEDS 666370 or write to Michael Devere (Management
and Marketing), 148 Main Street, Shadwell, Leeds LS17 8JB.
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APRIL WINE

LIKE

TO

ROCK-

HARDER ... FASTER!

A

v

,i2

r
STRAIGHT OUT OF THE HEAVY METAL CHARTS
ONTO A SPECIAL 4 TRACK E.P.
'I LIKE TO ROCK'
CLI6I2I
plus'ROCK N ROLL IS A VICIOUS GAME' BEFORE THE DAWN' ROLLER'
THETOUR
with special guests
ANGELWITCH & SLEDGEHAMMER
March 7th - Birmingham Odeon
March 8th - London, Hammersmith Odeon
March 9th - Manchester Apollo
March 10th - Newcastle City Hall
-THE ALBUMHARDER... FASTER
EST12013
They've rocked their way ontoTVshows like
Old Grey WhistleTest and Rock Goes To College

ARE YOU READY FOR THEM TO
ROCK THEIR WAYINTOTHE CHARTS?

PA|E5

with

the

ti

On February 29th we're releasing
Heartbreakers-20 Golden Greats
from Matt Monro.
No less than 13 of them were in
ready the charts, and with titles I ike'Portrait
Of My Love,' 'Walk Away,' 'Softly, As I
LeaveYou'and,of course,'From Russia
With Love,' there won't be a dry eye
in the country.
To make doubly sure we're enlisting the help of Britain's favourite
ssues.

star-crossed lovers,Chi-Chi and An-An.
They appear in a heart-rending
TV commercial which breaks initially
on March 3rd with a £120,000 campaign, on ATV, Granada and Trident.
We're also featuring them on the
picture bag for a special single release
of the classic 'Born Free' b/w'We're
Gonna Change The World.'
And their sad faces will add a
tearful touch in-store as well.

♦

So, if the resounding success of
our recent romantic TV albums is
anything to go by, you could do a nice
sideline in tissues.

Hf

The retail price is £5.29.
m
t: • '

SIDE ONE. Born Free. Softly As I Leave You. Walk Away.
Without You. My Kind Of Girl. Somewhere. We're Gonna
Change The World. Speak Softly Love. Why Not Now.
Yesterday.
SIDE TWO. Portrait Of My Love. My Love And Devotion.
For Mama. When Love Comes Along. Gonna Build A
Mountain. The Impossible Dream. And You Smiled. Didn't
We. If I Never Sing Another Song. From Russia With Love.

X

IN'

c
rjf
//
y^

0
\
EMTV23, available on disc and tape from: EMI Records (UK), Sales and
Distribution Centre, 1-3 Uxbrldge Road, Hayes, Middlesex.Telephone01-561 4646 area A, (North & Scotland). 01-848 9811 area B, (Wales &
North Midlands).01-S73 3891 area C,(East Midlands).01-561 4422
area D, (South West) .01-561 2888 area E, (South East).
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Order from RCA Ltd., Lyng Lane, West Bromwich,
West Midlands B70 7ST. Telephone: 021-525 3000
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ORDER FORM CHART
i^lnl
British Market Research
Bureau Ltd. 1980, publication
tights licensed exclusively to
Music Week and broadcasting
rights to the BBC. All rights
reserved.
Th.s Week
Las' Wks
Label number
Week
Char
ATOMIC
1 3
Chrysalis CHS 2410(F)
Blondio (Mike Chapman) EMI
COWARD OF THE COUNTY
United Artists UP 614(E)
Kenny Rogers (Larry Butler) EMI
AND THE BEAT GOES ON
2
3
= Whispers (Dick Griffey/Whispers) Rondor/Chappoll
Solar SO 1 (R)
CARRIE
Cliff Richard (Richard/Britten) Mews/Kongrido/Unitod Artists/Myaxo EMI 6006 (El
I CANT STAND UP FOR FALLING DOWN
59 3 Elvis Costollo (Nick Lowe) Warner Brothers
F. Beat XX 1 (W)
TAKE THAT LOOK OFF YOUR FACE
6"
Polydor
POSP 100(F)
Marti Webb (Andrew Lloyd Webber) DJM/Really Useful
ROCK
WITH
YOU
7 '2
Epic EPC 8206(C)
Michael Jackson (Q. Jones) Rondor
SO GOOD TO BE BACK HOME AGAIN
Logo TOUR 1 (R)
Tourists (T. Alloml Logo Songs/Arnakata/Warner Brothers
TOGETHER WE ARE BEAUTIFUL
WEAK 79111 (W)
Fern Kinney (Whitsett/Stophensen/Couch) Brampton
5
6 CAPTAIN BEAKY
10
Polydor POSP 106
Keith Michell (Hugh Murphy) Chappell
BABY I LOVE YOU
11
Sire SIR 4031 (Wl
RamonesIP Spector) Carlin
16 8 RIDERS IN THE SKY
£ 12
Shadows (Shadows) Chappell/Morris
4
9 TOO MUCH TOO YOUNG/GUNS OF NAVARONE
13
Specials (Dammers/D Jordan) Plangent Vislons/Chappell
2 Tone CHSTT 7 (R
SOMEONE'S LOOKING AT YOU
14'
Ensign ENY 34 IF)
Boomtown Rats (Mutt Lange) Sower Fire Hits/Zomba
11 10 I'M IN THE MOOD FOR DANCING
15
Epic EPC 8
Nolans (Bon Rndon) Blacksheep
LIVING IN THE PLASTIC AGE
16 18
Island WIP 6540(E)
Buggies (Buggies) Island
GAMES WITHOUT FRONTIERS
17 =
Charisma
CB 354 (F)
Peter Gabriel (Lillywhite) Cliofine/Hit & Run
I
HEAR
YOU
NOW
I813
Jon & Vangelis (Vangelis) Topographic/Warner Bros./Spheric Polydor POSP 96 (F)
SO LONELY
19 38 3 Police
A&M AMS 7402(C)
(Police) Virgin
HANDS OFF - SHE'S MINE
20
Go Feet FEET 1 (F)
The Beat (Bob Sargeant) Copyright Control
JANE
£ 21 27 6 Jefferson
Grunt/RCA FB 1750 (R)
Starship (R. Nevison) Carlin
ALL NIGHT LONG
Polydor POSP 104 (R
22
Rainbow (R. Glover) Panache
ALABAMA SONG
RCABOW5IRI
23 EES] David Bowie (Universal Edition/Gema/David BowiefTony Visconti)
SAVE ME
2420 5 Queen (Queen) Queen Music/EMI
ATTHE EDGE
£ 2528 3 Stiff Little Fingers (Doug Bennett) Rigid Digits
Chrysalis CHS 2406(F)
LIVING BY NUMBERS
2622
GTO GT 261 (C)
New Musik (T. Mansfield) April
THREE MINUTE HERO
2721 5 SeIecter(E. Ross/Selecter) RAK
2 Tone CHSTT 8 (R
SINGING THE BLUES
31
28
Swan Song SSK 19422 (W)
Dove Edmunds ID. Edmunds) Acuff Rose
34 5 TOUCH TOO MUCH
Atlantic K 11435 (W)
29
AC/DC (Robert John Lange) Zomba
39 3 DOTHATTO ME ONE MORE TIME
30
Casablanca CAN 175(A)
Captain & TennillelT. Tennllle) ATV
TOO HOT
2
31 ^
Mercury KOOL 8(R
Kool & The Gang (Eumia Deodato) Planetary Nom
28 2 BUZZ BUZZ A DIDDLE IT
32
Magnet MAG 157(A)
Matchbox (Peter Collins) Chappell
7TEEN
8
33i 1° Regents (Sheller/Pew) Tooti Fruiti/EMI
Rialto TREB 111 (A)
45 4 TURNING JAPANESE
34
United Artists BP 334 |E)
Vapors (Vic Coppersmith-Heaven) EMI
ON THE RADIO
SB33
Casablanca NB 2236 (A)
Donna Summer (Moroder) Intorsong
I'VE DONE EVERYTHING FOR YOU
36 37
Capitol CL 16120(E)
Sammy HagarlHagar/Carter) Warner Brothers
7 8 BABE
371
A&M AMS 7489(C)
Styx (Styx) Rondor
RUNNING FREE
3846 2 Iron Maiden (Wil Matono) Sanctuary
No. 58
2^
r

€
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AZ (TOP WRITERS)
Alabama
ZJ
AH Night Song(Wo.ll/Brocht),
Long (Blockrnan/ . ^
AndShockley/Sholby)
Tho Boat Goes OnlSylvers/
Animation(Jobson/Adomson). •. ^0
Another NaiMn The Heart
(Tilbrook/D'
AreYou
Readyfford)
(Gold/Ocean). . /*1
Atomic (Stoin/Horry)
At The Edge (Stiff
Little Fingers)
£?
Bobo(B. Do Young)
•1/
This Last Wks o TITLE/Anisi (producer) Publisher
Label number Baby
I
Love
You
Week Week Chart
(Spoctor/Greonwich/
Barry) (Riordan/Groggun/ '
UNDERPASS
Badman
SB33 5 John
66
Foxx |J. Foxx) Island
Virgin VS 318(C)
Turner)
Island WIP6561 (E)
Brass
In Pocket Scott).... 59
5
! CUBA/BETTER DO IT SALSA
(Hynde/Honeyman
£ 40
Gibson Brothers (Daniel Vangardo) Heath Levy/Blue Mountain
Buzz Buzz A Diddle 11
ISIav/Crewe)
32
Captain
Boaky/V/ilf rod
412 gMYGIRL
Stiff BUY 62(C)
Madness (Clangor/Winstanloy) Warner Brothers
The
Weasel
(Uoyd/Parker)...
10
Caravan(Britten/Robertson)
Song (M. Batt)
68
IT'S DIFFERENT FOR GIRLS
Carrie
4
421 0 Joe Jackson (D. Kershonbaum) Albion
A&M AMS 7493(C)
Kool
In The Kaftan
(Britten/Robertson)
73
4
3 HOT DOG
Coward
Of The Country
43
Epic EPC 8090(C)
Shokin' Stevens (M. Hurst) Acuff Rose
(Boiling/Wheeler)
12
Cuba/Better Do It Salsa
6
l STOMP
(Vongorde/Kluger)
■ 40
£ 44
A&M AMS 7509(C)
Brothers Johnson (Quincy Jones) Sunbury/Rodsongs
Dance
Yourself Dizzy
(Baker/Soago)
47
Atlantic K11437 (W)
Do That To Mo One More
F /trtfis
ALRIGHT
'O ,' TONIGHT
Narada MichaelI'M
Walden
(Narada Michael Waldon) Warner Brothers
Time
(D.
Dragon)
30
Echo BeacNGano)
67
Fan
Mail(Kaballcro)
60
£ 46" Flying Lizards (Cunningham) Quartz/Art Songs
Virgin VS 325(C)
Gomes Without Frontiers
(Gabriel)
17
DANCE YOURSELF DIZZY
Gondhara
£ 4773 i' Liquid
(Yoshino/Natahashl/
Gold (Adrian Baker) Collar/ATV/Leeds
Takokawa)
61
Green
Onions (Various)
51
f /IP
70
2
WORKING
MY
WAY
BACK
TO
YOU/FORGIVE
ME
GIRL
HO
Detroit Spinners (Michael Zager) Ardmoro& Beechwood/EMI Atlantic K 11432 (W)
Hands Off — She's Mine
(The
Beat)
20
Haven't You Heard (Rushen/
. MAYBE TOMORROW
Mims
494
Polydor POSP 101 (R
Chords (Andy Arthurs) And Song/Bryan Morrison
Brown)JnrJWashington/ 72
H0LDIN 0N
Hello
America
£ wAJ
ROes 2 Tony Rallo (Goldschmidt/Costandinos)
'
(Savage/Clark/Elliott)
55
ATV/Louvigny
Calibre CAB 150 (A)
Holding On (Rallo/Simms) 50
Hot Dog (Owan/Dedmon) 43
GREEN ONIONS
I Can't
Up For
Falling
51 = ^ Booker T. & The M.G.'s (Booker T.) Carlin
Atlantic K 10109 (W)
DownStand
(Homer
Banks/Alan)
Jonas)
, ROSIE
I Hear
You Now Anderson) .... 185
£ 527
A&M AMS 7506(C)
Joan Armatrading (Joan Armatradingl Rondor
(Vangelis/Jon
I'm
In
The
Mood For Dancing
RIGHT IN THE SOCKET
(Findon/Myers/Puzoy)
15
534 t Shalamar (Loon Sylvers/Griffey) Rondor/Chappell
Solar SO 2 (R)
It's(J.Different
Jackson)For Girls
42
I've
Done
Everything
For
f*- R4
TOLucas)
LOVEHeath
MELevy
•JH 67 3 YOU
Phyllis KNOW
Hyman (J,HOW
Mtumo/R.
Arista ARIST 323 (R
You (Sting)
36
Jane (Various)
21
JazzConte/Malherosl
Carnival (Bertram/
F CC
72
,
HELLO
AMERICA
Vertigo LEPP1 (F)
OO
Def Leppard ((Colonel) Tom Allom) Def Lepp/Marksman
62
Living By Numbers
RHYTHM TALK
(T. Mansfield)
26
£ 5662 2 Jocko (Jocko) Carlin/Mighty Three
Philadelphia PIR 8222 (Cl
Living
In The Plastic Age
(Horn/Downos)
16
W0RZEL
Martian
Hop (Spirit/
Rvirnm
Rappoport/Rappaport)
63
/ » llii jon Portweesong
(Evans) Chappell
DeccaF 13885 (S)
Maybe Tomorrow (Chris Pope). 49
ANIMATION
Music
Makes
Feel Like 75
Dancing
(EarlMePayton)
58iMa Skids (Nelson) Virgin
Virgin VS 323(C)
Motor Bike Boat
71
CO 42 BRASS
My(Raynolds/Rfe)
Girl (Mike Barson)
41
Real ARE 11 (W)
PretendersIN(C. POCKET
Thomas) Hy
Hynde House Of Hits/ATV
Ne-Ne-Na-Na-Nu-NulDeane).. . 64
OnTha
Radio
FAN
MAIL
(Moroder/Summor)
35
A&M AMS 7504 (C)
60" } Dickies (Cable) Rondor
Poison Ivy (Lieber/Stoller) 69
Riders In The Sky
,
GANDHARA
(THEME
FROM
MONKEY)
(S. Jones)
12
£ 61'
BBC Records RESL66IA)
Godiego(SatrII/Nomura) Satril
Right
In The Socket
(Spencor/Sylvers/Griffey)
53
49 8 JAZZ CARNIVAL
Rhythm
Talk (Cohen/Whitehead/56
62
Milestone MRC101 (R)
Azymuth (Azymuth/J. Leibovitz) Fuse
McFadden/Henderson)
Rock
With You
Chiswick CHIS121 IE)
MARTIAN HOP
55
(Tomperton)
7
63
Rocky Sharpe & The Replays (Mike Vernon) Screen Gems/EMI
Running
FreolHarris/Di'Anno)..52
38
Rosio
(Armatradingl
Cyjrn-jni NE-NE-NA-NA-NU-NU
Save
(May)
24
Magnet MAG 164 (A)
OHU IHii Bad Manners (R. Lomas) Copyright Control
TTeenMe(Sheller/Pew)
33
So
Good
To
Be
Back
Home
NA,L
THE HEART
Again (Poet Combs)
8
RRfWIANOTHER
'N Rondor/Deptford
DObJjLLl
Squeeze (Wood/Squeeze)
Songs
A&M AMS 7507(C)
So Lonely (Sting)
19
Singing The Blues
(N. Endsley)Looking At You 28
KK71 3 Cockney
BADMAN
EMI 5035(E)
OO
Rejects 1J. Pursey/A Bearded Prod.) Signatune
Someone's
(Geldof)
ECHO BEACH
Stomp
(Johnson Brothers/ 14
fi7mT7]
Tomperton)
44
Dindisc DIN 9(C)
Vl
/ LLULi-l Martha & The Muffins (Howlott) Dinsong
Take That Look Of Your
Face
(Andrew
Lloyd
Webber/
0060 7 CARAVAN SONG
Don Black)
6
Epic EPC 8103ICI
Barbara Dickson (M. Ban) April
Three Minute
HeroBeautiful
(Davies) 27
Together
We Are
POISONIVY
(Ken
Leray)
9
Rocket XPRES 25 (R
691Mfl Lambrettas (P. Collins) Progressive Music
Tonight
I'm All Right
(Walden)
45
TONIGHT
Too Hot(Brown/Kool
Automatic K 17547 (W)
70 64 Zaino Griff (Griff/Visconti) Automatic
& The Gang)
31
Too(Dammers)
Much Too Young
MOTOR
BIKE
BEAT
84
13
Dindlsc/Snatzo
DIN
5
(C)
71
flovillos (Raynolds/Fife/Pilley) Dinsongs
Tonight (Zaine Griff)
70
Touch
Too
Much
(Young/
Elektra
K
12414(W)
Young/Scott)
29
■70rWTl
YOU
HEARD
/ ZUlTil pHAVEN'T
trico
Rushon
(Mims
Jnr./Rushen/Andrews)
Copyright
Control
a
Turning Japanese
Fentonl
34
TV(O.
(General/Solomans/
"TQnTnTT/
IN THE(Britten)
KAFTAN
Asylum K12427 (W)
/ .jI t 14 i l KOOL
q Robertson
Myaxe/UA/Copyrlght Control
Cunningham/Evans)
46
Underpass (J. Foxx)
39
YOU READY
Working My Way Back
7450 .ARE
GTO
GT
259
(Cl
To
You
(Llnzor/RandellJ
48
Billy Ocean IK. Gold) Screen Gams/EMI/April-Aqua
Wurzol SonglWeill/Brecht) .... 23
MUSIC MAKES YOU FEEL LIKE DANCING
You(Mtume/Lucasl
Know How To Love Mo 54
758' Brass Construction (J. Lane) Rlinbar/Proboscis
United Artists UP 615 (E)
I..,) 75< 1 implied h" Mu H Week .Hid BBC I
'lie Bmish Mark.;' Rev. iii Bureau Lid
ANGELIC UPSTARTS

No. 64
ZAINE GRIFF
No. 65
COCKNEY REJECTS
CLIMBER
JOJO LAINE
(Music Week Charts Feb. 16th 1980)
All recorded at ROCK CITY SOUND STUDIOS
Shepperton Studio Centre
Shepperton, Middx. Tel: 09328 66531
(P.S. Why not try it yourself? Denny Laine • Gary Numan •
Jimmy Pursey • Sham 69 and Peter Green do regularly!)

WELL
DONE
LADS!
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RELEASE DATE: MONDAY MARC
PRODUCED BY DAVID HENTSCHEL & GENESIS
y-s
CB356
- >' ORDER FROM POLYGRAM p:Of®: SERVICES
AVAILABLE ON CHARISMASCCORDS
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RADIO TWO; ALBUM OF THE WEEK
AUTOGRAPH — John Denver (RCA PL 113449)
RADIO TWO; DAVID HAMILTON'S RECORD OF THE WEEK
DAYDREAM BELIEVER - Andy Murray
CAPITAL: PEOPLE'S CHOICE
WHAT I LIKE ABOUT YOU - The Romantics
CLYDE: CURRENT CHOICE
MY WORLD - Secret Affair
DOWNTOWN: MUSIC MOVER
MY WORLD - Secret Affair
FORTH: STATION HIT
I'M SO STRAIGHT ... Rick Wakoman
LUXEMBOURG: POWERPLAY
HOLDIN' ON — Tony Rallo
TEES: PEOPLE'S PIC
BBC SCOTLAND: SINGLE OF THE WEEK
WHERETO NOW? - Charlie Dore
MANX: ALBUM OF THE WEEK
LET'S LOVE WHILE WE CAN - Andy Williams
PENNINE: PENNINE PIC
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Listings exclude last week's Top 40
g, tr- (/> c> i/? 17>
- (yrift c/? - Ty)-s> 00 (> i
T
TV
ARMATRADING, JOAN Rosie A&M AMS 7506 (C)
TT Ti.
1
'j-i •'
•|
ARMANDO, DON I'm An Indian Too Island 6557 (E)
Ti~r
•f
ALTON/JOHNNY Hang On In There Baby Polydor POSP 118(F)
'( !
BAD MANNERS Ne-Ne-Na-Na-Nu-Nu Magnet MAG 164 (A)
TT
BAYER-SAGER, CAROLE It's The Falling Elektra K 12314 (W)
BELLAMY BROTHERS Lovin' On Warner Brothers K17568 (W)
BEACON, KIM My Blues Have Gone Rialto TREB 113 (A)
BONOFF, KARLA Baby Don't Go CBS 8177 (CI
! 1
i i i
BEAT Hands Off She's Mine Go Feet FEET 1 (F)
BUFFET, JIMIVIY Volcano MCA 562(C)
BOWIE, DAVID Alabama Song/Space Oddity RCA BOW 5 (R)
BROTHERS JOHNSON Stomp A&M AMS7509(C)
BROWN, PETER Love In Our Hearts T.K. TKR 7572 (C)
TT
BRIGHT. BETTE Hello, I Am Your Heart Korova
j . ■ ! | •>! I
T
BURNETTE, ROCKY Baby Tonight EMI 5037 (E)
J
TTT
1
CARS It's All 1 Can Do Elektra K12416 IW)
: t
_uft
Mil 1
CAIRO I Like Bluebeat Arista/Hansa AHA 560 (A)
| . '
:
i
COWBOYS INTERNATIONAL Today Today Virgin VS 326ICI
' : M
CAMPBELU GLEN The Highway Man Capitol CL 16122 (El
-; | M ! !
DOOLEYS Love Patrol GTO GT260 (C)
-H-t-i-UDE SARIO, TERRKK.C. Yes I'm Ready Casablanca NB 2225 (A)
-rr
DIAMOND, NEIL September Morn CBS 8130 (C)
rfirH
DETROIT SPINNERS Working My Way Back Atlantic 11432 (W)
-t-i-l-j-i-i
DIRT BAND American Dream United Artists UP 609 (E)
' Lu
TTTT
DICKIES Fan Mail A&M AMS 7504 (C)
N
r-r -1!j i i
DORE. CHARLIE Where To Now? Island WIP 6576 (E)
I ' i
-HDR. FEELGOOD Hong Kong Money United Artists BP 338 (E)
4-iEARTH WIND & FIRE In The Stone CBS 8252(C)
EATON, CLEVELAND I'm LonelyTonight Miracle M 14(A)
EAGLES I Can Tell You Why Asylum K 12418 (W)
-r i :
EGAN, JOE Back On The Road Ariola ARO 153 (A)
i i
-HEASTON.SHEENA Modern Girl EMI 5042(E)
i i i
ELY, JOE Fingernails MCA 579 (C)
FLYING LIZARDS T.V. Virgin VS 325 (C)
TT
FLACKyHATHAWAY You Are My Heaven Atlantic K11414 IW)
FOGELBERG, DAN Longer Epic 8230(0
' I
FIALKA, KAREL The Eyes Have It Blue Print BLU 2005 (A)
-rf
TE"
Tf
FAWN, CHARLIE Always. Warner Brothers/Hansa K 17566 (W)
4... U
j .T._^
"T-—l"
FOLEY, ELLEN Stupid Girl Epic EPC 8122 (C)
1 T I 1 I M'! i t 1 ■ !
-UGRIFF, ZAINE Tonight Automatic K 17547 (W)
T ' I FTtrrn
GAP BAND The Boys Are Back In Town Mercury MER 2 (F)
w
-tM1
•.
GIBB, ANDY Desire RS0 55(FI
rr
■t—F—i- pjT-i-r j-j-f.r
.
i
rr
rr
:
}
{
i
'
n;•
GATES, DAVID Falling In Love Again Elektra/Asylum K 12423 (W|
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GIBSON BROTHERS Cuba Island WIP 6561 (E)
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1 ;rMnr
HATCHETT, MOLLY Hinin' With Disaster Epic EPC 8221 (C)
HYMAN, PHYLLIS You Know Arista AR 1ST 323 (F!
j ! ! >
.1
; ; or|--H
HALL/OAfES Wait For Me RCA PB 1747 !RI
m
■ft-lr-i i ; i ;.+ ■
HOLLY Ef THE ITALIANS Tell That Girl To Shut Up Oval 1016(0
JJX.
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DISTRIBUTORS CODE. A- Rye, C - CBS, W - WEA, E - EMI, F - PofyBram, R - RCA, S - Setecta, Z - Enterprisa, Y - Relay, Q - Chamdale, SP - Spartan. P - Pinnacle, RT Rough Trade.
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JAGS Woman's World Island WIP 6531 (E)
9
JAMES, BOBIEARL KLUGH Kari CBS 8139 (Cl
JOCKO Rhythm Talk Philadelphia PIR 8222 (C)
r JOHN, ELTON Skyline Pigeon/Lady Samanlha DJM DJS 10901ICI
r
KORGIS 1 Just Can't Help It Rialto TREB 112 (A)
*
KIPNER, STEVE Knock The Walls Down Elektra/Asylum K 12411
!
• I1
KANDIDATE Let Me Rock You RAK 306(E)
■»
KISS 2000 Man Casablanca NB 1001 (A)
•
LEWIS, LINDA Sleeping Like A Baby Ariola ARO 207 (A)
1
LIQUID GOLD Dance Yourself Dizzy Polo 1 (C/CR)
•
;*
LOGGING, KENNY This Is It CBS 7987 (C)
•
LONE GROOVER Single Off The Album Charly CEP 124 (SP)
!
LAMBRETTAS Poison Ivy RocketXPRES 25 (F)
.
LOCOMOTIVE Rudi's In Love EMI 5033 (E)
J
MARTHA AND THE MUFFINS Echo Beach Dindisc DIN 9(C)
•
)
MCGREGOR, MARY Good Friend RS0 54IF)
:
M That's The Way The Money Goes MCA 570(C)
'
:
•
MURPHY, WALTER Mostly Mozart RCA FB 1773 (R)
NAZARETH Holiday Mountain TOP 50 ICI
•
NIGHTINGALE. MAXINE Lead Me On United Artists BP 337 (El
e
9 BELOW ZERO Pack Fair And Square M&L Mil (C)
1
0SIBISA Pata Pata Pye 7P5013 (A)
O'JAYS Forever Mine Philadelphia PIR 8203(C)
1 *
ORIGINAL MIRRORS Boys Cry Mercury MER 5 (F)
:*
V ft 1
PRICE, ALAN Love You True Jet 170 (C)
PRESTON/SYREETA It Will Come In Time Motown TMG 1175 (E)
• i 1
!•
PETTY, TOM &THE HEARTBREAKERS Refugee MCA559(C)
1
•
ROSE ROYCE Ooh Boy Whitfield K 17575 (W)
ft
REAL THING Saint Or Sinner Pye 7P 161 (A)
T 5
p
ROCKY SHARPE Martin Hop Chiswick CHIS 1212 (E)
i ■
1
ROULETTE Lovers And Gamblers Ariola ARO 196 (A)
ROBINSON, SMOKEY Cruisin' Motown TMG 1163(E)
RONSTADT. LINDA How Do 1. . . Elektra/Asylum K 12419 (W)
1
•
RAWLS, LOU Sit Down Philadelphia PIR 8201 (C)
RUTHERFORD, MIKE Working Charisma CB 353 (F)
»
|
!
RALLO, TONY/MIDNIGHT BAND Holdin' On Calibre CAB 501 (A)
•
ROBERTSON, BA Kool In The Kaftan Elektra/Asylum K 12427 (W) •
•
REXY Don't Turn Me Away Alien 12 (P)
ft 1
SECRET AFFAIR My World l-Spy SEE 005 (F)
1
SAME Movements Blue Print 2008 (A)
SANTANA AIM Ever Wanted CBS 8160(C)
i
1
•
SHALAMAR Right In The Socket Solar S012 (R)
•
SILICON TEENS Judy In Disguise Mute 004 (RT)
SPRINGFIELD, DUSTY Your Love . . . Mercury DUSTY 5 (F)
STREISAND, BARBRA 1 Ain't Gonna Cry Tonight CBS 8138 (C)
i •
SPYRO GYRA Catching The Sun MCA 568 (C)
•
SQUEEZE Another Nail In My Heart A&M AMS 7507 (C)
SWEET, RACHEL Fools Gold Stiff BUY 67 (C)
•
SNIPS 9 O'Clock News EMI 5040 (E)
Li..
SKIDS Animation Virgin VS 323 (C)
SKELLERN, PETER Putting On The Ritz Mercury 6008 606 {F)
i•
i. . i
THREE DEGREES Without You Ariola ARO 208 (A)
•
•1
1
THOMPSON. ALI Take A Little Rhythm A&M AMS 7505 (C)
•
'
TIGERS Kidding Stops Strike K1K 1 (W)
t : :
TRUSSEL Love Injection Elektra/Asylum K 12412 (W)
i t*!
1
U.B.40 King Graduate GRAD 6 (SP)
ft, •
!
VAPORS Turning Japanese United Artists BP 334 (E)
cj 1
1.. L 1
VIBRATORS Girnme Some Lovin' Ratrace RAT 2 (RT)
T
! H ui LL
WAKEMAN, RICK I'm So Straight. . . A&M AMS 7510 (C)
I
*ft;
-L
WALDEN, NARADA MICHAEL Tonight Atlantic K 11437 (W)
I
I |
WAR I'll Take Care Of You MCA 557(C)
' ft ■1
; ■
WHIRLWIND Heaven Knows Chiswick CHIS 122 (E)
, -1•1 I
WILLIAMS, ANDY Railway Hotel CBS 8231 (C)
I •. 1
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Clayderman:

Dutch superstar

France's
biggest seller
From GERARD WOOG
PARIS: Richard Clayderman
appears to be the most successful
French artist in overseas record
markets at the moment,
according to information
released by the Delphine
company, with his piano playing
and his romantic good looks
striking a profitably responsive
chord abroad.
His tally of disc awards,
covering both albums and
singles, now stands at 32 gold
and five platinum. Among these
are one platinum and one gold in
Germany, four platinum in
Austria (where he has set a newsales record), five gold in Spain,
and six gold in France.
Clayderman is also a big
selling name in Japan, Argentina
and the Scandinavian countries,
and his latest LP has already
topped the 300,000 sales mark.
MILLENIUM, DISTRIBUTED
here by RCA, has signed David
Rose who works with Yves
Simon, and is already successful
in France as a solo act.
Hitherto his music has been in
the jazz-rock category, but is
now moving towards MOR, and
Millenium is releasing an album
by him tilled Rose. He gave a
Paris concert on January 23
attended by Millenium president
Jimmy lenner, fresh (if that's the
right word) from Midem.

looks for
<9K*
success abroad
From SUE BAKER
AMSTERDAM: Already immensely popular in his native Holland,
where for the past two years his records have been charting
consistently, Herman Brood is now turning his attention to the rest
of the world.
An LP of music from Brood's
first movie, Cha Cha, was
released in January in Britain by
Dateline:
Ariola with the same title as the
film. Cha Cha is something of a
Amsterdam
new wave sampler featuring
tracks by Nina Hagen, Lene
Lovich, and the Dutch group.
The Meteors, as well as Brood
morass of jumbled images, but
himself, and all participants in
clips will obviously be useful as
the movie.
promotional material to support
Although release of the film
the LP, and The Meteors in
has been arranged for West
particular arc worth hearing.
Germany, Austria and
Brood also had a new LP, Go
Switzerland, no distribution has
Nutz, released simultaneously in
yet been organised for Britain.
America and Europe on
This could be a blessing as the
February 11. The star himself
movie consists mainly of a
has been in jail for three weeks as
seemingly endless sequence of
a result of a robbery two years
Brood walking the streets of
ago when he stole a pair of scales
Amsterdam with a voice-over,
from a university building, and
which is virtually unintelligible
sold them for £10.
but presumably gives his
Blood spent his lime in his cell
thoughts on life.
assessing tapes and lyrics by
Regarded by some as an ego trip
amateur songwriters, who
for star and director Herbert
entered a competition seeking
Curiel alike, the film's prospects
new talent. He will perform the
seem precariously balanced on
best material later this spring on
Brood's popularity in Holland.
an album entitled Fresh Talent In
Nina Hagen stands out in a
The Lift.

NASHVILLE: Don Williams look lime out from a recent recording session at
the Jack dement Studio here to receive two more international awards. The
latter are a gold presentation marking 50,000 unit sales in Canada and a plaque
from the UK's Country Music People magazine naming Williams as the Most
Popular Artist of The Decade. From left, MCA Nashville division president
Jim Foglesong, Williams' producer Garth Fundis, Williams, and Tony
Byworlh, editor of Country Music People and Music Week country
correspondent.

Rediffusion franchises
LONDON: Rediffusion Rcditune, which licenses background music
in over 80 countries, has recently appointed four new overseas
franchise holders.
Anis Ahmed & Brothers, based in Karachi, Pakistan and importers
of electrical goods and industrial raw materials, is the first company
to be granted a Reditune franchise in Pakistan. Stereo Cave of Jeddah
and the Installations (Middle East) Company in Deira, Dubai, both
specialising in sound equipment distribution, have been appointed
sole franchise holder in Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates
respectively, and Cy Audiopro Ab of Helsinki, a studio equipment
supply company, has been appointed sole Finnish franchise holder.
The Reditune music library, covering a broad spectrum from chart
hits to ethnic music, contains over 22,000 recorded titles, to which
more than 1,500 new titles are added each year.

News in brief...
1

VINA DEL MAR. Spain won Chile's 20th International Festival of Songs here
last month with Dudando, Dudando (Hesitating) written by Julio Saijas and
Augusto Alguero and sung by Juan Sebastian.
There were 10 finalists, and the show was transmitted on TV and radio to
several other South American countries. It was Spain's third victory in the
contest, the first being in 1968 with Palabras (Words) written by Jorge
Domingo Carnicer and Pons de Carnicer and sung by Chile's Luz Eliana, and
the second last year in the shape of Tu Rcgreso A Casa (You're Coming Home)
written and sung by Braulio Antonio.
Juan Sebastian, this year's winning singer, started his career recently in
Spain, and records for the Movieplay label.
SYDNEY: Australian singing star Julie Anthony, who scored a success at
London's Adelphi Theatre in 1976 when she starred in the musical Irene, has
been awarded an OBE for her services to the Australian entertainment
industry.
Julie hails from the small South Australian town of Galga, and the honour
follows local recognition as Entertainer Of The Year in 1977 and the Best
Vocalist Of The Year in 1976 and 1977.
PARIS: fhc much-acclaimed Royal Shakespeare Company production
Piaf, in which Jane Lapotaire plays the legendary French singer Edith Piaf, is
in be
hi' OappH
Pnric at the
t Li« invitation
■ m/.i
,.i France's
i?
, re, the Comedie
—
to
staged in Paris
of
national thcat
Francaise.
Though scripted in English, the play includes only French songs sung in
French, and therefore fits very nicely into a year the music industry here is
devoting to the promotion of national songwriting talent.
US theatre-goers arc likely to have the chance to see the show on lour before
it reaches Pans.
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HERE ARE THE LATEST RELEASES IN THE UNITED ARTISTS FILE COLLECTION
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HAWKWIND
THE ORIGINAL RECORD
FIRST RELEASED IN 1970
LBRI0I2

CLASSICS IV
"THE BEST OF CLASSICS IV"
20 TRACKS FEATURING
THEIR FAMOUS SINGLE
"SPOOKY"
LBRIOII

[

ONLY £3.99 RRP

ORDER NOW FROM YOUR U.A SALESMAN OR EMI RECORDS DISTRIBUTION CENTRE.
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ALTHOUGH THE industry is waiting for video to "happen", the dawn of the new docacie
that for some people the revolution has already taken place. This supplement looks at wh
PP
to the music world as it gears itself up for what is anticipated to be the biggest enter tainmen
the advent of television. The video age will mean radical changes in the way record companie
their artists and in the existing copyright laws which have not anticipated the importance oj .
medium. Even in its infancy, the video industry has seen the record industry and its retailers asp ayi g
important part in this development. There is a general consensus among video pundits that it is tney w
have the necessary experience in mass software production to handle the new product that will come on o
the market, and the dealers that have the experience in selling it. Here we look at what is happening now
in the video world, and how it is going to effect our industry in the future — covering the development oj
hardware, software available and its future, distribution of video product, in-store video, promotional
films and the facilities houses that are gearing themselves for the boom.

ne srare o"

ne

software

AS THE prospeci of a large
video disc market looms over
the heads of all cnicnainment
companies, and the current
vidcocassette market keeps
expanding, software manufacturers and licensees are
dashing around trying to secure
rights for pre-recorded material.
They have also formed a loose
consensus that it is the record dealer
who will probably be best equipped
to sell their product. He is the only
person who has experience in selling
software on a large scale — bar the
eight mm film outlets — and will
have to look to new product if the
record industry declines further,
something which the software
people doubt.
Much of the product so far has,
inevitably, been feature films,
considered safe as people are known
to like them, and the material is
already there.
But many manufacturers arc
looking for any product that simply
is not ■ shown on television.
Certainly, the consumer now is
looking for entertainment that he is
deprived of because it doesn't fit
into the ratings-based broadcasting
programming. And because of the
present up-market consumer,
bracket films on sport, motor racing
and so on are doing well.
As the market expands, most
manufacturers see music as playing
an important pan, though. IPC has
found that Boney M In Concert has
sold as well as its film release of
the 39 Steps, promoted through the
Daily Mirror on its MirrorVision
catalogue. And record companies
are looking to give their acts a more
visual emphasis.
The way the video cassettes are
sold is varying as the manufacturers
test the retailers' reaction — but
VCL, Intervision and IPC arc all
going through record distributors,
and it is now a case of seeing how
well their product goes.
"In January last year we had the
princely total of 74 high street
dealers," says Intervision's codirector Richard Cooper. "The
present number is now 315 outlets,
of which 207 arc rental dealers —
dealers who have taken the rental
franchise agreements with us. And
on our stand at TV Mcx we had the
incredible total of 330 dealer
inquiries.
"There lias been an amazing
growth of total turnover — through
October and November 1979 we
were doing in excess of 200,000
cassettes compared to 40,000 in
January 1979. Forecasts for this
January were thai we would have a
wonderful time, and we have
exceeded 110,000 already for that
month,"
Intervision is unique in offering a
rental option to its customers,
charging £5.95 for three days, where
2 VIDEO SUPPLEMENT

the dealer takes a 33 per cent mark
up. All he has to do is sign a rental
franchise for each tape, which is
passed on to Intervision. Accounts
arc checked by a national store
security firm, and Cooper says there
has only been two per cent
"delinquency".
"Initially, dealers that have not
been involved with this kind of
operation are sensitive to third party
paper work," he admits. "But we're
talking about that dealer completing
that agreement and popping the
paper into a pre-paid envelope. The
dealers don't really have any other
problems.
"The regularity of repeat visits
from the punier is building this good
will factor and the guys arc reporting
an increase in blank tape sales
because once the punier is in there he
will often take the blank tapes as
well.
"As far as the field investigation
aspects arc concerned, the rental is
only viable if you have people
visiting dealers on a regular basis
checking they are playing the game.
We have delinquencies at about two
per cent. Dealers arc also aware that
there are other forces doing test
rentals — who they never know.
"Rental is what the British
consumer one meets prefers, but it is
only possible with control."
The rental system has allowed
Intervision to keep its vast catalogue
viable, with Cooper arguing that you
will never get audio visual product
that is rcpeatablc, unless one is
talking about the Do It Yourself and
How To son of films. With that, of
course, goes a lack of faith in the
video disc, although nearly all
the current catalogue, and any new
"signing" rights will be cleared for
that as well.
It is something other software
firms arc not convinced about. The
reason that they are not pulling out
material that might be deemed
rcpeatablc is that it implies specific
product for video, and producers are
holding back until the sticky rights
problems have been worked out —
something that could well end in a
pioneer court case.
IPC is running a purposely small
catalogue with a number of different
areas for the specific purpose of
finding which ones might sell the
most. It is also using its vast
publishing support to market its
cassette range and find out who its
punters are. But again, IPC admits
that it does not yet know who it is
trying to reach, and is waiting for
the lime when the market gets bigger
before it puts out a larger range.
Many software programme
companies have explained away
their problems by using the age-old
chicken and egg syndrome as their
argument against holding back on
catalogue. Something which IPC
Video MD David Willoughby
disagrees with.

men
"It is not a chicken and egg
thing," he says. "It is a question of
the number of cassette recorders
there arc. As the number of
recorders expands the market will
expand to meet it. 1 don't suppose
anybody is wailing for the big
chicken.
"We started when we knew there
were 20,000 players on the market,
and then we thought that there must
be some people who would want to
buy pre-recorded cassettes. We got
cheap movies that would not cost a
lot, and soon proved that you don't
have to make thousands of cassettes
to make money. Two thousand units
in video is the lop wack, it's the
equivalent of, maybe, 250,000 audio
discs.
"The only way we could find out
if people wanted to buy video
cassettes was to sell them. The
reasons for the motoring range we
brought out was because people who
have motoring interests are in the
right income bracket and we have
magazines to promote them."
Webber, VCL: 'We are
in the business of
making programmes
... we have no loyalty
to any format'
Willoughby agrees that record
dealers are the right people to sell
video cassettes, and IPC has done a
deal with Pye as reported to use its
sales force to distribute its
product. He also has faith in musicproduct and original material made
specifically for video software.
One of IPC's future projects will
be to look at the possibility of
making its own product using
independent production companies
specifically for its own catalogue
— somthing which the company
wants to keep small, as it is afraid of
gelling bogged down with a pile of
non-sellers.
"The dealer box was the first
thing we did seriously and we
realised we could go out acquiring
product and all we would be doing is
go on acquiring master cassettes,"
says Willoughby.
"Although we don't believe in
catalogue we decided on this notion
of a dealer pack with 10 titles in
eight areas so we could say 'here is a
pack that will cost half the price of a
player, which will demonstrate the
size of the market.' From that we
expanded each category and the
catalogue that exists now is an
extension of that.
"The Boney M cassette we've
introduced is consistent with the
specialised Daily Mirror area with its
pop page. Again, it was basically a
test market idea to sec what people
buy, but obviously music on video is
a saleable area despite its non-hi fi
characteristics. If you have pop

R/CHARD COOPER of Intervision: 'There has been an amazing growth of
total turnover. "
music on video, you don't have to worked for London Town Discos —
watch it. There is no doubt in my hence the connection. The company
mind that selling audio records will
was called Trans Vision Leasing
be like selling black and white TV
before becoming VCL three and a
product."
half years ago.
Like all software manufacturers,
"There wasn't a consumer market
Willoughby has his reservations
when we started," Webber
about the video disc. He argues that
recalls. "We had to sell the
with the Japanese manufacturers hardware to the discos before going
poised to produce another three in with the software. The
million cassette recorders next year breakthrough we made was due to
they will want to make sure they sell the fact that video was considered to
by aggressive marketing.
be a rental business, and we thought
And he believes that because of maybe that wasn't the way to do it
that degree of penetration, it will and started to sell them outright.
become much more difficult to The day we started was the day we
persuade people to buy the video could see what was going to
disc system. He claims that the price happen."
of a VHS machine has gone down to
For specific product, something
£224 in Japan, and that every time which Webber sees as important for
somcones goes out and buys a VCR,
the expansion of pre-recorded
then it is more difficult to promote software, VCL will act as executive
the video disc player.
producers licensing freelance
The other advantage with tape, he directors and facilities houses to
points out, is that it is possible to
produce its product. The sticking
duplicate a small number of cassettes.
point at the moment, he says, is the
Because of that, IPC will use its
problem of securing rights for musicM/rrorspecialised subject areas, like
product which is the area he is keen
pop, the woman's page and so on to
to expand into.
link product on its MirrorVision
"A major problem is negotiating
label, to test markets and possibly to
a reasonable right for music
produce magazine programming,
product", he says. "The sort of fees
itself.
that arc being banded around are far
Expansion into production is also
too much, and if the copyright
the main target of VCL — the
owners don't want to stifle
longest-standing software company
music product something lias
along with Intervision. Because of
got to be done. From a commercial
the success of its Tina Turner
point of view it would be easier not
cassette and its large export market
to market a music programme — but
the company is keen to produce,
there is no way that will happen
more music which has no language
because it is an important area.
barriers.
"Music is the way we see ourselves
MD Steve Webber wants to
competing in the market. One
expand into areas that will not be
should sec the rights as 50 per cent
covered by majors like Rank,
film, and 50 per cent music. You are
Magnetic Video and EMI which will
not going to sell video cassettes
have banks of popular feature films
simply because they have music on
which he admits will be hard to
them — it's because there arc
compete with. Along with Tina
moving pictures as well. Otherwise
Turner, VCL has gone in with Mary
they might as well be audio tapes."
Wilson and The Supremes, Paco de
Although that is a slicking point,
Lucia, Slarfirc in concert and Philip
Webber is still very keen to get
Goodhand-Tait.
product on to the market and is
The feature films Webber has
negotiating with record companies
chosen only make up a small pan of and production people to try and get
the catalogue, and a range of Kung
projects underway. At the same
Fu movies arc the only strong sellers".
time, he is eager to link up with
VCL was started by director Carl
record distributors and has made
Fischer as an export business serving
agreements with companies like
European discos, while Webber's
Wynd Up.
history was that he joined Chappells
after leaving a band and then
TO PAGE 14
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'The vidcocassctic , will reach
saturation point in the mid-Eighties,
KEEFCO has offices in
and
the video disc will bring in new
London and Los Angeles. Keilh PROMOTIONAL FILM makers are already playing
programming.
MacMilian 01-3513750.
"The music industry is going
"We are basically doing promo
a kind of rude awakening to
clips, but we also do productions for an important part in developing the visual elements of through
of film and vice versa, and
television like the last Kampuchcan recording artists. Listed here are the larger companies ittheisworld
a total entertainment package
concerts with Queen, Ian Dury and
that
we
arc talking about now.
The Who.
Records will take on a totally
"1 think record companies and who will ultimately be moving into creating specific different
meaning and the consumer
bands are becoming more involved,
will look towards buying records in a
so we might spend more time on pre- product for the home market.
totally different way.
production. There was a time when
"If they are going to buy video
you would zap into a studio for an
audience
as
it
can
get.
If
they
make
discs,
they are going to be wary of
afternoon and do the editing there.
not come back, even if it is brilliant. ROCK BIZ FIX 30
their money back, they should be visual content. But not if they are
"All our specials are broadcast, I see the record companies primarily D'Arblay Street, London Wl.
content. But by doing that they will going to buy a record and a video
and we have got a reputation for as my clients and we try to guide Martin Baker. 01-734 2723.
establish what they can get out of disc costs only a pound more."
doing things at the top end of the them, give them what they want, "What makes anything successful is
promotional films in different
"Repeatability is the key, I think.
market, so record companies tend to while advising them as to what they the people who are working on the
context for both themselves and
I very much enjoy the freedom my
think we won't do a job for less may want.
project which in our case is the
their artists.
money. But we will always tailor a
video cassette player gives me, but
"This year, they arc probably not artists, the music, the director and
"The money and profit will come
job to fit the budget.
going to spend as much and they will producer.
there are very few programmes that
at a later date."
"A lot of companies make the try and save money as far as
are repeatable, which is where we
"Many of the things you do are
thing in the hope that it is going to promotional films are concerned. limited to the budget that you've
come in. We have got to prove there
JON
ROSEMAN
get on Top of the Pops so it becomes But I am certain the industry will got, but within those four areas you
is something that we want to see
a bit of a lottery and record recover and that there was probably have the makings of a good film.
Productions, 8 Portlands St.,
more than once. It has got to
companies have invested in a risk as a degree of panic in '79.
London Wl. 01-439 8241.
improve on broadcast television and
"I do not think the video boom is
they can't guarantee they are going
"But the video age is about to going to come immediately. We will
"It's a very lean time because the
I think broadcast will be improved
to make any money back on it."
explode. The Eighties arc going to be be lucky to see it happen by 1985,
record companies are cutting back
as a result of competition."
very visual, and the record but I certainly expect video to have
on their budgets. We arc at the top
companies are aware of that. We
end of the market and do over half
by the end of the
EYELINE FILMS, 63a
MIKE MANSFIELD. 9 will have a fairly sophisticated 'happened'
of the top 35 per cent of artists, and
Eighties. The seeds should be sown
Grosvenor Street, London Wl. Pete
Great Chapel Street, London Wl.
editing suite in our new building so now, with imagination and
there is still no money in it.
Sullivan. 01-629 4641.
"Survival is success in this we can not only shoot, but come foresight.
"We do promotion films because
"The problem is convincing
business. The last promo could have back here and edit, and we will have
it has given us credibility —
"Record companies should use
record companies that they ought to
cost £20,OCX) but the company may cassette duplication facilities."
expecially as far as America is
video and market it to as greater an
have a promotional film. They can
concerned — and now we are
see what we did for four grand, but
planning to do two motion pictures
now it is a case of presenting them
which will really be music thrillers.
with a story board so they can see
"There are some artists that
VCL Video Services
what they are getting.
benefit more by good visuals than by
"Eyeline is a very reputable
the records themselves. But as the
production company and very
Fleetwood Macs and The Eagles
competent with film and can give a
Leaders in Consumer Video spend nine months in the studios
record companies cannot expect us
very quick return. Because we can
also produce a film on a very low
to do a video in seven days as we did
with Blondie."
budget we have found it hard to
Distribution
break out of that, and from a
MILLANEY GRANT creative side, there is only so much
Productions, 12 Star Street,
you can do.
London W2. Scott Millancy. 01-723
"1 wish record companies would
5515.
direct more money towards video —
"1 see great potential in
and the people I would really like to
promotional films because they will
talks to is the accountants!"
obviously lead to bigger things like
programming and distribution.
ZOETROPE , 93 Union
"We believe in pre-production
Road, London SW4. Kale and
work. We must have time to meet
Derek
Burbridge. 01-720 8513.
the artist, exchange ideas, the script
"Until recently people didn't lake
and its identity. We must know what
video, or film making, seriously in
we are doing before we go into the
this business. It was regarded as a
studio.
necessary evil.
Of course, I can see the
"When we first approached
difficulty, because if a record
record companies we were told:
suddenly goes into the charts, there
'We're
in Ihe music business not the
isn't much time. Obviously I would
film business'. They didn't realise
like to see record companies spend
that visuals sell records and now
more lime and money on video
they're having to learn fast."
promos because I feel they are the
Both believe Ihe industry has been
best form of promotion people can
slow to cotton on to video as a
w
have and they are excellent value for
m
marketing tool: "When we make a
money.
video Ihe companies rely on us
"The obvious big problem will be
lOO^o. They have done very little
that initially there will be a lack of
market research so far. Compared to
programmes that will sustain
the
budgets we work with now, those
repeatability. The majority of video
for TV commercial are enormous."
disc material will not be live footage,
Exclusive distribution of pre-recorded video cassettes in
Zoelrope's earliest films were of
but pre-recorded especially for
playback. Then we arc talking about live gigs. They have done a lot of
work for The Old Grey Whistle Test,
£250,000 even before you start
the UK,Holland,Belgium, Germany,Spain, Switzerland,
and were responsible for the first live
talking about royalties and so on.
film to be synchronised with stereo
Finland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Greece, A ustralia,
radio, a Van Morrison concert.
LINDSAY
CLENNELL,
22
Farlham
Si,
Hong Kong, Singapore, Middle and Far East T erritories.
ROCK FLICKS, 22
London WC2. 01-836 9211.
Tavislock Street, London WC2. 01In Ihe three years of iis exislence
928 5515.
Clcnncll's company has made
This is a six-year-old film
100 short videos and promo
0 Complete duplication and world0 Production of Programmes specifically around
company "known for being a bit
films covering a varied selection of camp
about what it does", says
wide distribution of pre-recorded
forborne video. Tina Turner, Supremes, artists such as Elton John, The
director Nick Abson.
Clash, Mick Jaggcr and Hot
video entertainment.
Paco de Lucia and many more.
Abson says Rock Flicks has
Chocolate, and working for moved
a little up-market from the
companies
like
EMI.
Slate,
Hansa
Production finance lor independent
days when he made the "first punk
0 Distribution of other labels under
and UA.
rock
promo
film" of the Demand
Clcnnctl himself started nut 10
producers.
license.
for Stiff on a shoestring budget.
years ago as a freelance
"We like to approach filmproducer/director making videos
These facilities are at your disposal, why not write or cat I VCL:
making from the lyrical side," he
and transferring them to 3Smm film
says, and sure enough, most of his
for use in the cinema. His
films have a strong story line. As
introduction to work in the music
well as straight promos Abson
business came in the early Seventies
covers musical documentaries (his
with a 90 minute feature film
film of the first Stiff tour makes a
Pictures At An Exhibition for
hilarious and important piece of
Emerson Lake & Palmer, a project
social history) and concert movies.
he originally wanted to put on video
VCL
Of the record companies'
cassette.
approach to promos his only
complaint
is that "they don't really
VCL Video Services Limited
EMITEL, 5 Dean Street,
London Wl. DesGodd, MD. 01-437 understand the budgeting process.
58 Parker Street,LONDON WC2, T el:01-4053732. T el ex:8814427 UNION G
Anyone can make a good promo for
8651.
£15,000 —we do it for £4,000."
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Hard

work Jong

hours, poor conditions.

it's enough to give

a

home video system a

teiaMewn.
We don't mean to knock home
video systems.
After all, we make one ourselves,
It's called Sony Betamax, and it
will keep you and yourfamily entertained foryears.

So you can play tapes recorded
in America or France, and they can play
tapes which you have recorded in
Britain.
And you can dub on extra sound
or foreign languages.

But, like other home video systems, it wasn't designed for the heavy
wear and tear of commerce and
industry.
Sony U-matic, on the other hand,
was designed forthatand thatalone.
It costs, it's true, about twice as
much.
But that is the least of the differences between video designed for
work and video designed for play.
Sony y-matic casu stfamd it
Sony U-matic has been around
longer than any other video system.
And its great strengths are its
simplicity, reliability and durability,
Those are not, however, the only
reasons why more companies have
bought it than any other video system.
Sony U-matic uses TTtape.

Since these are features which
you're unlikely to need around the
home, you won't find them on most
home video systems.
Oyrra^geis wife
TheSony U-matic system includes every piece of equipment you
could possibly want
No home video system does.
Not everybody makes video projectors, for example.
Not everybody makes editing
machines.
And nobody else makes Sony's
latest invention: Random Access.
This time-saving device auto-1
matically locates anything up to 53
pre-selected segments of tape.
It will play 8 of them in any
order you want.

Home video uses'A" tape.

will find them again foryou, and, if you
want, play them in the same order.
Which could save you a good
deal of embarrassment in front of the
Company Chairman.
Or a good deal of time if you are
the Company Chairman.
Send the coupon, and we'll send
you all the information you need. It will
be long on facts and figures, and short
on light relief.
For, at Sony, we don't believe in
mixing work with play.
[Please tail me more about the Sony U-matic system, mw/i/s/a!
Name
|
Position
Company.
Address
_TeL
To: Bill Rowland, Sony (UK) Limited. Commercial and industrial
Division, Pyrene House, Sunbury Cross, Sunbury-onThames,
Tel- Sunbury-on-Thames S958! _js oisre
u

o::
©
fyy1: ©i

And a week or a year later it

Because our tape is wider, our
picture is clearerand sharper.
And any copies you make
will be of the same high quality as
the original.
It's so good, in fact, that TV

S3 .

: .

stations all overthe world use it.
Works aromdl the woridl
Sony U-matic is compatible with
the three colourTV systems which
are used around the world,
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VIDEO DISC arc ihc words on ihe
lips of jusi about every
emcnainmem company at the
momcni — with the music industry
especially excited because it is
similar to the software it is already
handling and holds massive
potential for many of the current
rock acts.
But even more significant is the
weight the hardware firms have put
behind this new piece of equipment.
RCA has already revealed
impressive marketing plans and has
spent more money on researching it
than any other project — including
colour television. JVC has been
looking at its possibilities for well
over 15 years while Philips already
has a system on the market in

The hardware men

mean
What is open to conjecture now is
which one will win out — and each is
naturally confident that its own
system will. But as Philips' Paul
Bradley admits: "I don't necessarily
agree thai there will be a world
standard. If you ask where the
consumer will be in 1985, we don't
know."

"Video disc are the
words on the lips of
just about every
company"

America under the Magnavox brand
name.
These three arc the leaders at the
moment — although the Thompson
system in France is still lurking in the
background, along with various
Japanese firms — and all of them
are incompatible with each other.
However, these companies mean
big business. All of them are aware
that the necessary software could be
a key factor as to which wins out so
RCA has made its formidable deal
with CBS m America (although it is
non-exclusive) and Philips is
planning to introduce a 200-iitlc
catalogue when it launches its system
in the middle of next year.

Philips' philosophy has been to
develop a totally new technology
using an "optical laser" system
where a minute laser reads "pus" ot
varying lengths and spacing, but
the same depth from the middle
outwards on a disc that revolves at
1500 rpm. There arc 54,000 grooves
which don't run in a spiral as in an
audio disc, but the laser
literally jumps from one to the next.
Each groove (one revolution)
contains the information for one
picture frame — so it is possible to
have every page of an encyclopaedia
on it.
The system contains a slowmotion facility (running to three

bia

business

limes slower than normal), it
can run backwards, a still-frame
it contains a standard number
which can be called up at any time as
well as chapter numbers.
Because the disc is read by light,
the pits have been coated with plastic
so it is possible to put finger marks
on it to no ill effect. The other
advantages arc that it has stereo
sound, is up to broadcast standard
apd can carry Viewdata as well as
having the potential to store
information for a computer.
However, separate players have to
be made for the British
PAL broadcasting system and the
American NTSC system, which
Bradley claims will help to avoid
piracy and some of the vast import
problems that the audio industry is
experiencing now.
But there are sticking-points
which will have to be ironed out.
The pressing of the discs is critical,
and if one bit of dust lodges itself on
the master pressing it will be read by
the laser which will go into stillframe and keep itself there.
The hardware is also more
expensive than its competitors, and
is expected to retail at about £450£500 when it is launched in this
country. Disc prices will be dictated
by the programme owner, but will be
significantly cheaper than the video
cassette.
However, the amount of returns
in America where it is being test
marketed in three states is said to be

30 per cent — and many more don't
leave the factory. Philips has
designated a factory to produce discs
here next year when it expects those
problems to be ironed out. It will be
launched in the rest of Europe a year
later as Britain is seen not only as
one of the strongest markets, but
one which won't suffer from the
possible language problems
envisaged on the rest of the
continent.
Bradley is confident that the disc
will be a major contributor to the
home cnienainmeni market because
of the versatility of the amount of
software that can be used on the disc
system, the quality it is capable of
achieving and the fact that discs can

market with only 150,000 players on
the market.
"Because of that, pre-recorded
programming market is very small
and is an added bonus for the
consumer, along with the fact that
he can buy a jolly good camera and
make home-movies.
"So 1 would have thought that for
the big companies that have got
programme interest it would be
sensible to wait as long as they
commercially can before they sign
on the dolled line. In this business, it
is the software that has to come first,
and I think they will when they know
the system is on the market.
"What we arc saying to the
software programme owners," he
continues, "is that we will offer a
pressing facility. Anyone with a
programme in theory could come
along to our Blackburn plant and
say 'we want to place an order' as
long as it was up to the right
technical standard."
However, JVC and RCA both
contest this system (although Sony
has exchange patents with Philips).
RCA is going for a cheaper, less
complicated system which it believes

"Britain is seen as one
of the strongest
markets"

be mass-marketed.
"The video cassette recorded is
basically for the consumer to record
off-air and sec television
programmes when they want to — it
is to time-shift broadcasting. No one
has signed agreements on software
primarily because it is such a small

the ordinary consumer will prefer
because of its price and simplicity.
RCA president Edgar H. Griffiths
says that the video disc represents
the biggest single investment RCA
has ever made and that he
TO PAGE 14
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The In-store Video Company
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IN THE iwo years Miice Bruce
Higham's Capiain Video wem "on
the road", in-storc video lias prosed
an ouisianding success, for ihe
record companies because it means
rclaiively low-cosi advenising ai ihe
point of sale, and for the record
dealers because it increases sales
while providing an added incentive
for people to come into their store.
Realmheaih has had its deal with
Woolworths; Topic has started a
new company, Vidcad in association
with Millaney-Grant: while another
company, Film-a-Disc, has just been
formed with Jon Roseman and
Raymond Goldsmith, supplying 20
W. H. Smith and 20 Virgin stores.
This means that 500 stores arc
now using promotional films, and
the numbers will no doubt continue
to rise.
On top of that, in-store video
promotion has a surprising amount
of flexibility, with all four
companies using very different
methods to promote product —
mixing advertising. DJ linking, live
footage and promotional films,
usually produced with special
agreements by independent
directors.
Down in London's Fulham Road,
Bruce Higham's Captain Video has
established itself as the biggest
company, going into 280 stores in

ions

four stores with Capiain Video."
Each tape is an hour long and is
now hired to the dealer for one
month and then replaced with a new
one. Up until recently it was free to
dealers, but now they will have to
pay £8 for the privilege, a reasonable
price claims Higham as it brings
benefits to the dealer as well as the
record companies.
Higham argues that it is very good
promotion for the price, as it
attracts people into the store as well
as buying more product. The price
for the record companies has gone
down, so they now pay £945 for the
month worldwide instead of f 1.000
and £675 for Britain and Eire only.
Last month Capiain Video
signed a deal with Pyc's Walter
Woyda to distribute the show every
month, guaranteeing that dealers
will get it on lime via a regular sales
force. It previously went through the
post, which Higham found
unreliable and, of course,
detrimental to its effectiveness.
In Wales, the company has signed
a distribution deal with a new
company, Videocare, and the tape
now goes through Solomon Peres in
Northern Ireland and Eire following
deals signed in January.
"The advantage of the deal with
Pye is that it is a very secure means
of distribution," explains Higham.
"It will have the literature which it

Higham envisages putting on slots
for video software as well as records
in the near future.
"We think we are breaking a lot
of new ground in a lot of ways," he
says. "Video this year in England is
going to be very, very exciting. We
are about to incorporate software on
the show in the same as we do with
albums. I think the balance in the
end will shift and 1 can sec us in a
few years' time doing nothing but
video software."
Widening the scope of in-store
video promotion is something that
Malcolm Parry and Vidcad have
already done in their agreement with
Boots. Because Boots is a company
keen to push video in us stores
anyway, it has latched on to the
notion that not only can in-store
tape help boost its album sales, it
can also promote other in-storc
items.
Consequently, the Vidcad tape is
linked by in-store ads for cameras,
video equipment and so on, which is
a concept Parry feels will be
expanded with the acceptance of the
new medium.
"We arc different from Captain
Video in as much as we are a
network for featuring product and
advertisers. Our principle is that we
work for others and we are there as a
strict promotional medium to
increase product sales.

Higham: It's great that competitors have come in. . .now we
don't have to prove to record companies that in-store promotion
is a good thing..."
this country as well as 300 in
Scandanavia, 150 in Germany, 200
in Japan, and, in the near future, to
Australia as well. But Higham is
glad to have the competition of
other companies.
"It's great that competitors have
come in. because now we don't have
to prove to record companies that
in-storc promotion is a good thing,"
he says. "We know ii works by
talking to the people in the stores,
but a lot of people are getting very
cautious, not only with their money,
but with their comments so the
feedback is not always there.
"It is very rare for someone in a
store to tell his boss what he is
selling, and for a sales rep to feed
back the results to the sales manager
and the rest of the company. And it
is basically because of apathy,
although realistically budgets have
gone down, so things we would have
expected to be included on the tapes
a year ago are no longer there."
However, Capiain Video, is not
having too many problems
convincing the record industry that
it is a good idea to put tracks on to
the tape, especially with the
advantages it can have for new acts
or as a tie-in for companies already
doing a lot of in-storc promotion.
By the same token, the record stores
have been keen to adapt the idea,
although Higham and his retailing
services manager Derek Ayre admit
it is the more aggressive stores that
lake it up.
"One of the fascinating things is
that once you get one store in an
area taking, it up another will call us
and then a neighbouring town's
store will ring and we find a
snowballing effect," says Ayre.
"We didn't have our tape in Jersey
for ages, but one store decided to
take it, and within five weeks we had
8 VIDEO SUPPLEMENT

can put into other stores, but it
won't sell it aggressively. What we
are going to do though, is to supply
the stores with a poster the size of an
album cover which will have the
running order with all the albums on
the show. The stores can, therefore,
show the current RRPs and use it as
part of their own promotion, if they
arc discounting.
"It is also important to stress that
we don't accept a store unless
we consider it worthwhile for it
to have video. That is simply so it is
worthwhile for our companies. We
always check it through three major
record labels, and if the store shows
its account is big enough, then we go
in."
"But," adds Ayre, "this does not
mean that Capiain Video is
unavailable to small but successful
independents who have a healthy
turnover, not yet in treble figures."
It's fitting for Capiain Video that
1980 has been the year in which it
has consolidated its success. The
machinery of in-store promo is
running smoothly and the
companies know there will be the
back-up of a sales force plus
Capiain Video's own promotional
posters to support it.
The only problem the company
has found is being a middle-man
between the companies and the
record shops, with limited feedback
on its effectiveness. Bui it
is still keen to expand the
concept of video promotion along
with video itself. The linking
between tracks has been improved,
and record companies have the
option of choosing different tracks
for their slot, depending on what is
popular in which country.
With this, the concept has become
much more complex and needs much
more time and aitcniion. And Bruce

"Topic is in the business of
putting promotional material at the
point of sale and Vidcad has
extended that by putting in a hightechnology technique. We work on
behalf of the retailers, helping them
to sell product in their stores.
Whether we work with any multiple
or any batch of independents we will
be working with the retailers and the
advertisers in their interest to be
sales effective."
Nevertheless, Vidcad does work
mainly with the record companies
and will carry on doing so. Topic has
traditionally put record company
promotional material in at the point
of sale, and this will also continue.
However, Parry sees the company as
being able to take the concept into a
wider context.
At the moment the company
works on a flexible system in which
the record company can opt to have
various lengths and types of film
shown on the tape at varying costs.
Although there is a time limit on the
space allocated, the record company
can choose to select a piece of
promotional film edited by Millaney
Grant, or it can put in an ad, or
simply let Videad run its own visual
image over a soundtrack.
But the important thing is that
Videad can link up the included
records to Boots' own in-storc
promotions showing, for instance,
how much is discounted.
"Another aspect of our film
which is different is that we see it as
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BRUCE HIGHAM: "We think we're breaking a lot of new ground. "
an informative medium which works
on behalf of the client. The customer
will not feel that there is something
making him buy something. It is not
a medium that is knocking him over
the head, but he will look to it not
only to give him information on the
products, but where they are in the
store," says Parry.
"There is a creative side,
naturally, but it isn't entertainment. .
We are in the promotional business
very strictly and we will always work
with retail clients to promote their
image. We have the facilities. to
assist their customers, and 1 believe
that is the way it should be for us."
That idea also holds for the new
Film-a-Disc company set up by Jon
Roseman and Raymond Goldsmith.
Goldsmith has spent 13 weeks
testing the effectiveness of its system
in Virgin's High Street Kensington
store, and will now be putting it into
the rest of the retail outlets — bar
three — as well as Smiths.
The Film-a-Disc package will be
the first to use a new Sony 33-inch
monitor as pan of an impressive instore video set-up which includes
eight head-sets, a dumper rack to
carry all the albums featured on the
film as well as a guaranteed running
lime. The equipment automatically
re-winds throughout the day and
switches itself on and off according
to the stores' opening times.
"The prototype has been very
successful in terms of consumer
interest," says Goldsmith. "Virgin
has found that in-storc video gets
people into the store and then its
own merchandising techniques will
be able to get them to buy its
product.
"We have two shows, one for
each store, because Virgin's stock is
so different anyway. The shows will
therefore be aimed totally at the
public going into that store.
"And we've calculated from the
prototype run that in each of the 20
stores there will be 30,000 viewers
over the four-week period that each
show runs for. Each show plays 150
times per week in each store and we
have worked out that we get a 30 per

cent viewing rate from our eight
head sets, which means an average
of 2.4 people are watching every
time it is run.
"And this will be available, to
record companies for £480 for a 90second slot."
Marketing facts and figures have
been an important pan of the
development of Film-a-Disc, and
Goldsmith is keen to use them to
give companies some indication of
its success. Even this run into the 40
stores will be monitored very
carefully so it can establish how
effective the system is.
All the dumper racks will contain
labelled records with special stickers
and somewhere in the film the disc
jockey doing the linking will ask a
competition question. Everyone who
has bought a record from the rack
will be eligible to enter on
production of a sticker. The prize
will be worth about £500.
The company agrees that it
probably won't start making money
for about a year, but, like Malcolm
Parry, Goldsmith is keen to see the
exercise take off.
The bonus for record
companies is that because of the
connection with Jon Roseman and
his directors, they can opt to have a
promotional film made and included
on the Film-a-Disc tape at a reduced
price. As it expands into other
stores, this could well become a
valuable asset.
Realmheaih has gone into in-store
with 120 Wool worth record
departments on yet another basis.
1 he company provides the hardware
— VHS machines. It has split its 10minute film into 30-sccond slots on
the basis that l the viewer only
watches it for 4 /i minutes for any
given time. That 10-minute film is
then guaranteed to be repeated six
times, three limes a day.
Again, its facts and figures are
impressive, and Brian Whitman,
Realmheaih co-director, claims that
with all the stores the record
company's clip is shown at the point
of sale 54.000 times.

Goldsmith: "We've calculated from the prototypes run that in
each of the 20 stores there will be 30,000 viewers over a four
week period.
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MUSICS VISIONAW FORCE
With the launch of further, sensational new
THE MIRRORVISION COLLECTION
MOZART
titles, IRC Video, under the MirrotVision label,
Under the MirrorVision label is a collection
Jean-Pierre Rampai and Isaac Stem with
yet again affirm their leadership in the rapidly
of over 50 films which are compulsive viewing
the Jerusalem Music Centre Chamber
expanding market for home video
for music lovers, film fanatics and sports
Orchestra.
programming.
enthusiasts.
The two concertos performed on this
And the visionary force of IPG Video,
And each programme is a first
cassette
comprise
Mozart's
major
works
for
which has helped this market to more than
generation cassette transferred from a twothe concertante flute. R.R.P. £37.75.
double in size over the last year, is now being
inch broadcast standard master tape.
5AV2 minutes. Colour.
keyed to the music industry through the
The programmes are beautifully
release of thrilling, music based titles.
THE BITCH & THE STUD
packaged in our much admired hardwearing
boneywT
Joan Collins at her scintilating best in two dustproof vinyl case, with full wrap-round
colour cover.
current, major box-office successes. The
This hour-long recording brilliantly
Undoubtedly the best packaging on the
sensational
'Stud'-the
soundtrack
earned
a
captures Boney M, one of the most successful
market and an outstanding credit to any
platinum disc-and the even more amazing
and visually stimulating groups in the world,
video library.
follow-up 'The Bitch'.
backed by the Black African Circus Group,
For further information about the
Both
films
are
alive
with
music
and
are
singing many of their chart-busting hits.
set against a background of a pulsating disco. collection, and the booming video market,
A total of 13 beautifully produced and
simply contact your Pye representative or
R.R.P. £39.95.90 minutes. Colour.
recorded titles, R.R.P. £37.75.60 minutes.
IPG Video,
SILENT PARTNER
Colour.
This highly acclaimed, recently released
To make sure of your share of the booming
Mirror
X-rated
full length feature film, with original
video market send your orders now to:
music
by
Oscar
Peterson,
stars
Elliott
Gould,
Rye Records Ltd.
Christopher Plummer and Susannah York.
132 Western Road, Mitcham, Surrey.
A 105-minute nail-biting thriller. R.R.P. £39.95.
Tel: 01-640 3344
Colour.
AN IPG VIDEO PRODUCT
IPG VIDEO. SURREY HOUSE, THROWLEY WAY, SUTTON. SURREY SMI 4Q0. FEL: 01-643 8040.
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WITH THE boom in
promotional films, a number of
facilities houses have grown to
adapt specifically to the music
industry's demands.
None of them, of course, operate
exclusively, although Trilion began
video promotion with Queen in
1974, but Molinaire and Television
International (TVI) also have lots of
'experience in dealing with specific
product. All of them offer a
complete range of facilities although
there are many others that can offer
specific facilities — such as editing
— at a cheaper price, but if a
company wants to run through from
start to finish, all three have fulltime crews.
One business that has also come
into the rock Held is the Moving
Picture Company, which also has a
production team comprising Mark
Hickmott and director Tony
Vandermolcn. It is the only
company that has an in-house
director.
But most directors favour their
own company, and relationships are
often built up between them and the
technical crews in the facilities
house — a healthy situation as long
as it does not get stale, according to
TVI production manager Colin
Callow.
It has been on the basis of its
outside broadcast work that
Trilion's reputation for music
productions has been built. It has six
lightweight vehicles that can all be
linked up so the company can give a
producer/record company exactly
the amount of hardware it is fell is
needed, while keeping its outside
broadcasts incredibly mobile.
Newly appointed marketing

on the
manager John Edwards says: '*1
started just before we went to
Midem, and we got a lot of feedback
surprisingly enough. We think we
arc a force to be reckoned with as
video grows in the Eighties. We have
very few competitors, new equipment and two studios with the
new studio we have taken over in
Dean Street below De Lane Lea
which connects up directly to the
outside broadcast vans.
"People are now calling it a video
evolution rather than revolution, but
the scope for the future is enormous.
It doesn't matter what formal
people chose to put their product on
to the public, there is going to have to
"People are now
calling it a video
evolution rather
than revolution"
be places to record and edit it.
Record companies will turn towards
facilities houses to help them with
their visual music interpretation,"
says Edwards.
The current Kampuchean concerts
arc being edited at Trilion and the
firm has worked on such acts as
ELO, lOcc, The Clash, Slranglers,
Queen and Paul McCartney. Trilion
sees much of its future work being
with record companies and artists
and has brought in a Quantel effects
device primarily for that purpose
because it is a favourite among
directors.

-V.

facilities houses
But Trilion stresses that the
equipment is only as good as the
people who arc operating it, and
although Molinaire is slightly ahead
with its SqueeZoom — unique to
Europe — it is confident that some
of the people who have gone over to
it will come back, as it believes
Quantel will be the market force.
"When we talk about big bands,
they are not interested so much in
live shorts," says John
Edwards, "I suppose the new
technology is to make any one artist
more competitive to another one in a
MOLINA I RE'S SQUEEZOOM created this effect for the song Buckingham
visual sense. Our future is dependent
on two things: the record industry's Palace by Peter Tosh.
ability to low itself out of the present
round, change its shape and move it
manufactured under one roof.
situation and our ability to supply
across the screen.
"We can offer a whole spectrum
the goods.
It is the only four-channel
of coverage, whether it's a six
machine that works to European
"Anybody with the money can
camera location shoot down to a
television standards, and cost
buy the equipment, but we seem to
quick afternoon in the studio," says
Molinaire £250,OCX). This means that
have the right mix of guys who
production manager Colin Callow.
a lot of companies are wailing to get
operate it and put the films together.
"Visual effects are something that
their hands on the latest TV gimmick
are sympathetic to pop groups who
We can have seven cameras at the
lend themselves to visuals especially.
with the staff working a double
Hammersmith Odeon for four
"They are only as good as the
shift.
nights. We always carry permanent
people who operate them, and a
But this year Molinaire plans to
staff, so the same guys always work
close working relationship has to
together and seem to get on well with
open a SqueeZoom editing complex
develop rather quickly between the
everybody."
which will feature an even more
group, the production
TVI is quite similar in stature to
powerful computer to make more
company/director and us. All our
Trilion, and is more or less the same
complicated special effects faster
stuff is done by in-house staff except
size. Again, it has permanent staff
using eight video tape recorders at
and although it works in a variety of the direction."
once.
TVI has abandoned its rate card
areas, it has most experience in rock
Head of video production Chris
work — but like Trilion it reports because it offers several discounts
Butler says: "Local film producers
for various reasons, but the most
that in these hard limes this business
are following the overseas trend
popular is return bookings. Mike
has been dwindling slightly.
where they shoot on film but do all
TVI has worked with artists like
Mansfield, for example, gets a
the editing and SqueeZoom opticals
discount because he is there so often.
The Rolling Stones at Knebworth,
on video tape. It is faster, cheaper
But Callow says the rates are
Dave Edmunds, Racey, Precious
and belter and the effects are created
basically in line with its competitors.
Wilson, Gerrard Kenny and The
in real time.
Molinalre's studios are often the
Who, and, like Trilion, can offer a
"That means you can see exactly
most sought after because of its what you are doing all the lime
range of facilities as well as a tape
investment of the "SqueeZoom"
duplication service, so a whole
without waiting for film to come
product can be shot, edited and
computer. This can turn a caption
back from the laboratory."

Suppliers of quality film,
videos and animation
to the Specials,
Elvis Costello, Gerry Rafferty,
Elton John,
Mike Oldfield, The Clash,
Iggy Pop, Vangelis
and many others.

.
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Distribution:
IT IS interesting to compare the
reaction of distributors to the arrival
of a commercial video trade with the
reaction not so many years ago to
quad records.
On the surface there arc strong
similarities between the development
of the two recording technologies.
When the first quad catalogues were
being put together there were many
influential technical and record
business people ready to back it as
the next big commercial step in the
industry.
The fly in the ointment was the
inability of the industry to agree on a
standardised recording or playback
system.
Incompatibility of video systems
does not, however, seem to have
deterred either the consumer, the
hardware wholesalers and retailers,
or the software distributors. As yet
the job of distributing pre-recorded
video software is not loo
complicated. The number of titles
available in the various catalogues is
still of manageably small proportions
and the software companies usually
make the programmes in all leading
current formats. This of course
means that the video
recorder/player owner can be
confident that he can buy prerecorded programmes suitable for
whatever machine he has opted for
as well as record his own.
General opinion among those
record distributors who have
already gone into this field is that the
video market is going to be very big,
and very important, and very, very"
lucrative for those who get in at the
right time and do the wholesaling
job properly. The same, it is fell,
applies to the record retailer, and
most of the video software
distributors are happy to report that
a good number of record retailers
arc taking the plunge into video. Of
these, enough are re-ordering to
indicate that the plunge has not
proved unsuccessful.
A Lugtons director Walter
Collins says: "I think this is going to
be an enormous market eventually.
At present I am carefully
considering whether to jump into
distributing pre-recorded tapes — 1

stoke your claim

claimed video as their legitimate
offspring.
"All those interests were right in
their own way about video being an
extension of their business, and
against that background 1 proposed
to EMI that it should sec this
medium as needing an independent
new company, doing business in a
new way. PolyGam and Warners
then also set up new divisions —
independent of film or record
divisions."
But McLean does not see the
future as indelibly painted in rosy
tints.
"We have some lough times
ahead, because all these different
interests are looking to video to

mm*

video software is S. Gold and Sons,
of East London. Vic Burgess of
Gold's says that this move was m
response to requests from customers
and would-be customers.
Already there is a definite
prospect of growth in demand.
Gold's stock VHS and Bctamax
video tapes, and will get titles in the
Philips or Grundig formats to order.
The number of titles it has at present
is about 60, but slocks will be
increasing. Burgess can
confidentially speak for directors
Barry and Tony Gold when he says
that "whenever the demand for
software increases. Gold's will
expand its video side to meet the
demand".

we try to stock product from as
many companies as possible. We will
be increasing the number of titles we
stock, but at the moment wc arc
having trouble because of the
manufacturers' own problems. Wc
can offer a 24-hour turnaround of
siock, but if we want to re-stock on a
title we may have to give a
manufacturer up to two weeks to
deliver."
Noel Spiller, sales manager of
Solomon and Peres in Northern
Ireland, recalls that S&P first
pioneered the use of recl-to-rcel
video equipment in educational,
industrial and commercial
applications in Northern Ireland
about 10 years ago.
Having been assured during those
years that domestic video was "just
around the corner" Spiller now asks
whether he can assume that the
labour pains are now over. "Are the
twins, VHS and Bctamax, here to
stay, or will video disc ultimately
emerge and dwarf its forerunners?
These questions arc still
unanswered. Everyone has their own
opinion and while wc must keep an
eye on the future, our role is more
immediate."
S&P has one depot in Dublin, and
another with its head office in
Belfast. Spiller states firmly that the
company feels it is pioneering video
in Ireland and says: "It is our
intention to thread our way through
present confusion, develop the
market, and provide our customers
with a range of product which will
be found acceptable in this area.
"We believe that the potential,
long-term, will be substantial as
there arc not as many alternative
forms of entertainment here as in
other countries. It is imperative now
to establish a presence in as many
outlets as possible, and this we arc
currently doing.
"We have introduced the Captain
Video scheme into the majority of
the major record outlets in Northern
Ireland, and plan a similar exercise
in Eire. Many dealers arc now rearranging their shops to
accommodate video. POS material
is essential, together with consumer
handouts, in order to create new
product conviction. dealer
confidence and public awareness of
that which is available.
"Wc do not believe that any
dealer at this stage should commit
large sums of money to any one
catalogue, but rather hold a token
stock selected across-the-board. In
this way he can discover the content
his customers are prepared to
purchase, which must be of assistance when he comes to re-order.
This is where we can be of service
provided we have the co-operation
of our suppliers, and this has been
forthcoming. Market penetration is
the order of the day; volume sales
will follow."
On distribution methods Spiller
asks: "Direct mail, for instance, to
individual inquiries from Ireland,
will not produce adequate results,
nor can the Irish market be handled
as that in England, Scotland and
Wales. That bit of sea and the fact
that Ireland is effect ively two
countries, one of which is regarded
as export, with different VAT rates,
are nuisances. But distribution
in Ireland is our business, and wc
have done it successfully for 56
years."
Talking about Precision Video
Ltd, Pye joint MD Walter Woyda
says; "Wc always thought there
would be a lime for video to be an
important factor, even years ago
when 1 came in to launch Precision

now

tapes.
"I don't underestimate the selling
job one has to do, and the
persuasion one has to use to make
the record dealers invest in the
future. But if they don't recognise
the potential and get into it now it
might be that when the real break
comes the hi-fi stores will have
stolen the advantage. The record
dealer needs to look to new product
lines to make sure that he keeps his
turnover properly in perspective.
"Certainly the sales force arc very
keen on being in on the video
project, so every dealer wc contact
will be offered the chance to buy
video and audio product from the
same rep."
Precision Video is one distributor
offering to take the problem of
merchandising new product off the
dealers' shoulders, by making
suitable racks available for
displaying the new line in the best
possible way. Woyda strongly
advises any dealer going into video
to have a machine in the shop (VHS
or Sony) to help sell pre-recorded
video tapes and to use record
company promo videos for audio
product.
He also points out, in anticipation
of possible queries from dealers on
the video software margins, that 25
per cent, which is at present the
norm although some higher mark
ups arc offered, is a good return
when the RRP can be £40 or so.
Woyda also claims an interesting
an important "first" for Precision
Video.
The company's deal with I PC
brought together for the first lime
the three media—video, records
and publishing. "As a system video is
not confined to music, which is why
as a distributor wc are not staying in
music only. The IPC catalogue, for
example, is specialised product. I
think with the growth of leisure lime
people arc going to want to make
more use of these systems.
"1 don't know whether video is
going to affect records. But this is
the same question as 1 was asked
when we went with audio cassettes.
One system or type of entertainment
docs not kill another."
Clyde Factors started selling video
hardware about two years ago,
as that was moving well — and
because it is among the biggest of
the country's record distributors —
it decided to go into video software
last September,
Video distribution general
manager Ronald Watson says the
decision to handle pre-recorded
cassettes was an obvious one. "The
hardware and software go hand in
hand, and wc wanted to deal with
the software as back-up for
hardware sales, which arc going very
well," he says.
Clyde distributes for Intervision
(only retail, but if dealers arc
interested in hire it will pass the
inquiry on to Intervision itself)
World of Video 2000 and VCL
Video Services.
Watson comments: "It is a very
new market, and as yet trade is fairly
slow because people are not aware of
the range of pre-recorded material
available. That is why wc are
bringing out a comprehensive
catalogue with all that is available
from the companies we distribute.
These will go to retailers who can
pass the information on to their
customers. The trade in video will, 1
think, expand fairly quickly
(probably up 20 per cent by the end
ol the year) and the advertising for
video software is gaining
momentum, which will help."

Watson: "The trade in video will expand fairly quickly.'
produce new income for them." he
Leslie O'Meara of Wynd-Up in
says. This, however, is not really a Manchester, the director in charge
consideration for any company of the video side of the operation,
which is solely concerned with stocks all formats in blank tape. Predistribution (rather than production
recorded video software actually
or manufacture) to worry about —
kept in stock at Wynd-Up is all VHS,
nor for the retailer, for whom it
but retailers wanting titles in another
could, if all goes extremely well,
format can have it ordered. Slocks
mean a wider potential market than arc kept at around 1,000 units,
the audio disc has.
including about 300 different titles.
McLean is obviously on firm
Dealer prices vary from about £19 to
ground when he suggests: "Video- £26 depending on content and other
grams will take the place of some factors. The top RRP is about £40
for some films.
A large percentage of what WyndThe majoritif sf dealers am talking about
Up, and everyone else who carries
across-the-board selections from
available catalogues, sells is "adult
video, hui not doing a great deal
entertainment", but stocks include
almost every producer's complete
know just about everyone else has things which are happening on range; the largest single collection of
already — partly because some of programmed entertainment now.
titles being from Intervision.
the material available at the moment
"Some things — with music high
O'Meara finds the Wynd-Up is
leaves a lot to be desired in terms of on this list — could move out of selling mainly to record dealers, and
content; and. I'm told, some is still broadcasting and into videograrn the number of those who have
not technically all thai well because they suit that medium accounts is growing. By April
produced. The cost factor — the better".
Wynd-Up will have 12 area
terms at present being offered by the
This is another pretty good reason managers who will be selling in video
manufacturers — also worries me."
software as well as audio discs and
for
record
wholesalers
and
retailers
Record distributors already to look hard and with great interest cassettes.
involved in video clearly think first of
Most of the dealers who arc taking
they should stake a claim
tape when the word is mentioned. It atto whether
of the software market as stocks of software from Wynd-Up
is tape software, blank and pre- soonpart
arc
also hiring one or more of the
as possible.
recorded. which they arc dealing in,
His company, however, while TVs and video machines (Hitachi
and with which they expect to earn aiming
to "achieve a central place in VHS) which Wynd-Up rents out but
their share of the home the worldwide
market for home does not sell.
entertainment revival.
In O'Mcara's opinion: "The retail
by the middle of the decade,
However, at least one distributor video"
is quiet and so a lot of
would like everyone to keep the believes that the most popular business
retailers
are dabbling in rental of
medium will be the video disc, not
video disc very firmly in mind.
pre-recorded
video tapes." Growth
As head of the specialist EMI tape. "The trend, I believe, is
ihe sale of blank tape, however, is
company. EMI Audio Visual away from broadcasting to in"another
world — quite incredibly
'narrowcasting' in the home, but it
Services. Donald McLean likes to use was
still a very difficult decision on huge". Because of the sale package
the word videograrn (a successor to
it
has
worked
out this wholesaler can
the term phonogram, which was which medium to go with. I have
complete SOR on pre-recorded
coined when the audio disc first opted for the video disc, and offer
software. "We got into video
programming for that, as the main
appeared) to cover both disc and medium.
It will be the mid-Eighties distribution seriously last August,"
tape.
says, "and we plan to
Looking back to when video first before this reaches its full potential, O'Meara
increase our stock. Obviously, there
began to make an impression on however," says McLean.
are
some
companies
which prefer to
The company shares a team of 20
commercial minds, McLean recalls
how first one, then another, salesmen with Emitapc (dealing in handle their own distribution, but
entertainment or information blank tape). As far as McLean
business claimed that the new knows it is the only sales force
medium was rightfully an extension anywhere working only on video The video market is going to be very big, very important and
of its own speciality — book software.
publishers, movie makers, record
One record wholesaler which has very very lucrative for those mho get m ai the right isms
manufacturers and broadcasters all only recently gone into distributing
12 VIDEO SUPPLEMENT
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SAY HELLO TO THE FUTURE
As you are no doubt aware, sales of Video Recorders have rocketed in the last year, and as
a result the demand for Pre-Recorded Video Cassettes is rapidly increasing.
We are pleased, therefore, to announce that our Fantastic range of Videograms is now being
exclusively distributed to Record Shops by Pye Records Limited.
For further details see your Pye representative.
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Why limit yourself to the profit
you can make from selling sound
records and cassettes? With very little
extra effort, there's also a lot of money
to be made out of Intervision video
—
cassettes.
Whether you're a retailer, wholesaler or a distributor, you're
already set up to handle them. You already have the know-how. You
already have the facilities.
The use of video cassettes is growing at an astonishing rate.
And Intervision is the largest company in the British market with over
300 films. (At the last count, our nearest competitor had about 60).
Of immediate interest to you are our films on rock, rhythm and
blues, country, soul and jazz. All featuring big name singers and
bands. But again, why limit yourself? People who like music also like
westerns, comedy, Hollywood classics, horror and science fiction

films. We have them ail. Everything from very adult movies to kiddies'
cartoons.
Get in touch and ask about the money that can be made from
selling and renting Intervision cassettes.
^
We'll put you in the picture straightaway.
!Sn§rar-M^S*sSnrw Intervision Video Ltd., 102 Holland Park Avenue.
'pre recorded video entertainment London W11 4UA. Tel: 01-727 1453
~l
I'm convinced, put me in the picture
, Position.
Name_
—
Company.
Address _
u
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Software FROM PAGE 2
"Television is a very expensive
medium," he says. "And mosi
people in record companies arc using
it for pmmolion raiher lhan a means
of generating income. For example,
our Tina Turner film has been very
profitable, not only is it our topselling cassette, it has also gone out
on cable television and we have now
transferred it to film.
"I have got great faith in cassettes
and 1 am currently looking at its
future development. 1 really see the
future in a machine that can record
and play back. Disc seem to me to be
fairly limited and with the price of
cassettes dropping, I think there is
going to be a tremendous battle.
"The other thing that worries me
about the disc as a viable
proposition is that 1 can't see small
runs being economic while you can
run 100 cassettes and it can be
worthwhile. I think all that gives the
cassette a lot of flexibility, and 1
really see the disc as being
complimentary to it."
Leeds-based World Of Video 2000
has decided to market its product in
VHS and Bctamax, offering the
customer an option of the others
through a special order. The
company's London director, David
Hamilton Grant, who is also
responsible for booking titles, has
been responsible for booking the
company's four music video
cassettes around which it hangs its
catalogue.
"The basis of our catalogue is to
put out product that has never been
seen anywhere else or on television,"
he says. "We sec music as an
important part of our catalouge and
we have gone with Sinatra,
Streisand, Presley and Garland
because they arc lasting artists.

"World Of Video 2000 has reps
on the road, and we are keen to go
into record shops as I think they arc
the right people to sell the product.
This product is expensive, and we
have to be very careful of how much
we give to the dealer. If he has 10
titles which he can't sell, that's
£300's worth of stock which is a
large amount of money."
The company has taken the
vidcograms from the US where the
rights have been cleared for over a
year and they have proved to be
selling. The same has been
happening here, although Grant
admits that it is mainly material for
fans, taken from oultakcs of TV and
film projects — at the same lime, n
is rare collectors' material.
"We will also be doing
distribution as well as starting our
own production," Grant adds, "and
we would like to link up with a
record company to release
something like Eat To The Beat. But
then we would have to be very sure
that it wouldn't be left on the
shelves.
"Obviously, the company is very
keen to see the software market
develop, and to help it we offer some
dealers an exclusive deal for their
town where we guarantee we won't
give our product to anyone else until
he starts selling over a certain
number. About 15 per cent of our
sales go through mail-order and we
are much more keen on having a
dealer network.
"It will expand, there is no doubt
about that, it's just that everyone
has to be careful about what they
stock. We arc going in with titles we
know will sell and will work from
there."

Hardware FROM PAGE 6
anticipates selling 200,000 units in its dropped its system in favour ot its
first year — 1981. He adds that the sister company's VHD (Video High
video disc player would achieve a 30 Density) system and all of a sudden
to 50 per cent penetration of all
it has come to the forefront of the
colour television homes in America current runners.
in 10 years.
Technical manager in Britain
Executive vice president Roy
Aaron Verdonkoshot explains:
Pollack believes that to reach a mass "VHS was started when we looked
market status the video disc player at certain principles 13 years ago.
will have to sell at about half the
"We had to get our machine more
price of a video cassette recorder:
reliable than the earlier domestic
"The absolute price level must be systems with the same picture
within reach of the average quality and get it steady and reliable
consumer. We believe a suggested enough for mass-production. It is
retail price of under S500 in 1981
easy enough to make a laboratory
meets these criteria," he says.
machine, but the slicking point is to
At the moment, RCA's get all the bits right for massSclectaVision is still only in mono production."
(although the other hardware manuThat is exactly the principle that
facturers believe that they will not has gone behind the company's
dare market it without two VHD system, matching simplicity
soundtracks), and docs not have any with reliability.
of the still-frame, reverse play or
JVC has made no agreements with
slow-motion facilities of the other software manufacturers, but has
systems. The burning question, that
been encouraged by the support of
will probably only be answered by Matsushita. It sees its forte as being
the poor old consumer is whether its ability to press its discs on
those facilities arc necessary for a existing audio pressing plant
home-cntcnainmeni medium.
machinery as well as having all the
The RCA system looks extremely
facilities of the Philips player.
attractive, with its disc kept in a
Like the RCA machine it is a
plastic sleeve which slots into the capacitance system using a stylus,
front of the player and taken out
yet the disc has no grooves but pits
automatically, so it is never touched
varying in length rather like the
by the consumer, no does it have to
Philips disc with the stylus guided by
ever leave its plastic case.
an electronic tracking signal which
Once in, the disc revolves at 450 comprises a constant row of pits
rpm and contains up to one hour of between the information signal. This
programming on each side which is allows the sapphire stylus to have
picked up by a diamond stylus with
free movement across the disc
magnetic particles ingrained in the allowing all the functions that
disc itself.
Philips has. To add to this, JVC
The dark horse of the race has
claims that it has the potential to be
been JVC — the company that
linked with digital audio.
developed VHS, and seems to have
Verdonkoshot confidently says
won the cassette battle with it.
that the problem has been to keep it
However, Matsushita (which has simple! He points out that a
Technics and National Panasonic) Japanese manufacturer can not

afford to have things going wrong
when they arc half way across the
world.
But with Philips' link with Sony,
IBM, 20th Century Fox and MCA
and RCA's link to CBS and
Paramount films as well as Disney,
the software battle will be here to
match it.
But no one expects incompatibility to last, with the disc
systems.
As Verdonkoshot says: "The
whole video disc market is wide
open. It has an immense scope, and
this time a lot of companies and
people won't involve themselves
until there is one standard. But 1
think all the big companies are
looking to (he disc, and the battle
this time will be a lot shorter."
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MAKE SUPER PROFITS

OUT OF THESE SUPERSTAR
SP2
AN

2SINATRA
hi

VIDEO CASSETTES!
All your customerswill want to complete their collections of these musical giants
with our fantastic video cassettes. Each one is 2 hours long and contains rare moments
and performances thought to be lost forever.

SP3
STREISAND
IN CONCiHT 2 lu SPU

ov>

Gel in on the wide© boom I
This is your opportunity to get a share of the fastest growing entertainment
market in the world. The 80's are going to be the video age with millions of pounds
of sales every year. Get in at the start with the best suppliers of video cassettes
in the U.K. - World of Video 2000!
¥®ur fantastic discount!
You can earn up to 40% on everyone of these super video cassettes
that's £12.50each. Return the coupon or phone for an immediate order.

W0RIO
VIDEO

Tomorrow's world of video entertainment today.
14 VIDEO SUPPLEMENT

I
I

,
I

Yes, I am interested in making super profits by stocking your
video cassettes.
Please let me have furtherdetails.
Name
Address.
-Tel:.
Marketing Director, World of Video 2000 Ltd,
Maine House, 15 Lyon Road, London SW19 2SB. Tel 01540 8813
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Participants on the November film sold

more than 64000extra full price LPs.
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Contact; Bryan Whitman, Realmheath Ltd,15-23 Porteus Rd, London W2,Telephone 01-723 8495
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Tonight's a

hit for

THE ARRIVAL of Zaine Griff in ilic chan wiih Tonighi comes some
five weeks after the record was released — during which period Radio
One have plugged it with great tenacity — and some two years after
the young New Zealander first began attracting the attentions of
music critics and punters alike.
Griff has been described as a new talent to make him one of the bright
Bowie and certainly some new talents of the Eighties.
comparisons could be made between
He was born in Auckland, New
the two, but it is also fair to say that Zealand,
although his parents were
Griff has enough individuality and Danish, and moved to the UK seven
years ago. After being guitarist and
vocalist with London band Baby
Face, he began to study mime and
movement with Lindsay Kemp,
appearing
at the Collegiate Theatre
Martin's
in Kemp's show, Flowers. After
Kemp left for a tour of Australia,
Griff became bass guitarist and
Honky Tonk
vocalist with Screamer who signed to
Arista.
Two years ago he formed the
project
Zaine Griff Band with Bernard
Clarke, ex-Ten Years Later, and
PRODUCKR GEORGE Martin has Mark Finder, ex-Stridcr. It was at
been signed up as musical co- this point that his now manager Dee
ordinator for the new John Harrington saw them working in a
Schlesinger-directed film, Honky London pub and approached Griff
Tonk Freeway, which has just gone with a view to looking after his
into production for EMI.
career.
The film's producers are currently
The Zaine Griff Band rapidly
in negotiation with several top picked
plaudits from business and
composers to create original songs puntersupalike,
and several A&R men
for the film. Music will be integral to showed interest
in signing him
the concept of Honky Tonk up. Last year, however.
Griff signed
Freeway, as it will feature on car with Nick Mobbs' Automatic
radios, juke boxes, in roadside ds and also became the first Recorwriter
diners and even motel lifts.
signed to the newly formed
Apart from Martin, EMI has also publishing wing of Automatic
signed Paul Jabara — who won an Tonight is the first single to be
Academy Award for the best film released — it was written by Griff
song of 1978 with The Last Dance — and produced by Tony Visconti who
to appear in the film and compose an has also been recording the artist's
first album.
original song.

Griff

ZAINE GRIFF
In brief. . .
THE BEAT release the follow-up to
Tears Of A Clown this week, it is
called She's Mine and is written by
the band, it will be released on their
own label, Go Feet, available
through Arista (Feet I), Co-inciding
with the record's release. Beat will
play a short series of dates before
going into the studios to put down
tracks for their debut LP.
THE DEBUT single, As I Pass You
By (Voyage international Records
VOY 0014), by three-piece South
Wales band Zipz, which was
originally scheduled for early
February release, has been delayed
and will now come out on February
29.
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your orchestral talks
SOUND ORGANISERS was
Contact
formed by Connie Ross-Barnard for
SUE FRANCIS
companies who want representation
of all sons in the UK but do not need
3
c Tel: 439 9756
an office with staff. Primarily she is
offering those outside Britain her
orchestral management expertise.
One of the major problems of a
producer coming to the UK to use
Magnum plan
our excellent musicians is the setting
up of the production. With one A 'SOMETHING for something'
phone call to Connie — she prefers a offer from Magnum Associate
telex — you can trigger a musical
Promotions (M.A.P.), a Coventrydirector, arranger, conductor,
based company who will give free
studio and the right musicians. Her promotion to small independent
advisory experience also includes labels on any record they are
Italy, Belgium, Germany and
"genuinely excited by, provided we
France. She tells Tipshect there is can
sign the publishing rights".
interest from Eastern Europe in our
Says managing director Mike
orchestras.
Tobin: "Often really good records
The idea came out of Midem '79
ignored by the media through
when she discovered a number of are
of promotion by the
people wanted to record in Britain lack
independents who are responsible
but did not know how to go about it. simply because they can't afford the
"Most importantly they wanted to fees to provide this vital service. We
know about British musical direc- arc
forming our own publishing
tors. I can put these people together company and arc now able to offer
with Arthur Greensladc, Frank our services in exchange for
Chacksfield, Alan Tew, Sam publishing."
Watmough, etc," said Ross- CONTACT: Mike Tobin, managing
Barnard.
director, M.A.P. Horizon House,
Regarding her preference for the Warwick Road, Coventry CV3 6QS.
use of the telex, Connie says; "If (0203)21212.
you make a 'phone call, much can be
lost, forgotten or misinterpreted. If
you use a telex it is there on record, a
Bonnie's back
tangible piece of paper which is legal
MIKE TURNBULL and Martin
protection for my clients. It is a
Hall are looking for strong melodic
belter way to give them an effective
pop songs for singer/dancer/actress
service."
Bonnie Langford, star of London
Connie is also looking for finished
Weekend TV-series, Just William,
masters of instrumentals of familiar
and Alan Parker's film, Bugsy
titles, background music, for
Malone. Bonnie has also spent five
licensing from all around the world
months in the Broadway production
for distribution in America and
of Gypsy and is now looking to
Japan.
develop her career as a recording
CONTACT Connie Ross-Barnard,
artist.
Sound Organisers, 9 The Ridings,
CONTACT: Mike Turn bull, 4ih
Camberley, Surrey GU16 5RA.
(0276) 66111. Telex 858137 Floor, 25 Poland Street, London
WJ. (01)439 6332.
Soundog.
Schumann s@@lkn|

KINKS
xMf

You

BACK!

Really

Got Me
cw
ALL DAY AND ALL
OF THE NIGHT
(Original Version)

Bag
RK1027
K*>
Distributed Through RYE RECORD (SALES) LTD.
01-640-3344
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more of a M0R role
AFTER BEING on the road for several years with his own musicians, playing
an innovative style of laid-back country. Aaron Schumann is now
broadening his horizons and embarking on a solo career.
"/ am particularly interested m obtaining offers from abroad, but would
obviously welcome enquiries from anyone who is genuinely in the market for
good quality songs."
Schumann has toured the Slates twice and released an album, Honky Tonk
Cowboy. As a country singer he has been described as "a musician with a
difference", "a pioneer" and welcomed as "a man who does write damn good
songs''.
He would now like to establish himself in more of a general MOR role and
hopes that he might attract both recording companies and publishers alike to
his new material.
CONTACT: Aaron Schumann, 57 Portlock Road, Maidenhead. Berkshire,
England (0628) 29021.
Cilwrt offeffs swmdltraElk
BOB CALVERT is alive and well,
currently recording his first solo
album since his departure from
Hawkwind last year, and (he
album is up for grabs.
"Bob has recruited the collective
services of Bethnal to back him
on (he album, whose youthful
enthusiasm should offset (he
'wilful petulance' of Simon
House, who is co-arranging the

album with Bob", reports Chris
Robinson at Panda Artistes.
The album, which follows a worldwide publishing deal with Rock
Music Publishing, is described as
the soundtrack of Calvert's
forthcoming novel. Hype, due to
be published by New English
Library in June.
CONTACT: Chris Robinson at
Panda Artistes, (01)727 8636.

IF YOU'RE a male recording artist who can handle cheeky Cockney
lyrics and look good, contact Dave Anthony.
He says: "I have written a novelty type song, the release of which
will tic in with a major new film, out this June." Contact Dave
Anthony, 9 Heath Lodge, 4 St. AI ban's Road, London NWS. (01) 485
0913.
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CIRCULAR SOUNDS
would like to announce
that on the 29 February 1980
there will appear a

the prelude album to the stage musical
The end of an era, the beginning of a legend.

i•

j-

Circular Sounds (London Office), No. 1 The Pavement
Iff
v.-f

London SW4 OHY. Tel: 01-622 3681/2066. Trade and
distribution enquiries welcome.
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SINGLE
INDEX
CAMEL
Y
CAMPBELL, Sharon
0
CASTLE, David
T
CLAYTON, Merri
W
DAHL, Steve
A
DELEGATION
Y
DICKSON, Barbara
J
FOREIGNER
H
HAGEN, Nina
A
HAYWOOD, Leon
D
JUNIOR KEATING/J AH THOMAS
JAH THOMAS
L
KELLY FAMILY
W
KING, Geraldine
G
LAST, James
M
LEWIS, Jerry Lee
R
MASTERS, Gerald
P
MEUROSS, Reg
L
OFF BROADWAY
S
ONE WAY
N
AFRICAN REGGAE, Wau Wau,
NIGEL HAGEN. CBS 8304(C)
AS I PASS YOU BY, Tonight, ZIPZ.
Voyage VOY 0014 (PI
AYATOLLAH, Unhappy New Year,
STEVE DAHL. Renta KOMEN 1
IF)

BRING IT ALL HOME, In Transit,
GERRY RAFFERTY, United
Artists BP 340(E)
D
DON'T PUSH IT, DON'T FORCE IT,
Who You Been Giving It Up To?,
LEON HAYWOOD. 20th Century
TC 2443/12 TCD 2443 (R)

GROWING UP, Grown Up,
GERALDINE KING. Ballistic BP
339 IE)
H
HAZARDS IN THE HOME, Never
Let Go, PORTRAITS. Ariola
ARO206(A)
HEAD GAMES, Do What You Uke,
FOREIGNER. Atlantic K 11417
IW)

PORTRAITS
H
RAFFERTY, Gerry
B
REAL TO REAL
W
RING
R
ROMANTICS
W
RUNNING DOGS
P
RUSH
S
SEARCHERS
I
SLAVE
J
STEEL LOCKS
L
STIFF ALL-STARS
M
T.T.S. BAND
M
TOTO
N
TZUKE, Judie
U
UK SUBS
W
WARM
T
WYNETTE, Tammy/George Jones
George Jones
M
ZIPZ
A
disthibutors CODE
A—- Polygram,
Pvo. c - CBS.
E - EMI.
H —W H.- WEA,
R. Taylor,
L F—
Lugtons, R — RCA, S — Solocta, X — Cly'de!
Factors, Z — Enterplse, CH — Creole, P —
r'innacle. RT — Rough Trade, SH — Shannon.
Q — Charmdalo, G — Lightning, SP —
Spartan. FP — Faulty Products.
IJ
IT'S TOO LATE, This Kind Of Love
Affair, THE SEARCHERS. Sire
SIR 4036 IWI
JANUARY, FEBRUARY, Island In
The Sorrow, BARBARA
DICKSON. Epic EPC 8115 (C)
JUST A TOUCH OF LOVE, Shine,
SLAVE. Atlantic K 11442 (W)

m
LET'S GET TOGETHER, 1980,
STEEL LOCKS. Voyage VOY
0013(P)
LITTLE ONE, All The Time And
Everywhere, REG MEUROSS.
WEAK 18155 (W)
LOSING YOUR WAY IN THE RAIN,
The Dead Of Night, MIKE BATT
(Featuring Colin Blunstone). Epic
EPC 8155 (Cl
LOVER GIRL, Talk Of The Town,
JUNIOR
KEATING/JAH
THOMAS. Attack TACK 15 (C)
MAYBE TONIGHT, It'll Be Me, THE
STIFF ALL STARS. Chiswick
CHIS 123 (E)
MORNINGS AT SEVEN, Summer,
JAMES LAST. Polydor POSP 45
IF)
MOVIN', Changin', BRASS
CONSTRUCTION. United
Artists UP 617 (Et
MY ELUSIVE DREAMS, Near You
TAMMY WYNETTE/GEORGE
JONES. Epic EPC 8300 (Cl

London's
most breathtaking
restaurant.
At the top of the Post Office Tower is
London s highest, and only revolving
restaurant-topofthetower Open seven days
a week for lunch and dinner
Experience excellent food, superb wines,
first class service and London's most breathllWrtj taking view. A spectacular venue for business
orpleasure it may cost you less than you thinkthe three course table d hole lunch with coffee
is £8.90 including VAT 1 ift and couvert.
Come and see what we mean by haute
cuisine.
topofthetower

a '/■
o
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restaurant
Office Tower, Maple Street,
•ondonWl.
Tel: 01-636 3(XX).

MY ONLY FRIEND IS MY RADIO,
It'll Be Funny When Your Gone,
TTS BAND. Space SPA 111 (S)
NO
99, Hydra, TOTO. CBS 8132 (C)
NOW THAT I'VE FOUND YOU,
Rock ONE WAY Featuring AL
HUDSON. MCA 558 IC)
NUMBERS, When Hippies Get
Older, BOBBY BARE. CBS 8245
(C)
ON MY TIME, All Time Favourite
Thing, SHARON CAMPBELL.
RCA PB 5227 (R)

TEN TO EIGHT, Finally, DAVID
CASTLE, Parachute RRS 501
(A)
THE KITE, Picking Up Pebbles,
MAX BYGRAVES. Piccadilly 7P
158(A)
THIS MUST BE MY SHIP, It Always
Takes A Fool To Fool
Around, CAROL CHASE.
Casablanca/West CWS 1001 (A)
TIME IS TIGHT, Soul Limbo,
BOOKER T AND THE M.G.'s.
Stax 2001 IE)
TIRED OF WAITING FOR YOU,
Dread Tired Dub, THE WARM.
MHGGHM208IP)

POOR LITTLE RICH BOY, Rock 'N'
Roll, GERALD MASTERS. Pye
7P 166 (A)
PRESENT TENSE, Click Click
Propaganda, THE RUNNING
DOGS. Shooting Star SHOOT 1
(RT)

u
UNDERSTANDING, It's The Night,
JUDIE TZUKE, Rocket XPRES
26 (Fl

RS
REGRETS, Stone Cold Drag,
JAMES BROWN. Polydor POSP
121 (Fl
RICO, Make A Buck And Lose It,
RING. Carrere CAR 136 (Wl
ROCKING JERRY LEE, Good Time
Charlie's Got The Blues, JERRY
LEE LEWIS. Elektra/Asylum K
12432 (Wl
SPIRIT OF THE RADIO, The
Trees/Working Man, RUSH.
Mercury RADIO? (FJ
STAY IN TIME, Full Moon Turn My
Head
Around,
OFF
BROADWAY. Atlantic K 11446
(Wl

W
WARHEAD, The Harper/I'm
Waiting For The Man, UK
SUBS. Gem GEMS 23 (R)
WHAT I LIKE ABOUT YOU, First In
Line, ROMANTICS. Epic EPC
8248(C)
WHEN THE WORLD TURNS BLUE,
Let Me Make You Cry A Little
Longer, MERRI CLAYTON.
MCA 571 (C)
WHITE MAN ON REGGAE, One Of
These Days, REAL TO REAL,
Red Records REDS 001 (A)
WHO'LL COME WITH ME, Join,
THE KELLY FAMILY, Polydor
POSP 114(F)

YOU AND I. Stand Up,
DELEGATION. Ariola ARO 214
(A)
^
YOUR LOVE IS STRONGER THAN
MINE, Neon Magic, CAMEL,
Decca FR 13871 (F)
ALBUM
INDEX
HOLLYWOOD BRATS
MENTAL AS ANYTHING
MR. PARTRIDGE
PUBLIC IMAGE LTD
RILEY, Jimmy
SPEARS, Billie Jo

1
4
4
4'
3
2

1 CHERRY RED (SPARTAN)
THE HOLLYWOOD BRATS
The Hollywood Brats
ARED 6
2 LIBERTY/UNITED
STANDING TALL
Billie Jo Spears UAG 30291 (TCK
30291)
3 TROJAN (CBS)
TELL THE YOUTHS THE TRUTH
Jimmy Riley
TRLS 167
4 VIRGIN
TAKE AWAY (THE LURE OF
SALVAGE
Mr. Partridge
V 2145
MENTAL AS ANYTHING
Mental As Anything
V 2148
2ND EDITION OF PIL
Public Image Ltd
VD 2512
by
TONYJASPER

SINGLES FOR review in the Select
Singles page should be sent to Tony
Jasper at his home address: 29
Harvard Court, London NW6 (.not
to Music Week).
SLAUGHTER
East Side Of Town (DJM, DJS
10936, DJM). From forthcoming
LP, Bite Back (DJF 20566, released
March 14), minus 'And The Dogs' in
their title, Manchester band
Slaughter offer drastic change in
musical direction and successfully.
Hard rock edge with good
underlying
instrumentation.
Perhaps hook not strong enough but
augers well for band and for DJM if
album is of this standard. Pic bag.
CHARLIE DORE
Where To Now? (Island WIP 6576,
EMI), Infectious single from Pilot
Of The Airways Lady. Title cut of
LP (ILPS 9559) deserves top 10,
possesses all that belongs to quality,
creative pop, from instrumentation
to vocal handling. Push hard.
IRIS WILLIAMS
No Walls, No Ceilings, No Floors
(Columbia DB 9074, EMI). Who
can fault the lady? Powerful,
emotive delivery, each word made to
count. Song itself doesn't have
romanticism of recent hit He Was
Beautiful (Cavatina), (18, 1979) and
despite general record plus
factors it may find life difficult. Picbag of artist, front and back cover.
CHELSEA
No-One's Coining Outside (StepForward SF 14, Faulty). Alternative
airplay favourite group with fourth
single in pic bag. More accessible
than previous efforts, powered
along by hard drumming, perhaps
loo intense with no real let-up and
consequent shade but good number.
MAX WEBSTER
Night Flights (Capitol CL 16104,
EMI). Colour bag for band which
has received in past considerable
company expenditure." Good single
but more of an LP cut although
instrumental break enlivens.

BELLAMY BROTHERS
Lovin' On (Curb K 17548, WEA).
One-pace, fairly rhythmic number in
country style with warm romantic
lyric which isn't though punched out
in dramatic style of If 1 Said You
Had A Beautiful Body (3, 1979) but
45 should prove healthy seller.
RICK WAKEMAN
I'm So Straight I'm A Weirdo
(A&M AMS 7510, CBS). Surprise
with Sparks style vocal plus new
wave backing plus voices coming in
from both channels. Needs to catch
DJ imagination but at least pic cover
should activate interest.
SUE SAAD AND THE NEXT
Gimme Love Gimme Pain (Planet K
12421, WEA). Hard sound backs
girl with kick in the voice. Song itself
is average and the catchy title
doesn't really hit home but group
seems promising. Slightly forced
cover pic.
THE G.T.'s
Boys Have Feelings Too (Stiff, BUY
60, EMI). Personal column chatter
dropped into song context with
ingenious beginning. Two lady
vocalists have brashness and chirp
out 1960s sounding number with due
aplomb. Somewhere though along
the way the early magic departs.
RICHARD STRANGE
International Language (Cherry Red
Cherry 10, Pinacle). Pounding beat
with the song message pumped out
in persuading style. Has hit feel until
mid-way when assumed break with
merely 'ah' over music suddenly
becomes a long play-out. It sounds
in that form passable but leaves
feeling of being unfinished.
PLAYERS ASSOCIATION
We Got The Groove (Vanguard VSL
5016 — 12", VS50I6 — 7", Pye).
Basic disco ingredients, yelps, brass,
synthesizer, virtual title line lyric
sung by bass voices but this group
better than most with this kind of
material. Good disco and airplay
pick-up. Should give group third hit.
Limited 12" edition.

Thai's The Way The Money Goes
(MCA 570, CBS). Much publicity
plus promotion involving tie-up with
British Airways America. Limited
edition 30,000, 7" bags with
competition details. Familiar group
sound but not so catchy as recent
Moonlight & Musak. Remixed from
LP (New York, London, Paris,
Munich —- MCF 3046). May not
find chart life so accommodating as
of recently.
WARREN ZEVON
Gorilla, You're A Desperado
(Asylum K 12431, WEA). From
LP, Bad Luck Streak In Dancing
School, (K52191). average LP cut
but lacking incisivcness and drama
of early material which always had
commercial edge and nearly made
him charting force.
EAGLES
1 Can't Tell Why (Asylum K 12418,
WEA). Already major US smash,
slow building atmospheric cut with
somewhat bland vocalising
enlivened by synthesizer and
haunting guitar break. Should give
ninth hit and better performance
than The Long Run (66, 1979), even
Heartaches Tonight (40.1979).
NAZARETH
Holiday (Mountain TOP 50, RCA).
Typical hard driving number from
Nazareth but as usual enough
lightness to remove them into
general charting possibilities.
Picking up good airplay, favourable
comment. 13ili hit for band recent
subject of /Vf IT special celebrating 10
years of success.
EARTH, WIND & FIRE
In the Stone (CBS 13 — 8252 —
12", CBS). Perhaps the record for
five cuts from same album, three
track r2", strident vocals given forefront over accompanying trumpets,
sound thickening strings. Tune
comes across too complex for .
immediate pick-up although smooth
riding harmonics possess particular
appeal. Odd though why CBS
should push their muscle behind this
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new single
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warhead
L
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before it's too late!
stock up now...

GEMS 23
i7

Comes in special sleeve and limited
edition in brown vinyl.
Marketed by
Records STapes
Order from your RCA Salesman or RCA Ltd.,
Lyng Lane, West Bromwich, West Midlands B70 VST.
Telephone: 021-525 3000.

...Jet it happen naturally
Order from RCA Ltd., Lyng Lane(!West Bromwich, West Midlands B70 7ST. Telephone: 021-525 3000
i
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PLATINUM LP
(300,000 units as of Jan 79)
0
GOLD LP
(100,000 units as of Jan '79)
|—| = SILVER LP
(60,000 units as of Jan '791
— J = REENTRY

ORDER FORM CHART
CHART FOR
WEEK-ENDING
MARCH 1
This Lost Wks. < TITLE/Artist (producer)
- mJ a STRING OF HITS
»
Shadows (The Shadows)
THE LAST DANCE
^^
Various
O,
GET HAPPY
J
Elvis Co«Iello (Nick Lowel
.
7 PRETENDERS
"
Pretenders (Chris Thomas)
JTELL ME ON A SUNDAY
O®
Marti Webb (Andrew Lloyd Webber)
« 5 2 TOO MUCH PRESSURE
O
Selector (Errol Ross/Selecter)
KENNY
7
'
Kenny Rogers (Larry Butler/Kenny Rogers)
o 7 17 ONE STEP BEYOND
b
Madness (Clanger/Wlnstanley)
Q
OFF THE WALL
^7
Michael JacksonfQulncy Jones)
10
SHORT
STORIES
Iw 5
jon
& VangelislVengelis/Papathenassion)
11 10 SPECIALS
1»
Specials (Elvis Costello)
19 jq REGGATTA DE BLANC
'^
Police (Pollce/Nlgel Gray)
19 46 OUTLANDOSD'AMOUR
Police (Police)
1/o
4 3 2 SMALLCREEP'S DAY
I *1
Mike Rutherford (David Hentachell)
1R15 12 GOLDEN
Charlie Pride COLLECTION

Label number
0

w

EMI EMC3310(E1
Motown EMTV20(E)

®

F. Beat XXLP1 (W)
Real RAL3(Wl
Polydor POLD 5031 (F)

-

D

Two Tone CDL TT 5002 (R

^

United Artists UAG 30273 (E)
Stiff seezi7(C)

®
Q

Epic EPC 834681C)

^
U

Polydor POLD 5030 (Fl
2 Tone CDLTT 5001(F)

^
Q

A&MAMLH 64792(C)
A&MAMLH68502(C)
Charisma CAS 1149 (R

0

K-Tol NE1056 (K)

1fi22 2 Various
METAL FOR MUTHAS
17
EAT TO(Mike
THEChapman)
BEAT
' ' 33 11 Blondlo

EMI EMC 3318(E)
Chrysalis CDL1225IR

1R
WALL
■ ^ 20 12 THE
Pink Rpyd
(Qllmour/Ezrln/Waters)
IQ17
HITB VOL.
' ^ 16 GREATEGT
Abba (B. AnderssonVB.
Uivaaus)2
OHie 6 Rush
PERMANENT
(Rush/Brown) WAVES
71' 19 7 THE
SISTERS
NolansNOLAN
(Ben RndoniNicky
Graham)
99 3 LIGHT UP THE NIGHT
Brothers Johnson (Qulncy Jones)
90 25 3 FLOGGING
A DEAD HORSE
Sex Pistols (Various)

Harvest SHOW 411 (E)
a
^
□
□

Epicepc 10017ici
Mercury 9100 071 (F)
Epic EPC 83892 (C)
A&M AMLK 63716(C)
Virgin V2142(C)

24 26 g THE
FINERats
ART
OF SURFAdNG
©
Boomtown
(Robert
John Lange)
Ensign ENROX 11 (F)
25
H
7
p
A&M
AMLH 64794 (C)
^
Joe Jackson (David Kershenbaum)
2fi^ 27 11 Kenny
KENNY
ROGERS SINGLES ALBUM ®
m United Artists UAK 30263(E)
Rogers
27 40 3 THE
OF PLASTIC
Island ILPS 9585 IE)
BuggiesAGE
(Buggies)
28 39 « CAPTAIN
BEAKY AND HIS BAND
Keith Mlchell/Twiggy/Sellens/Secombe
(Hugh Murphy)
90 32 nj LONDON CALLING
Clash (Guy Stevens)
®
*?n 35 75 Blondle
PARALLEL
LINES
(Mike Chapman]
31
CATCHING
THE SUNBeckenstein)
^ 51 2 Spyro
Gyra (R. Calandra/J.
Op 53 2 REALITY EFFECT
Tourists (Tom Allom)
33 21 7 Ramones
END OFTHE
CENTURY
(Phil Spector)
34l8 5 JUSTFORYOU
Des O'Connor (O'Connor/Peter Huggett)
OC a ,5 GREATEST HITS
Rod Stmr.rt
36^ 2« 16 Bee
BEEGoes
GEE'S GREATEST HITS
28

7

Ep

37
^Nell Diamond
TEMBER
(BobMORN
Gaudio)
38 37 4 ROCK AND ROLL JUVENILE
Cliff Richard

_
O
«
^
^^
15

Polydor 2383 462 (R
CBSCLASH 3ici
Chrysalis CDL 1192IFI
MCA MCG 4009 (C)
Logo 1019(C)
Sire srk 6077 iwi
WarwickWW507HM)
riv.rodtvkwi
RSO RSDX 001 IFI
CBS86096(C)

This Last Wks on TITLE/Artist (producer) Publisher
Week Week Chan
OQ _
METAMATIC
MetolbeotV2146(CI
John Foxx (John Foxx)
Af) 34 37 CISCOVERY
(dr,
JatJETLXEOOICl
Electric Light Orcheetra (Jaff Lynna)
^
4 FREEDOM AT POINT ZERO
Jefferson StarshlplRon Levison)
Grunt FL 13452 IR)
Ap 4, 6 FLEX
Stiff SEEZ 19 ICI
Lena Lovich (Bechlrian/Chappoll/Lovich/Winstanley)
AO 44 16 ON THE RADIO GREATEST HITS VOLS. 1 & 2
Donna Summer (Bellotte/Moroder/Kleln)
Q
Casablanca CALD 6008 (A)
A A ^ n 20 HOTTEST HITS
RAKEMTV 22(E)
" "
Hot Chocolate (Mlckie Most)
^
4R f .-1 GREATEST
HITSBand (Casey/Rnch)
T.K TKR 83385(C)
K.C. & The Sunshine
20GOLDENGREATS
v
46 60 16 Diana Ross
O
Motown EMTV 2HE)
47 60 6 Styx
CORNERSTONE
(Styx)
A&M AMLK 63711 (Cl
^ 15 SOMETIMES YOU WIN
Dr. HookCRon Haffklne)
®
Capitol EST 12018(E)
4Q mm or
chestral
manoeuvres
in
the
dark
Orchestral Manoeuvres In The Dark
Dindisc DIND 2(C)
4^ 18 ^OSK
atv Warner Brothers K 66088 (W)
Reotwood Mac (Dashut/Calllat/Fleetwood Mac) ^
CI-I 55 8 SEMI DETACHED SUBURBAN
n
'
Manfred Mann (John Burgess)
®
EMI EMTV 19(E)
cn .K . SUNBURN
^
Soundtrack
Ronco RTL 2044 |R)
CO
OFTHE
WORLDS
^
CBSseooo/wowiooic
OtJ gs 87 WAR
Jeff Wayne's
Musical
Version
^
SHEER
GREED
4 Giri
vT-t
(Nick Tauber/Tsangarides/Girl]
Jot JETLP 224 (C)
CC 48 49 BREAKFAST
IN AMERICA
A&M AMLK63708ICI
Supertramp (Supertramp/Peter
Henderson)
cc 72 2 RAINBOW RISING
0
Ritchie Blackmore's Rainbow
Polydor 2490 137 (F)
["7 53 13 ELO'S GREATEST HITS
Q
^
Elacuic Light Orchestra (Jeff Lynna)
Jot JETLX52S(C)
ETQ j ■ j GREATEST HITS
whjtfioid rrtv 1 (Wl
Rose Royce
RQ 69 51 BAT
OUT(Todd
OFRundgran)
HELL ^ Epic/Cleveland International EPC 82419(C)
Meat Loaf
L,ZARDS
fi0 70 3 FLYING
Rying Lizards (David Cunningham)
fi1
O 1 52 12 ASTAIRE
Peter Skellern
fi9
67
7
NOPLACE
TO RUN
^
UFO
(George Martin)
Op 38 3 ARGY BARGY
Squeoze (Squeeze/John Wood)
CA
75
DARK
t"
Pink FloydSIDE
(Pink OFTHE
Floydl MOON
CC74 42 VOULEZVOUS
Abba {B Andersson/B. UK/aeus)
00
fiRes 4 GOLD
AND PLATINUM
Lynyrd Skynyrd
6761 8 VIDEO
Various STARS

Virgin V2150(C)
[-j

Mercury 9109 702 IR
Chrysalis CDL 1239(F)
A6M AMLH 64802 (Cl

O
f*.

HarvoBt SHVL804 IE)
Epic EPC 86086 (Cl
MCA MCSP 308 (C)

^
fift 3! 3 GOING
STEADY
Soundtrack
CQ _ 1 ELVIS LOVE SONGS
^
Elvis Presley
^
70i AC/DC
IF YOU WANT BLOOD YOU'VE GOT IT
'Li
91 _ 1 DOWN TO EARTH
0
' '
Rainbow
-79 73 2. I AM
a»V
/Z
^
Earth wind And Rro
7O 71 b MATCHBOX
'*5
Matchbox
7/1 63 3 VICTIMS
OF THE FURY
Robin rrowerlTrower/tmerick)

K-Tol NE 1066 IK)
Warwick WW 5078 (M)
K Tal NE 1062(K)

7R 46 3 Willshor/JennerlJed
COUNTRY GUITAR
Kearso)

Warwick WW 5070(M)

Atlantic K 50532 (W)
Polydor POLD 5023 (R
CBS 86084 (C)
Magnet MAG 6031 (A)
Chrysalis CHR 1215(R

EMI EMC 3307 IE)

WRECKLESS ERIC
The new double album
"BIG SMASH"
SEEZ 21 first 10.000 £3-99
The single BUY 64
"POPSONG"
on tour with Squeeze
HnTTTTi
Don't miss out on these, place your orders now, telephone C.B.S, 01 960 2155

Jr-i!
ABBA19-65
AC/DC
70
BLONDIE
17.30
BEE
GEES
36
BOOMTOWNRATS
24
BROTHERS JOHNSON
22
BUGGLES
27
CLASH
293
COSTELLO. Elvis
DIAMOND, Nell
37
DR HOOK
46
EARTH
WIND
£f FIRE
72
ELECTRIC
LIGHT
ORCHESTRA
40,57
FLEETWOOD MAC
'.50
FOXX. John
39
FLYING LIZARDS
60
GIRL
54
GOING STEADY
68
HOT CHOCOLATE
44
JACKSON.
259
JACKSON, Joe
Michael
JEFFERSON
STARSHIP
41
JON & VANGELIS
10
K.C.Band
& The Sunshine
45
LAST DANCE
2
LOVICH, Lone
42
LYNYRD SKYNYRD
66
MADNESS
8
MANFRED MANN
51
MATCHBOX
73
MEATLOAF
59
METAL
FOR MUTHAS
16
MICHELUTWIGGY/SELLERS/
SECOMBE
28
NOLANS
21
O'CONNOR, Dos
... 34
ORCHESTRAL MANOEUVRES
IN THE DARK
49
PINK FLOYD
18.64
POLICE
12.13
PRESLEY, Elvis
69
PRETENDERS
PRIDE, Charlie
154
RAINBOW
71
RAMONES
33
RICHARD, Cliff
38
RITCHIE BLACKMORE'S
RAINBOW
56
ROGERS, Kenny.
7.26
ROSEROYCE
58
ROSS, Diana
46
RUTHERFORD, Mike
14
RUSH
20
SELECTER
6
SEX PISTOLS
23
SHADOWS
1
SKELLERN, Peter
61
STEWART. Rod
35
SPECIALS
11
SPYRO GYRA
31
SQUEEZE
63
STYX
47
SUMMER, Donna
43
SUPERTRAMP
55
SUNBURN - Soundtrack 52
TOURISTS
32
TROWER, Robin
74
UFO
62
VIDEO STARS
57
WAYNE,
Jeff
535
WEBB, Marti
WILLSHER/JENNER
75

DISTRIBUTORS CODE A - Pye, C
- CBS, W - WEA, E - EMI, F Polygram. R — RCA, S — Selecta, Z
— Enterprise, K — K-Tel, D —
Arcade, B — Ronco, M — Multiple
Sound, Y — Relay, Q — Chamdaio,
SP — Spartan
MW ALBUM CHARTS ARE
COMPILED BY BMRB ON
RETURNS FROM 450
CONVENTIONAL
RECORD
OUTLETS. SALES THROUGH
OTHER THAN REGULAR SHOPS
AND DEPARTMENTS ARE NOT
INDICATED. CHART COVERS LPs
RETAILING AT £Z25 AND
UPWARDS.

RACHEL SWEET
New album
"PROTECT THE INNOCENT"
SEEZ 18 first 15,000 £3-99
The new single
FOOLS GOLD /I'VE GOT A REASON
Watch your stocks of "FLEX" LENE LOVICH SEEZ 19
"ONE STEP BEYOND" MADNESS SEEZ 17

ONE-TWO-FIVE
is the new single from
L
D

0

a

Look Hear? soon.

jmBKimi
fj # | marketed by
f^Jj phonogram
'Ji'fUtt iVorn: PolygiyrnKecorcl

lek-'piio;'';■/! ti90604'!
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Clyde

Edited
by
DAVID DALTON

Edited
by
TERRI ANDERSON

Factors

hosts awards
CLYDE FACTORS, fourlh annual female singer — Isobel Buchanan;
Scoistar Record Awards show best comedy record — Hector Nicol;
promises 10 be as big, and best folk group — Tannahill
enteriaining, an eveni as iis Weavers; best vocal group —
predecessors. In association with the Sunshine; best Scottish single —
record industry, the Scottish Valerie Dunbar; best Scottish
distributor is hosting "a great get- country dance band — Jimmy
together" at Glasgow's Albany Johnstone and his band; best-selling
Hotel tonight (February 27) — pipe band — Dysan and
giving Scottish dealers a rare chance Dundonald; best accordion
ensemble — Currie Brothers; and
to socialise with manufacturers.
best original show — Scotland The
The show, once again produced What?.
by Archie McCulloch, will include
Clyde Factors chairman, Eddie
presentation of the awards:
personality of the year — Lena Woolfson was on safe ground in
Zavaroni; Scotland's international predicting "a night to remember"
entertainer — Andy Stewart; best when announcing the awards.
Nationwide sale at HMV
ALL HMV'S 36 stores around the country are holding a sale at the
moment, which will run until March 8. Examples of what is on offer
include the Beatles Abbey Road picture disc for £2.50, and cuts on
ordinary full-price LP product which would bring certain titles by big
sellers like Manilo, Abba and Supertramp down to half RRP or less.
BASF video tape range
IT IS already becoming necessary 10 qualify lire word cassette as
either audio or video. And the number of record retailers joining in
the move to slock both blank and pre-recorded selections of the two is
steadily growing.
BASF, long known for its blank range of Chromdioxid video (apes
audio cassettes, is launching a full for all the leading types of recorders.
Until now this manufacturer has
concentrated on the professional
Local folk
sector,
but this year intends to widen
WHAT THE folk music market its domestic
range by adding to its
lacks in sales volume it has almost VCR. VCR long
SVR, and Ualways made up for in steadiness, Matic cassettes a play.
complete range of
but (he forthcoming 2nd Epping Betamax, VHS and
VCC (Philips
Folk Festival could well boost
interest in the area. The festival runs 2000 system).
from May 16 through to May 18,
with the main venue being the
All the BASF Chromdioxid video
Epping Forest Motel, in the centre cassettes meet the standards
of the town. Among the list of specified by the manufacturers of
performers are many very well- the various systems, which ensures
known folk recording artists, that they are fully compatible. The
including Richard Digance, Nic full range of these tapes will soon
Jones, Tom Paley, Andrew become available for trade
Cronshaw, and Wizz Jones.
evaluation.

First dividends
from Hallam
A RISE in trading profit has allowed business," Mallett commented.
Sheffield-based Radio Hallam to "The rewards for risk arc poor and
pay a dividend for the first lime.
the penalty for success, in terms of
Ad revenue rose by more than 30 total levy on profits, is dispiriting,"
per cent in the year ended September
Mallett was commenting on the
30, 1979, compared with the situation before the Broadcasting
previous year, but while trading
Bill, which includes the proposed
profit rose to £217, 329, net profit
introduction of an additional 40 per
fell due to the station's first liability cent Treasury levy on 1LR company
to pay corporation tax.
profits, was published.
"Without relief for losses in
Lack of profits in previous years
earlier years an additional 'fee' of meant that shareholders had not
approximately £50,000 would have received a dividend and Mallett
been payable to the 1BA this year,"
proposed a special dividend of 12'/^
Hallam's chairman Michael Mallett
per share in addition to the final
told shareholders at the annual
dividend of lOp per share. An
meeting. And he pointed out that in
interim payment of seven and a half
future secondary rental payable to
pence was paid on July 1, 1979.
the IBA would rise to 55 per cent of
At the annual meeting Professor
net profits, while corporation tax
Frank Benson was also elected to the
would also rise as allowances fall —
Board, filling the vacancy created by
and the two together account for
the retirement of chairman Gerard
78.4 per cent of profits.
Young.
"Local radio is a high risk
Capital go-ahead on Otello
CAPITAL RADIO has secured the broadcasting rights to the Royal
Opera's production of Otello and has set a provisional transmission
date of Sunday March 9 during the station's Collection slot.
Just a few days after entering into being made available to the rest of
negotiations, the opera, featuring the 1LR network and could signal
Placido Domingo in the lead role similar projects in the future.
and conducted by Kleiber, was
recorded in stereo at Covcnt Garden
Russell quits BRMB
on February 19.
Programme controller Aidan Day JOHN RUSSELL, programme
regards the recording as something director of BRMB Radio in
of a broadcasting coup and Birmingham, is leaving (he station at
comments: "It is a natural extension
the end of February to take up a post
of the growing breadth of our
with a consortium seeking the new
programming." The programme is
ILR franchise for the Bristol area.

News in
brief...
BBC RADIO Solent's
documentary series about the
Southern rock scene, Baked On
The Premises, gets another airing
from Sunday, March 9. Over
eight weeks Gcthyn Jones, Oliver
Gray and John Clare will be
presenting interviews and music
from many of the musicians who
have made music in the South
over the past two decades,
including Manfred Mann, Joe
Jackson, Dave Dec, King
Crimson, The Troggs, Zoot
Money and A1 Stewart. Also
featured will be some of the most
popular local groups including
The Meddyevils, The Classics,
The Soul Agents, Smiling Hard
and Chris Shakespeare.
ARTISTS LINED up for Radio
One's Star Special series this
spring arc Andy Gibb (March
23), Phil Lynott, Barbara
Dickson, Denis Waterman and
Micky Dolenz.
STUART COLMAN hosts
another Radio London demo
tape programme on Saturday,
March 1, featuring material sent
to (he station by aspiring
recording artists. The studio
panel lined up to discuss the
(racks consists of Paul
Gambaccini, Sire's Jane Wallace
and Mark Harrison of Carlin
Music. Radio London is
particularly pleased at receiving a
Black Echoes award for Tony
Williams' Reggae Rockers
programme in (he face of
competition from Capital's
programme presented by a
former Radio London DJ.
Edited
by
NIGEL HUNTER

David Barnes quits
ChappeSI post

■
_ 1/
TO LA UNCH the LP with the biggest ever sleeve, Pye chose the biggest record
store in Europe. And pictured giving the Fabulous Poodles' Think Pink LP on
Blueprint a high calorie send-off at the Virgin Megastore are Eddie Foster,
marketing services manager; Tony Darrell, creative manager; Graham Beits,
assistant PR; John House, A&R; David G if fen, business affairs manager;
Trevor Eyles, director and general manager; Bryan Justice, Blueprint label
manager; Derek Honey, Pye joint MD; and Phil Smith, regional promo coordinator.
MAX ROMEO'S
WET DREAMS OC 003
First time ever on 12" Disco
Now also available on 7", both with
picture sleeve.
No minimum order 1 -1,000
Release date 29th February
Distributed nationally by
JET STAR RECORDS
78 CRAVEN PARK ROAD
LONDON NW10
phone hotline 01-961 5818
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ED WELCH (seated) has signed a
three-year exclusive worldwide
writing contract with EMI Music
Publishing. He is seen at the signing
ceremony with, from left, Greg
Smith of Sumatra Music, Roy
Tempest, director and general
manager of EMI Music Publishing's
pop division, and managing director
Ron White.
Welch moves to EMI after "10
very happy years" of association
with United Artists Music, with
whom his Clowns Music catalogue
remains. His connection with
Smith's Sumatra Music lies in his
soundtrack composing for films
such as The 39 Steps, Stand Up
Virgin Soliders, The Shillingbury
Blowers and some of the
Confessions Of series.
Welch, who lives and writes in
Dartmouth, Devon, is also writing
songs with Barry Mason, and an
example, For The First Time In My
Life, was played at the signing
reception.
He also set Paul Gallico's wartime
story. The Snow Goose, to music as
his first freelance assignment after
leaving the employ of UA Music two
years ago, with a resulting album on
RCA narrated by Spike Milligan.
"That proved to be the key to
several doors," Welsh told Music
Week. "It's brought me many
commissions, including The 39
Steps, whose director had never
heard of me but had heard The
Snow Goose, and it's a good calling
card.''

DAVID BARNES has resigned his post as general manager of the
Chappell Music standard catalogue and left the company on February
15.
founded by Campbell and Hart, will
He has formed a new company,
Cambar Productions Ltd., in be run in conjunction with the new
partnership with Joe Campbell, film venture.
An initial record project for
producer and composer and former
lead bass player with the Royal Cambar was The Worzel Song sung
Philharmonic Orchestra, and Paul by Worzel Gummidgc (alias Jon
Han, Clco Lame's musical director Penwee) on Decca, written by
and accompanist, to engage in music George Evans and produced by Paul
Hart.
publishing and record production.
Barnes headed the Chappell
Joe & Co., the jingle company
standard catalogue department for
three years, preceded by 12 years
with Essex Music.
Roundhouse
"Basically I'm an old-time music
publisher," he told Music Week,
"and the new style of Chappell
musical from
management didn't seem likely to
permit me to work the way 1 want
L&S team
to. The parting was perfectly
A NEW stage musical, based upon
amicable."
the songs of Jerry Lcibcr and Mike
Early financing for Cambar has
Sloller, will open at (he
come from a Saudi Arabian deal and
Roundhouse in London on April 9
Barnes added that the company
for a three-week run before
would be specialising at first in
transferring to the West End.
children's product and planned to
Entitled Only In America, it has
launch a new tape label soon with a
been devised and will be directed
tape manufacturing company.
by Ned Shcrrin and presented by
Cambar Productions is based at 5
Carlin Music and Chrysalis
D'Arblay Street, London, W.l. (01Records in association with H.M.
734 8769).
Tcnncnt and the Roundhouse. The
producer is David Japp, and (he
Died
show is described as "music
CHRIS PARM ENTER
theatre, not just another rock 'n'
Funeral Friday 22nd
roll revue".
Lambeth Cremaioriuin
Among the Leibcr-Stoller hits of
Blacks haw Road
the past three decades are Hound
Tooling, 2.30 pm
Dog, Jailhouse Rock, Charlie
Details from Mike Dimeen
Brown, On Broadway and Spanish
01-493 93SI
. Harlem.
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DISCS

CANCELLED EXPORT ORDER
'watt's parostatik'

BaDBDDDB
THE REELS-PREFAB HEARTS. DOOR 3
HIGH NUMBERS-I'M THE FACE/200T SUIT BACK 1
AVAILABLE FROM.
I
I
Red Rhino, 9 Gilly Gate, York (0904-36499)
144 for £79.95
:
Bonaparte Records, George St., Croydon (01-681 1490)
Iincl. VAT and P&P
V'
Scotia Records, JeHrey St., Edinburgh (031-567 0029)
Send cheque with order for immediate delivery I.
to: Vineyard, Cash & Carry, 56 Standard Rd., * ■ Music Sales. Whinlield lane. Catrick Forgess, N. Ireland (0231-654221
Polygram Record Services (01-690 6044)
London NWIO
STILL AVAILABLE
MB Bulk orders & personal callers tele: 01-961 2919 Et speak to H[
Tony Puccini.
TEARJERKERS-MURDER MYSTERY. DOOR 1
MARK KJELDSEN-ARE YOU READY DOOR 2
DISC PREENERS
in packs of

S. GOLD b SONS LIMITED
BRITAIN'S
NO.in stock
1 at all times.
Complete manufacturers
catalogue
TOP 75 ALBUMS, SINGLES AND TAPES,
PLUS ALL TV PRODUCT
Our prices — strict trade or orders over E150 value, otherwise 3 per
cent handling charge. No rounded up figures to disguise inflated
prices. Accessories include Card, Polythene & PVC covers. Blank
cassettes. Mirrors, Record & Cassette Cases, Mirror badges & up
to the minute sew-on patches.
We can supply anywhere in the world and extended finance can be
arranged for export customers — our service to Northern Ireland is,
without doubt, the finest, and we offer a 24-hour service to the
whole of the UK.
We are now firmly established in our custom-built warehouse and
would welcome anyone who wishes to call and have a look around.
We have been in the business for four years.
REMEMBER THE NAME - YOU'RE GOING TO HEAR IT A LOT
S. GOLD & SONS LIMITED
777/779 High Road, Leytonstona. London Ell 4QS
PHONE 01-558 2121/2
24 hour answering service 01-556 2429

EQUIPMENT

CHEAPER!
TEL:(0703)23543
MUSIC
MERCHANDISERS,
GiaiL?

CHEAP1 CHEAP! CHEAP!
We Importers
Undersell All
See For Yourself
Send For Our Lists
TO-DAY!
GLOBAL RECORD SALES
3 Chepstow
ManchesterSt.
(061 236 5369)

THIS WEEK'S
CHART LP.s
very very cheap from E.E.C.
Phone or write immediately to
ensure quick delivery.
Rose Records.
67 Belsize Park Gdns.,
London NW34JN.
Tel: 01-722 5686

cut out the rest - come to the best
FUUrPRICriWPORTS,
DELETIONS, OVERSTOCK^

Qique

sen fo

ts

STAGE ONE (Records
HOUSE
CMUHS WtLCD*
2PARSHIRE
KINGS ROAD
(0428) 53953
ooo'-Rirs ixvitto HASLEMERE
HASLEMERE SURREY
Telex. 858226
ALL RECORDS,
tapes bought/exchanged.
10p-£2.20 each cash paid
(10p-£2.50 exchange).
Absolutely NONE refused.
Bring ANY quantity In ANY
condition to:
RECORD & TAPE
EXCHANGE
38 Netting Hill Gate,
London W11,
(01-7273539)
ANY LP's. cassettes may be
sent with SAE for cash
(estimate on request).

MAIL ORDER SERVICE - U.S.A.
RECORDS
RADIO STATIONS-DISCO
DJ's - MUSIC
PUBLISHERS
CONSUMERS
Write to us — we have the fastest
service
stock on— old
charts
and all
availableandU.S.bestrecords
& new.
Oldies catalogue $2.00 (lists 45's from
50's thru 70's)
Free listing of disco 12" & LP's
available—
We
ship aircharge
mail oraccepted
air freight——
Visacan
& master
Automatic mailing services on disco &
charts.
Information upon request. No dealers
— Retail consumers only.
MAIL-O-DISC PO BOX 326, Kings
Park. NY 11754. Telo; 516-269-5530.

RECORD AND CASSETTE
BROWSERS, STORAGE
RACKS ETC.
The major supplier to EMI for past 12 years.
Also Boots, Harlequin etc.
Contact Mr H. Lederman on 01-739-8700.

Cash and Carry
WAREHOUSE:
53 Colindale Avenue, London,
N.W.9.
Tel: (01) 200 1263
OPEN 10a.m.-7p.m.
24 hr. Ansaphone (01) 349 1388
Send for our monthly
'Special Offer' List
1000's OF BARGAINS
ALWAYS IN STOCK
CURRENT CATALOGUE CLEARANCE LINES
POP - JAZZ
COUNTRY & WESTERN
CLASSICAL & ROCK
'Always something for everyone'
IMPORT - EXPORT
Export Enquiries Welcome
OLLl^S
LnTERJTATI oJOAL
TELEX 266393

PAP
E.e.c: RCCORDSi
ELVIS COSTELLO - Get
Happy
£2.60
THE SELECTER - Too
Much Pressure
£2.60
THE POLICE - Regatta de
Blanc
£2.60
GARY NUMAN - The
Pleasure Principle
£2.55
E.L.O. — Greatest Hits £2.60
THE JAM - Setting
Sons
£2.65
ABBA - Hits Vol. 2 £2.49
THE EAGLES - The Long
Run
£2.60
Madness — One Step
Beyond
£2.50
other titles availablephone for details
Te/u0702> 6/4992
or 2/9/74 <TAP£)
65, Southchurch Rd.

Studio For Sale

SP&S is same day Service with a smile
knowing our onions; its raining again, business is growing; and everything in the
gardens lovely1 SP&S know from experience the importance of fast efficient service.
Companies are people-and ours are hand picked for their ability backed with
experience and skills. The righl people plus the equipment and back up facilities.
Phone us now for our comprehensive list: ask us about our bumper crop of over
1.5 million LPs. cassettes and 8 tracks covering all music tastes; our ten fully
equipped sales vans that cover the UK; our complete merchandising packagedeals.
fhcres lots more just waiting for you at any one of our three showrooms, so keep
Smiling! SP&S Records will be open unlit 9,00 pm every Thursday until Christmas. _
EUROPES LEADING WHOLESALER OF MAJOR LABEL DELETIONS
Wharf Road, Stratford, London E15 2SU
Tel; 01-555 4321
Telex: 8951427
Clamper House, 47 Bengal Street, Manchester M4 6AF
Tel: 061-236 4086
5P(&>S RECORDS
IN ANSWER TO POPULAR DEMAND
The Carrier Bag Specialists
Hearngrange ltd.
Have added a RECORD CARRIER to their well known and
comprehensive range.
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Heat collated tear off bags — approx 50 per block 14" x 16" 150
gauge punched out handle one one inch block or 8" x 10" on a one
and a half inch block.
100,000
50,000
14" x 16"
2 sides, 1 colour
14.25
14.75
15.00
2 sides, 2 colours
15.75
8" x 10"
_
2 sides, 1 colour
6.75
2 sides, 2 colours
7.10
—

149-151 Hackney Road, London E2
The following records are on sale at 50p each and are in picture
covers: Bee Gees, Too Much Heaven; Gerrone. Supernature; Art
Garfunkel, I only have eyes for you; Genesis, Spot the pigeon;
Andrew Gold, Never let her slip away; Boney M, Rasputin/Painter
man; Bob Marley & Waiters, Is this love; Queen, Bicycle race/Fat
bottomed girls; Donna Summer, Dim all the lights; Joe Tex; Ain t
gonna bump no more.
or send SAE for list of over 2,000 titles, some from as low as 20p
plus VAT.
OLDIES UNLIMITED
DEPT. Y, 6/12 STAFFORD STREET, ST GEORGES, TELFORD,
SHROPSHIRE TF2 9NQ

FOR SALE
East London situated, fully
operational 8 track recording
studio and rehearsal rooms.
£11,000 ABSOLUTELY
NO OFFERS.
This studio is worth a great deal
more but the owners are eager to
concentrate their efforts on
another business and are looking
for a quick sale.
TEL 01-987 1681.

RECORD
BAGS

PRINTED BOTH SIDES
WITH YOUR OWN DESIGN

For further details, samples and quotations please contact:
LONDON OFFICE: Jan Hunter 01 278 6761/2/3
MIDLAND OFFICE: Mary Rudgard 0455 613794
NORTHERN OFFICE: John Perkins 092 572 6879
53/67 Wharfdale Road, Kings Cross, London Ml
Telex: 263856 CYRIL G

7 in. card record sleeves (direct
from manufacturers)
500—£10; 1000—£18.50; 2000
- £35; 5000 - £85. (includes
VAT & carriage) C.W.O. (callers
save carriage)
R.B.G.
Unit 12, Chamber Mill,
Heron Street,
Oldham, Lanes.
061-633-5093:
061-834-3993.
flECPRP
ADAPTORS7" paper
1,000-C7.00
sleeves
(white- or5.000-E32.00.
I.OOO-Cn.OO
- 4.000-f40.00.
7"green).
cardboard
covers
(large). 500-ClTbO - 1.0OQ-C22.OQ. 10% discount if collected. — above
prices include P&P-VAT & INS. Paid.
- C.W.O. (or) C.O.D. extra.
Quotations Larger orders on request, to
KENNEDY'
S "The Globe",
6 Church
Lone, Outwood,
Nr. Wokefield.,
Yorkshire WF1 2JT. Customers calling
please
35604. ring 0924-322650 or Leeds
£1,000.000 CASH BUDGET
available for unwanted c
deleted stereo LP's, 8-track
and Cassettes. Highest price
paid. No quantity is too large c
too small. Phone, telex, writ
or visit us for a generous cas
offer. SCORPIO MUSIC, 293
River Road. Croydon' P
19020, USA. Phone; 215-78S
1541 or Telex 843366
RecstapesCRDN.
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in
display

WILTON PACKAGING
POSTING
RECORDS?
ENVELOPES to post
records and
CARDBOARD BOXES to
hold LPs, Singles
and cassettes
COMPETITIVE PRICES
QUICK DELIVERY
Contact Sue on 01-607 0041
2 RONALDS ROAD, LONDON N5 1XH

SEGREGATE!
Pop
fustic

FOR
SALE
6 EMI tier 5Ft. record Browsers
with cupboards.
1 EMI 4 tier double sided browser.
7 Securette cassette racks.
2 EMI counters.
Phone Glasgow (041) 334-4062

With record dividers from KEENPAC
"SIGNS FAMILIAR" Polythene Sleeves and high quality
polythene record carriers LP and
smnoih. wiiiie. piasnc leciinl dmdeis
single size
wdh smart ultra leqilill lieadmiis
Printed to your own design at
(plus iradesv^lio's >n colour il reijuited).
Unbeaialde pnces Tasi service Ring or write competitive prices
Why not let us quote NOW'
SIGNS FAMILIAR,
Howdale, Downham Market,
LEICESTER
Norfolk PE38 9AL.
Phone: 103663)2511/4.
20084 / 537806
CLEAR PV.C. RECORD COVERS
Made from 500 gauge seamless tubing, giving
maximum strength. Buy direct from the
manufacturer at keenest prices, by return delivery.
Samples, prices and discounts on application.
CLEAR POLYTHENE RECORD COVERS
IN HEAVY DUTY FILM
LP size; 1000 £38.00 including VAT and carriage.
Samples of alt items available.
PLASTIC SALES (Leicester), LIMITED
10/12 DARTFORO ROAD, LEICESTER, LE2 7PQ.
Tel: 0533 833691
DISPLAY TITLES
DIVIDERS OF
for BROWSER
CLASSIFICATION
ARTISTS, COMPOSERS, etc.
enquiries for samples
HUNT - LEIGH
(Shov/card
Display)
Co.,
Unit C 1A, &Mem,i
Works,
Bond Road, Mitcham,'
Surrey CR4 3HG.
Tel: 01-640 7407/8

RECORD
SHOP
browsers, sibrage racks etc., for
sale.
Phone: Coventry 414596,

CLEAR PVC RECORD
COVERS
Manufactured by ourselves from Raw Material — to
film - to covers In 500 gauge seamless PVC film,
having nylon like strength for 7" singles and 12" LP
Records,
BUY BULK DIRECTLY
B RECEIVE DELIVERIES BY RETURN
Phone/write now for Samples/Prices
PANMER LTD Telephone 01.903 6068/9
Fulton Road, Wembley, Middlesex.
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lo obtain our
calakigur of Record
Retail Furnishings

PARTNERSHIP/MERGER
SEMI-RETIREMENT
PROPOSED
Partnership or merger
Two shops in central London — top positions T/O
£125,000 plus.
Principles only in first instance.
Please reply to MW BOX NO. 718.

E.IVI.I. BROWSERS
& STORAGE UNITS
(AT THE RIGHT PRICE)
We have a quantity of
secondhand record and tape
browsers and storage units, all in
excellent condition, together with
miscellaneous record shop
fittings, all surplus to our current
requirements.
Contact: Don Mackenzie on
09326-4142

PVC ALBUM COVERS
Sizes 7". LP & Double-IP. Also 200
gauge Polythene LP Covers.
For SERVICE, QUALITY & VALUE
Contact:
MDrive,
& G Packaging
Ltd..Essex.
63 Pavilion
Leigh-on-Sea,
Tel;
0702 712381.
POLY-CARRIERS
n j-]
1
a_
1P===|
Achoce of Styles all specially printed
500 TO 1.000,000
PACKAGING
DcOI M.WAIRBORNE
Bo.il'iCC Ra u-ccsw
THI0b33l75L9l

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Successful British production company
seeking to acquire further production and
publishing interests.
If you wish to dispose of individual
copyrights, catalogues or companies
please write in the strictest confidence to
BOX NO. MW 720

POSITIONS
STUDIOS
24 TRACK
RECORDING
STUDIO

01 381 2001
%

2 WANSDOWN PLACE
FULHAM
BROADWAY
LONDON SW61DN

MERCHANDISING

BOOK-KEEPER
Required for Music Productions/Publishing/Jingles
Company. Experience to Trial Balance and must be able to
type
Please telephone 402-9244 for appointment.
JEFF WAYNE MUSIC
Oliver House, 8-9 Ivor Place, London NW.l.

EFFICIENT, friendly
SECRETARY

"PARAPHENALIA"
Cash in on this Booming
Business with our three best
sellers;
1. Crystal Badges
2. 1" Button Badges (200
designs)
3. Super Mod Patches 15"
by 21"
Send for free catalogue, or
£1.00 for samples to;
Dept. Ml,
DYNAMIC MARKETING,
6c Brand Street,
Hitchin, Herts.
(0462) 35198.

PIN BADGES
made toSHAPED
your design.
Minimum 250 —
quick compeiitive service. Mod & Pop
badges available from stock-samples &
PIN BADGEprices
CO,onPOrequest.
Box 22, Banbury
- Tel: 0295-57321.
ANN SARGENT
Badges & Promotional
Items
Tel: 01-856-9609
60 Falconwood Avenue,
Welling, Kent.
Attention shops! ..Pop.
Punk & New Wave Group
badges from slock.
SERVICES

SH0WSHIRTS
Custom printed T-shirts, Sweatshirts,
Paper Jackets, Badges Car Stickers 6
Hats.
Compatitive Prices
Any quantity undertaken
659 FULHAM ROAD, LONDON SW6
Telephone: 731-5056 or 731-4986

GOOD LYRICIST
NEEOS WORK
Bawdesweli 460 (Norfolk)
afler7pm, anyday.
LEN BAKER

required for a busy office looking after the affairs of
a major Rock 'N' Roll band. Good salary and
holidays offered.
Please apply to Paul Prenter 01-486 0549.

EXPERIENCED
Balance engineer required for
leading West End 24 Track
recording studio.
Please write with C.V, to; MW
Box No. 719.

SECRETARY
wanted
for interesting job in musical hii
company. Must type, n
shorthand. NW2 area. Phone 0
459-7294.

West End record company requires
ASSISTANT

A MOST BEAUTIFUL
BOSENDORFER IMPERIAL
CONCERT GRAND PIANO
FOR SALE
9'6" black satin finish
£16,000 o.n.o
Please apply MW BOX NO. 714

for Art Department, Experience of print, display and
secrelarial duties an advantage. Salary negotiable.
Ring Fiona for apppointment:
LIBERTY/UNITED ARTISTS,
27/35 Mortimer Street, London, W.I.
Tel: 01-580 4455
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The ESSEX MUSIC GROUP
require an
IBM 3741/42
machine operator in the Royalty Processing Department.
Some experience preferred but not essential. Salary
negotiable depending on age and experience. Bonus and
season ticket scheme in operation.
Telephone 734-8121, extension 30

Sales
Promoter
CBS Records require a first class Sales Promotion
man or woman to work with Radio, Television and
Sales outlets in the South of England.

RECORD COMPANY
SECRETARIES
.to you on our books? MEMO Emp
Agy 734 5774/5

Interested? then write with full career details
including age and experience to: Phyllis
Morgan, Senior Personnnel Officer, CBS
Records, 17/19 Soho Square, London W1V 6HE.

ENGINEER
required to run 16 Track
Recording Facility in Edinburgh,
Ring: (031)229-9651.

FACILITIES
BUSINESS
FOR SALE

Excellent
Rehearsal Room
close to
Pinewood Studios.

FIELD
PROMOTION
REPRESENTATIVE
London St South Area
D.J.M. Records are seeking a promotion representative
with either promotion or sales experience. Please write with
full career details to:
Richard Figgis, D.J.M. Records,
5 Theobalds Road,
London WC1X8SE.

The successful applicant must have proven sales
and promotion experience, although not
necessarily in the music industry, and enjoy hard
work and long hours.
In return we offer a very competitive salary and
company car as well as the usual large Company
benefits.

Competent

Telephone:
Iver(0753) 653457

RECORD
SHOP
FOR SALE

TO PLACE AN
ADVERTISEMENT
IN MARKETPLACE
PHONE
JANEBARTLETT
ON
01-8361522

in northeast mining and industrial
town. High Street position.
Present takings average £600 per
week.
Family commitments forces sale.
Price £5,000 + SAV.
Please apply to BOX No. MW
717.

1
ANNOUNCEMENT
SECRETARY
Senior Secretary experienced in record business
required to work for director and A. & R.
manager of fast expanding record company.
Good secretarial skills and bright personality
required for this busy and interesting position.
Telephone Caroline Richardson on
01-602 3483 for an appointment
lWS
p'

The ESSEX MUSIC GROUP
require
an EXPERIENCED COPYRIGHT SECRETARY.
Salary negotiable depending on age and
experience. Bonus and season ticket schemes
in operation.
Telephone 734-8121, ext. 30

WHAT'S

A

LOT OF

COPY DEADLINE
Music Week would like to remind Market Place advertisers
that the copy deadline for all classified advertisements is
the Wednesday 10 days before issue publication date and
that this deadline applies to advertisements that have
already had their insertion confirmed.
While it may well be possible to obtain advertising space on
the deadline day itself this is not always the case and clients
are advised to book as early as possible.

BIG, RED, MAKING

NOISE AND

BY MORE

BOUGHT

PEOPLE THAN

MELODY MAKER

IN

BRITAIN?*

If you said Sounds you'd be right. It's the music weekly
with the most up to the minute coverage on new artists, new
albums, and what's making it big in the charts.
For more information, ring Steve Bush-Harris or Jon Newey:
Tel: 01-8361522 ^

sounds
Spotlight Publications, 40 Long Acre, London WC2.
*ABCJuly-December 1979 Sounds UK & Eire circulation 132,459, Total 137,037
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v arious ARTISTS
75 Million Sellers. Pickwick/IMP
75. Producers: various. Priced ai
£5.99 for 75 million-selling cuts, this
album must sell in fair quantities,
especially with a soul album
featuring Otis Redding, Sam &
Dave, Aretha Franklin and Wilson
Pickett, all very much in vogue at
the moment. Other numbers run
from 1952 with Frankie Lainc's
High Noon to 1974 with Feel Like
Makin" Love by Roberta Flack.
WRECKLESS ERIC
Big Smash. Stiff. SEEZ 21.
Producers: Bazza and various. A
new album from Wrcckless is always
cause for celebration and this one
could just be the turning point to
give one of Stiff's premier unknown
the break he has been seeking for
many a year. A double album, the
first disc is devoted to new songs,
including A Pop Song, which has
been released as a single, while the
second is a compilation of Wreckless
classics available before only on
American import. Special low price
of i3.99 should add impetus.
STIFF LITTLE FINGERS
Nobody's Hero. Chrysalis CHR
1270. Producer: Doug Bennett. A
great debut that still manages to
retain the fire of Inflammable
Material — the band's first album
on Rough Trade. There is a reworking of the Specials' Doesn't
Make It All Right, with lead
singer/guitarist Jake Burns' voice
remarkably fluid, the last single
Gotta Gettaway along with their
current chart offering At The Edge.
The best cut is the poignant Tin
Soldiers.
JO JO ZEP AND THE FALCONS
Takin' The Wraps Off.
Rockburgh ROCD 110. Producers:

Ross Wilson and Joe Cainillcri.
Excellent R&B from this
Australian combo. The live album
contains both classics like Route 66
and Frankie Miller's excellent Ain't
Got No Money and original
numbers such as their ballad King
Of Fools. The studio album comes
close to jazz in places, especially
with the opener Boogie In The
Barnyard while Dancing Mood
stands out as a great reggae number.
Excellent value at £4.99 and far too
good to be ignored. Just signed to
Warners, which should enhance Jo
in the future.
THE BLUES BAND
Official Bootleg Album.
WGLG/Arista. Producers:
McGuinncss and Stonebridge.
Featuring Paul Jones on vocals, The
Blues Band have had tremendous
success in the capital with the initial
pressings by their management
company selling like hot cakes. Now
Arista has stepped in to license this
collection of raw British blues. Best
cuts are Come On In, Talk To Me
Baby and the live I Don't Know.
PLAYERS' ASSOCIATION
We Got The Groove. Vanguard
Records. VSD 79431. Producer:
Danny Weiss. Satisfying disco sound
from US group. Includes their UK
hit singles Turn The Music Up and
Ride The Groove plus four other
tracks. A good seller.
SUGARHILL GANG
Sugarhill Gang. Sugarhill SHLP
245. Producers: Sylvia Robinson,
Nate Edmonds and Billy Jones. The
biggest group to hit disco since that
music began to lose its saleability
and a 15 minute version of their
single hit Rapper's Delight leads off.

'BRING IT ALL HOME'
TAKEN FROS1 THE FORTHCOMING ALBUM "SNAKES AND LADDERS" UAK 30298 CASSETTE TCK 30298
THE NEW SINGLE FROM
GERRY AV R AFFERTY

n

A^
"vi

C/W
IN TRANSIT
ISSUED IN SPECIAL PICTURE BAG
BP 340
in
U.K.TOUR
MARCH
30
DE
MONTFORT
J1 ALL, LEICESTER
W 51 BRA NOW YN HALL.SWANSEA
APRIL
2 WH1TLA HALL, BELFAST
5 ROYAL nU BIJ N STAI31UM. DU Bl JN
S APOLLO,CLASCOW
CAPITAL. ABERDEEN
riODEON, EDINBURGH
9CITY
HALL,NEWCASTLE
11 APOLLO,MANCHESTER
12MAJOR
CITY 11LONDON
ALL.SHEFFIELD
CONCERT DATE
(TO BE CONFIRMED)

ORDER NOW FROM YOUR UA SALESMAN OR EMI RECORDS DIS1RBUTKDN CENTRE.
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IAN HUNTER
Shades of Ian Hunter (The Ballad of
Ian Hunter and Mott The Hooplc.
CBS 88476. With Hunter's side-step
to Chrysalis, CBS has released a
double set of Hunter's past and very
listenablc it is too. The first album
contains Moil material including All
The Young Dudes, Roll Away The
Stone, the live version of Marionette
and Where Do You All Come From,
while disc two features lan's solo
material — Once Bitten, Twice Shy,
England Rocks, Overnight Angels
and All American Alien Boy. One of
the very few worthwhile re-issues.
**♦
FIDDLER'S DRAM
Fiddler's Dram. Dingle's (Spartan)
DID 711. You've heard the single,
now meet the album. Day Trip To
Bangor, Bcercan Lane, Whiskey,
Sloe Gin and many more folk
numbers. Good fingcr-in-the-ear
stuff. Substantial campaign, UK
tour and success of the single musi
all combine to boost sales.
JERRY LEE LEWIS
Live At The Star Club, Hamburg.
Philips 6336 634. Much-vaunted and
very worthwhile re-release of this old
Sixties' recording with the Killer in
top form on such rockers as Good
Golly Miss Molly, Hound Dog and
Great Balls Of Fire.
***
LETTER
Reply to BPI
allegation
I WAS amused to see thai the
BPI has used the pages of Music
Week to reject criticisms made
in the pages of New Scientist. I
am less amused to read \n MW
(February 9) thai the BPI "was
not approached for information
for this piece".
This statement is absolute
nonsense as your reporter could well
have established had he taken the
trouble to make just one phone call
to me.
I am enclosing copy letters which
are merely representative of many
fruitless approaches made to the
BPI, MCPS and IFPI during the
months prior to publication of the
article. You are at liberty to publish
these in full if you wish, but I would
draw your attention in particular to
the following paragraph contained
in a letter of December 17, 1979,
which was sent to Richard Robson,
press officer of the BPI, with copies
to John Hall QC, director of antipiracy operations of the IFPI, and
R. W. Montgomery of the MCPS:
"I STILL haven't had my outgoing
information on the BPI from
either you or the BPI... I have
also heard nothing from the IFPI
since I finally heard from John
Hall on July 31 promising to get
in touch with me and arrange a
meeting on the matter of antipiracy. And I've heard nothing
whatsoever from the MCPS on
the matter of licence wording.
All I can say — yet again — is
that I am here at the above
address, essentially as anxious as
anyone else to see a healthy
record industry but still never
receiving any outgoing
information from any of the
official bodies."
Need I say more?
ANDREW HOPE, Denning Road,
London NW3
@ The editor replies "We
approached the BPI to give them an
opportunity to reply to Mr Hope's
article, the nub of which was that
'bad pressing of records is at the
root of all its present commercial
problems."
® BPI replies: "We have never
been approached by Mr Hope for
information relating to the
purported bad pressing of records."

Commentary

Outlook: no ctiange....Unions
still inhibit video releases....
The big bands are coming
NEW YORK: Retail sales for the six months from July to February
rose 9.7 per cent over the equivalent 1978 period, while record sales, at
best, held flat.
Anticipated general growth for the retail sector is expected to be
approximately six per cent in the coming six months, according to a
survey by the Wall Street Journal which, given the current six per cent
rate of inflation, means no gain in the quantity of goods sold.
With Americans increasingly turning to forms of entertainment that
gel them out of the house, that would make this coming year
potentially even more vulnerable for the record industry than anyone
would have predicted as little as six months ago. Commented one
industry observer: "If you really want to be fatalistic about it, you
could say that we're doing belter now than we will be a year from
now."
Following the PolyGram centralisation of the business and finance
sectors of its various recorded music divisions, it is expected (hat there
will be increased specialisation among the smaller companies, which
will try to target their product to specific audiences, and cautious but
definite moves towards readying for the hoped-for acceptance of
home video in both cable and disc/cassette modes.
Said Irwin Steinberg, chairman of (he newly-crcated PRO USA
division of PolyGram: "Up to 1979, there was a euphoria in the
industry that added to the bargaining power of the artist. That
euphoria is cooling now, and I expect a flat 1980."
FOR ALL its ballyhooing about having created the first video disc
cassette of a rock album, Chrysalis at this point in time has no
agreement with any of the trade unions involved regarding possible
commercial release of the Blondie set.
"We're still negotiating," insisted one source. "We haven't given
up on a commercial release avenue. Right now we're looking for a
distributor who might have an arrangement with (he unions and who
would thus be able to release it."
That would make Time-Life a major contender since it does have
some blanket arrangement for limited use (for its home box office
cable division and for its mail order video club). Apparently, the Jon
Roseman-produced tape was originally conceived as a promotion
piece, as with most of (he video so far created, with the notion of
commercial release an after-the-fact attempt. According to sources at
various video software manufacturers/distributors, such commercial
release is a long, long way off.
By IRA MAYER
FOR A while, it seemed as though this reporter was the only one
sensing a renewed interest in big band music, but now there's been a
front page story proclaiming that "The big bands arc back".
Gary Lawrence and his Sizzling Syncopators arc moving after four
years from Blue Goose, a tiny New York-based speciality label, to
Columbia, curiously under (he Mastcrworks classical imprint, and
clubs as diverse as Trax (mostly new wave) and the Rainbow Room
(mostly whitewashed TV bands) are featuring the likes of the
Widespread Depression Orchestra and Panama Francis and his SavoySultans — the former a rivival band of nine young musicians and the
latter composed of surviving Twenties and Thirties big band players
who really swing.
There are currently more than a dozen such outfits regularly
working NY rooms, plus several others on the West Coast and in the
mid-west. Widespread is playing two nights a week at the Blue Parrot,
(he Chelsea Funk Orchestra (managed by Sid Bernstein) is resident
once weekly at the West Bank Cafe, and there are increasingly
frequent visits from the likes of Count Basic, Buddy Rich and
Maynard Ferguson.
Also there are those units (hat periodically come together such as
(hose headed by Gerry Mulligan, Dave Matthews, Gil Evans and Mel
Lewis, all having done recent sellout business, most often in rooms
with dance floors.
It's the sort of music that fits well in disco discos or rock discos and
I don't think it will be long before both start programming newcomers
such as Lawrence, whose Charleston At The Disco would be a perfect
entry, or old-timers such as Benny Goodman, who played St.
Valentine's Day at Roseland for dancing.
Ahmet Ertegun hired Widespread to play a private party, though he
hasn't signed them and thus far there's been reticence in signing the
ensembles. Several have been slaying together for extended periods,
though, and, given the calibre of musicianship, these bands should be
relatively inexpensive to record. Also digital recording techniques
would give brass sections a presence they've never had before on
record.
STEVE LEEDS Promotions, having generated considerable radio
response to Anthony More's UK album, has been fielding enquiries
regarding American release of the LP from A&M, Arista and RCA
among others.
As much a fan as a promotion man, Leeds enjoys finding unique
records to bring to radio stations, and serving as US "antennae" for
UK labels looking for a way to test product without formal release and
before import sales relegate them to "cult" status.
And, for a true understanding of the ways of American radio,
Leeds has a list of the 47 (soon to be expanded) most common reasons
I radio programmers give for not playing any given record. The
serio/comic list is free for the asking from him at 130 West 57lh
I Street, Suit I2B. NY 10019.
NO MORE news at present on the Justice Department investigation of
counterfeit returns to record companies, but rumours suggest the
matter is shaping up into a scandal likely to surpass the proportions of
the payola investigations of yore. Word has it that some companies
l have discovered as much as 30 per cent counterfeit returns.
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The Ramones
IT IS miraculous how the Ramones
have managed to get away with five
albums featuring their
straightforward high speed rock
and, in the same way, how they
managed to sustain an hour and a
half of the same live.
Perhaps the key lies in their "laidback" approach to full-till rock V
rollers, picking up at the same time
on the sort of hooks thai elevated
the Beach Boys 10 their legendary
position.
The numbers ran fast and
fluid (as ever) from the early
Blitzkrieg Bop and Sheena Is A
Punk Rocker, through to the equally
classic numbers on their latest End
Of The Century album with Rock
V Roll Radio, Chinese Rocks and
the inevitable Baby I Love You with
an off-stage keyboard player to give
the violin sounds.
Live, the songs arc even more
basic than they arc on vinyl, with
banks of identical spare guitars lined
up to substitute the ones that had
gone out of tune.
Everyone knew every number,
everyone was dancing, and everyone
in the audience was smiling . . . and
you can count on one hand the
number of bands that can achieve
that. The Ramones can get away
with another five albums on that
basis alone.
SIMON HILLS

THE RAMONES
wander anywhere between MOR and
rock, and onstage at times it looked
as though they just couldn't decide
what they should be.
But there is potential there and
once the band do decide just what
they want to do musically — and
arguably it should be clear-cut pop
music — then the way could well be
clear for them to make a much
bigger impression on the market. At
least, with the backing of an
enterprising label like Carrere, they
stand a better chance than a lot of
other bands currently playing the
circuit.
CHRIS WHITE

Cliche
CLICHE ARE a six-piece band who
in the last three years have built up a
good following in East London and
Essex and are now hoping for wider
success with the release of their first
single, I Know Your Game, on
Carrcre Records. Their debut disc
also coincided with a gig at the
Marquee where, despite the fact that
they were the support act, the band
still managed to draw an enthusiastic
response from the audience.
The line-up of Cliche is lead
singers Mike and Kathy Malaine,
Dave Neal on lead guitar, Paul
Farnham bass guitar, Simon Jeffries
keyboards and Peter May, drums.
Their music is mainstream pop and
more probably suited to the
recording studios rather than venues
like the Wardour Street club.
Cliche's main problem at the
moment seems to be the lack of any
definite image. Musically they

Classic Rock
THE LONDON Symphony
Orchestra (augmented by a modern
rhythm section) and Chorus
conducted by Peter Knight repeated
the 1979 success of Classic Rock at
some sellout concerts at the Royal
Albert Hall recently.
The programme comprised pieces
from the three K-tel albums of the
series and while some worked better
than others in this symphonic
context, the whole show was
rapturously received by audiences
spanning all generations.
Outstanding items were Bohemian
Rhapsody, Pinball Wizard,
Standing In The Shadows Of Love
and First Time Ever I Saw Your
Face, which featured a beautifully
controlled panpipe solo by Richard
Harvey. And Sailing served to
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showcase the mellow voices of the
LSO chorus as well as enabling the
audience to join in on the encore.
NIGEL HUNTER
McGuinn and
Hillman
ROGER MCGUINN and Chris
Hillman must have been
disappointed with the poor turnout
for their only UK appearance at the
Hammersmith Odcon, considering
the great reception they got at The
Venue last year.
These ex-Byrds made classics like
Eight Miles High, Chestnut Mare
and Tambourine Man sound as fresh
as ever and though their new
material, which has spawned two
albums on Capitol, just fails to be
quite as distinctive as those Sixties
songs, they are capable of melodic
rock as good as anything around at
the moment. Don't You Write Her
Off Like That from their last album
and City, the title track of their
latest, were probably the pick of the
night.
McGuinn and Hillman certainly
seemed to enjoy the evening and
McGuinn literally skated through
encores like Rock 'n' Roll Star
— still a marvellous number —
exhibiting the latest roller skating
craze that seems to have hit
America.
The support artist, Lee Clayton,
also deserves a mention for his well
crafted songs and Southern drawl
delivery which could soon turn a
small cult following into strong
album sales.
DAVID DALTON
Bobby Henry
IT IS strange how a great songwriter
like Bobby Henry should manage to
miss any attention at all — with
some critical acclaim for his first
single Head Case and none for the
later Soho Sadshow, both on Oval
Records.
In small club venues he cuts a rare
atmosphere of warmth and good
dance music along with songs and
riffs that roll out with the ease of a
roadie downing a pint. With his
new band. Risk, Henry, has been
dabbling a lot in reggae with neat,
distinctive guitar riffing becoming
his hallmark along with high-pitched
abrupt vocals.
The perfect example is Ginger, a
husky reggae ballad backed by his
clicking rhythms overlaid with some
fine fretwork from the Risk lead
guitarist, making neat use of his
echo chamber with his last riff
repeated over the new one.
But other up-tempo numbers
come over more crisply, with the
rocker Hungry, the forthcoming
single Hunted and a new song, Learn
To Dance, all beautifully textured
and succinctly limed. An album
comes out later this month which
should be well worth checking out.
Bobby Henry has no gimmicks, nor
a bandwagon to jump on — but it
would be a tragedy if he was ignored
because of that.
SIMON HILLS

SO MANY music industry people have suddenly found
themselves out of work during the past 12 months that the news
of the latest batch, victims of the Bertelsmann chopper, could
simply be dismissed with a sympathetic shrug . . . except that
there are aspects of this particular clear-out that leave a bad
taste in the mouth — at least one long-serving executive, for
instance, who should have qualified for a job in the NRBC
marketing company, was sacked without even being given a
chance to pilch for a position . . . Bertelsmann could have
picked a company name which trips off the tongue a little more
easily . . . Andrew Pryor well deserves his elevation, but the
virtual demotions of Charles Levison and Robin Blanchflowcr
to production company heads hardly does credit to their widerranging abilities.
MEDIA NEWS: When reporting the latest ABC figures we
omitted the budding Smash Hits which has put on more than
18,000 copies to achieve a UK total of 182,816 . . . Zig Zag
magazine holding a 100th issue celebration party at the Music
Machine on March 31 — a joint benefit gig in association with
the National Council of One Parent families . . . Musicians
Only is sponsoring a workshop and exhibition for guitarists and
guitar makers at London's Kensington Town Hall, June 4-6
. . . The Third fi/acJr£c/ioej Annual Reggae Awards took place
last Sunday with honours going to Etrol Dunkley (best male
singer), Janet Kay (best female singer) and Steel Pulse (best
band and best live performers).
IS THERE cogent comment on the state of the industry (or the
popularity of WEA) in the fact that the three sales rep vacancies
WEA advertised in the past year pulled in'.960 applicants? . . .
New band Stiff All Stars, who debut with Maybe Tonight on
Chiswick, comprises CBS product manager Andy Murray, Stiff
press officer Nigel Dick and Dinsong publishing manager Nick
Garnctt, one-lime Foundations drummer . . EMI Music
Publishing now using the KPM studio solely fc' its own
purposes, with two redundancies resulting.
YOU'D HAVE thought that people were too busy trying to sell
records these days to worry about their egoes, but it seems a few
got bruised last week and if you heard a low rumbling noise it
was the sound of Spotlight Publications shuddering as
complaints were made on high — space prevents us mentioning
all the names, but humble apologies to anyone who may have
thought themselves offended by anything in last week's Music
Week . . . Sad to report the death from cancer of former
Philips and Polydor staffer Chris Parmentcr . . . Industry
photographer Doug McKenzie in Lewisham General Hospital
recovering from appendix operation . . . Press release we
couldn't resist: "Ex-Severn Bridge lamp-post builder who is
also ex-Nottinghamshire miner (Stu Stevens) has just become
the first ever English country singer to achieve chart success in
the US" — and that's just the headline!
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Gone to Earth
PLATINUM
Jonuarv 1980

Gone to Earth
gold
May 1979
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